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The Manned Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL) is a versatile facility
for experimental research which provides for:
Simultaneous development of space flight technology and man's capa-
bility to function effectively under the combined stresses of the space
environment for long periods of time.
• Intelligent selectivity in the mode of acquisition, collation, and trans-
mission of data for subsequent detailed scientific analyses.
• Continual celestial and terrestrial observations.
Future application potential includes use of the MORL as a basic, inde-
pendent module, which, in combination with the Saturn Launch Vehicles
currently planned for the NASA inventory, is responsive to a broad range
of advanced mission requirements.
The laboratory module includes two independently pressurized compart-
ments connected by an airlock. The larger compartment comprises the
following functional spaces:
• A Control Deck from which laboratory operations and a major portion
of the experiment program will be conducted.
• An Internal Centrifuge in which members of the flight crew will
perform re-entry simulation, undergo physical condition testing, and
which may be useful for therapy, if required.
• The Flight ('rew Quarters, which include sleeping, eating, recreation,
hygiene, and liquids laboratory facilities.
The smaller compartment is a ltangar/Test Area which is used for logistics
spacecraft maintenance, t'arg{_ transfer, experimentation, satellite check-
out, and flight crew habitati_m in a deferred-emergency mode of operation.
The logistics vehicle is composed of lhe following elements"
• A I ogistics Spacecraft x_hh'h gel_erally c_,rresponds to the geometric
envehg_e ,,f the Apollo ('ommand and S_,rvice Modules and which
..... u,,,-._ an ,_p_,Jh, Spacecraft with launch escape system and a service
pack for rendezvous and re-entry maneuver propulsion" and a Multi-
Mission Module for either cargo, experiments, laboratory facility
modifications, or a spacecraft excursion propulsion system.
• A Saturn IB i.aunch Vehicle.
Integration of this Logistics System with MORI, ensures the flexibility and
growth potential required for continued utility of the laboratory during a
dynamic experiment program.
In addition to the requirements imposed by the experiment program, sys-
tem design parameters must reflect operational requirements for each
phase of the mission to ensure:
• Functional adequacy of the laboratory.
• Maximum utilization of available facilities.
• identification of important parameters for consideration in future
planning of operations support.
For this reason, a concept of operations was developed simultaneously with
development of the MORL system.
... 
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PREFACE
This report is submitted by the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center. It has been
prepared under Contract No. NAS1-3612 and describes the analytical and experi-
mental results of a preliminary assessment of the MORL's utilization potential.
Documentation of study resultsare containedin two types of reports: A finalre-
port consistingof s Technical Summary and a 20-page Summary Report,and five
Task Area reports,each relatingto one of the five maior task assignments. The
finalreportwill be completed at the end of the study,while the Task Area re-
portsare generatedincrementallyaftereach major task assignment iscompleted.
The five Task Area reportsconsist of the following:Task Area I, Analysis
of Space Related Objectives; Task Area If, IntegratedMission Development
Plan; Task Area Ill,MORL Concept Responsiveness Analysis; Task Area IV,
MORL System Improvement Study; and Task Area V, Program Planning and Eco-
nomic Analysis.
This document contains 1 of the 5 partsof the Task Area IV report,MORL Sys-
tem Improvement Study.The study evaluatespotentialimprovements tothe MORL,
necessitatedby the limitationsidentifiedin Task Area Ill,and evaluates those
improvements stemming from investigationsaimed at increasing the effective-
ness of the MORL throughthe additionof new system elements.
The contents and identificationof the five parts of this reportare as follows:
Book 1, Douglas Report SM-48815, presents the summary of the Task Area effort
and the results of the configuration, structure, electrical power, logistics system
and performance analyses; Book2, Douglas Report SM-48816, presents the results
of the analyses performed on the Environmental Control/Life Support subsystem;
Book 3, Douglas Report SM-48817, presents the results of the analyses performed
on the Stabilization and Control subsystem; Book 4, Douglas Report SM-48818,
presents the results of the analyses performed on the Communications and Tele-
metry subsystem; Book 5, Douglas Report SM-48819, presents the results of the
analyses performed on the Propulsion subsystem.
Requests for further information concerning this report will be welcomed by
R.J. Gunkel, Director, Advance Manned Spacecraft Systems, Advance Systems
and Technology, Missile & Space Systems Division, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
/
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The MORL Phase IIb study has resulted in an expanded definition of mission
requirements and objectives for an orbiting research laboratory, and has
yielded increased understanding of the performance and functional require-
ments which this mission imposes on the laboratory's subsystems. Study of
the Stabilization and Control Subsystem (SCS) has continued in parallel with the
systems-level progress. The basic objective of this study is to ensure that
the recommended SCS concept has a sufficient capability to meet the needs
of initial flights, as well as the expanding needs of future missions.
The SCS which has evolved from these studies is designed to satisfy the
orientation and attitude control requirements that arise from both the
experimental phase of the mission and the operational events associated with
placing and maintaining the laboratory facility in space.
For the normal (long-term) operation of the laboratory, an orientation is
selected that aligns the longitudinal axis of the laboratory with the velocity
vector with one side of the vehicle facing the Earth. This attitude is
referred to as the belly-down orientation. For routine operations in this
orientation, control signals are provided by a two-axis horizon sensor
(used to sense the local vertical) and a roll-rate gyro (used in a gyro-
compass mode to sense the yaw attitude error). In addition to this basic
rp_ode of operatinn: the SCS can respond to manually or automatically
generated control commands to maneuver the laboratory to any desired
ine rtial orientation.
To accommodate the fine-attitude-hold requirements of some experiments,
a precision attitude reference is provided. This system, which can provide
attitude reference information in either the belly-down or inertial orienta-
tions, consists of a 3-axis platform gyro package, two 2-axis star trackers,
a special purpose computer, and an electro-optical alignment subsystem. The
gyro package differs from the conventional gimballed platform in thatthree
separate single-gimbal platforms are used. This configuration improves
maintainability by permitting replacement of an individual platform.
Control torques, needed to maneuver the laboratory or stabilize it in a
selected orientation, are provided by control-moment gyros (CMG) and the
reaction control system's (RCS) gas jets. The CMG's provide primary
actuation because of the efficiency resulting from their momentum storage
feature. The RCS supplies external torques for desaturating the CMG's, and
for other events which require high torque capability.
The present system concept does not differ fundamentally from the baseline
SCS developed in the MORL Phase IIa study. The changes incorporated in
the current design are more in the nature of refinements which have been
found necessary because of a more comprehensive review of requirements.
In reaching these conclusions, the mission requirements imposed by opera-
tion in both high- and low-inclination, low-altitude orbits, as well as in the
synchronous orbit, have been investigated as a part of the MORL Task
Area III Concept Responsiveness Analysis study. The study has shown that
support of nonexperimental mission events is easily accomplished and that
it accounts for a negligible portion of the overall system complexity.
Support of experimental operations presents the most difficult requirements
in terms of both functional complexity and performance accuracy. To arrive
at this conclusion, the MORL Data Bank of 163 experimentsSwas examined as
a part of the Task Area III study to determine the total spectrum of require-
ments that may be imposed on the SCS. Each experiment was examined in
detail to determine the requirements for vehicle orientation, pointing
accuracy, duty cycle, stabilization and slewing rates, and other pertinent
factors. The requirements thus derivedfromtheDataBanklist of experiments
$Subsequent to the SCS accommodation assessment, the Data Bank was
further condensed to a total of 157 experiments. However, the overall
requirements remain essentially unchanged.
represent a sufficiently diversified set of requirements for evaluating the
SCS which are preferable to the use of a more restricted list associated
with a specific mission.
Following the identification of this broad range of experimental requirements,
the baseline SCS, as defined at the conclusion of the MORL Phase IIa study,
was examined to determine the degree of accommodation it afforded. In
performing this assessment, it was assumed that the laboratory experiment
interface is simplified if a given experiment may use the laboratory as an
orientation and stabilization platform and not be required to provide its own
control functions. Therefore, the pointing accuracy and rate requirements
for a given experiment were first compared with the baseline laboratory's
pointing accuracy and rate capabilities. In the simplest mode of operation,
which employs horizon sensing and gyrocompassing to define the reference
attitude, the baseline SCS can maintain the laboratory's axes aligned to
within 1/2 ° of the belly-down reference orientation. Body rates are largely
a function of the transient disturbances induced by crew and equipment
motions. While the crew motion disturbance category has not been studied
in depth, it is anticipated that vehicle rates of at least as high as 0.06°/sec
will be experienced as the result of crew motions. By restricting crew
activity, the vehicle rates may be reduced to 0.01°/sec or even 0.005°/sec.
Use of the laboratory's precision inertial reference increases the attitude
measurement accuracy to a maximum of approximately 0.01 °. Because the
same dynamic disturbances exist, the body rates are expected to be the same
as in the horizon sensor/gyrocompass mode. Because of the increased
measurement accuracy, however, the maximum vehicle attitude errors
should not exceed 0. 1 °
Of the 163 Data Bank experiments exa_zlined in the responsiveness analysis,
102 were found to impose some requirement on the SCS. A total of I01
experiments require pointing, attitude hold, or knowledge of attitude history.
A total of i01 experiments require a rate stabilization capability and, of
these, 43 also require a slewing capability in excess of 1.0°/sec.
Maneuvering of the laboratory to satisfy the slewing- or tracking-rate
profiles demanded by these 43 experiments was determined to be beyond the
S
capability of the baseline control moment gyros and to require too much
propellant if the RCS were used. The preferred alternative is to place these
experiments on gimballed mounts. This method reduces the mass to be
accelerated to a reasonable amount. An additional requirement for gimbal-
ling experiments arises because crew motions and other transient disturb-
ances limit the degree of attitude-hold and rate-stabilization accuracy
attainable on the laboratory. These factors result in the need for 13
additional experiments to be gimbal mounted, bringing the total to 56
experiments.
The result of the responsiveness analysis led to the recommendation that
further stl_dies be performed to investigate the problems of experiment
integration. This need was further emphasized in the 48-hour study. A task
was initiated to develop a concept for accurately aligning gimballed experi-
ment sensors relative to the attitude reference, and to develop a location and
installation concept for the laboratory's attitude reference that was better
than the concept previously recommended. Successful completion of this
task would ensure accurate transfer of pointing command.
Although the accommodation assessment failed to identify any additional
major difficulties with the baseline SCS, a comprehensive design review was
conducted to determine areas of marginal capability, insufficient definition,
or inadequate growth potential. A series of improvement studies was
initiated in both analytical and hardware areas. The most significant results
from these studies, in addition to the development of an on-board sensor
alignment concept, are: (1) increased CMG momentum and torque to provide
more attitude maneuvering capability, (2) more detailed definition of the
electronic hardware, (3) substantiation of the gyrocompassing and manual-
control performance estimates, (4) more accurate estimates of impulse
requirements imposed by the external environments, and (5) further sub-
stantiation of the inertial reference selection.
To minimize any possible risk in the realization of this subsystem, each
element of the concept has been reviewed to identify the need for early
research and development activity. Emphasis has been placed on the role
of in-orbit testing to support the research and development program.
4
The main body of this report presents a review of the requirements imposed
on the SCS by the MORL mission, describes the functional and equipment
aspects of the system, summarizes the results of improvement studies, and
presents the recommendations for further study and research. Four Appen-
dixes are included to elaborate on the subjects discussed in the basic report.
These Appendixes present the detailed analyses and design data on tradeoff
and definition studies performed in the improvement study, which resulted
in the recommended system. Seven separate studies are reported on in the
Appendixes--four of an analytical nature and three involving the hardware
mechanization of the system. The analytical studies investigate: (1) impulse
sizing requirements caused by the external environment (namely, the aero-
dynamic and gravity forces, and torques which act on the vehicle), (2) the
problem of maintaining proper orientation using the horizon sensor and
gyrocompass technique_ (3) attitude maneuvering using momentum storage
actuators, and (4) man's role in control of the vehicle. The hardware
studies include: (i) definition of the total hardware system, (2) detailed
definition of the selected sensors, as well as the sensor inflight alignment
and calibration concept, and (3) a tradeoff study which includes three methods
of mechanizing the precision inertial reference requirements.
_KECEDING, IPAGE, BLA_K I_QT_ E.[_.
Se ction 2
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The Stabilization and Control system (SCS) is used to orient and stabilize the
MORL attitude during all phases of the mission. The mission activities may
be classified into two major categories: (1) those associated with operational
(nonexperimental) events such as orbit injection, orbit maintenance, and
rendezvous, and (Z) those associated with the overall prime mission experi-
mental objectives. Both the nonexperimental and experimental performance
requirements must be met in the presence of internal and external dynamic
disturbances.
In addition to the SCS performance requirements, there are requirements
for overall systems effectiveness in terms of operability, reliability, and
maintainability. These requirements are to be met by considering, in the
system design, man's presence aboard the zero-g environment laboratory.
These performance and operational requirements apply throughout the entire
MORL mission life of 1 to 5 years and, while the requirements are perturbed
by launch date changes, laboratory configuration alterations, and orbit
parameter variations, consideration must be given in the system design to
minimize the effects of these perturbations.
g. 1 NONEXPERIMENTAL
The nonexperimenLal zequircmcnts res_1_ from the mission events which are
concerned primarily with injecting a_.d ._._aintaining the laboratory in its
prescribed orbit for the duration of the mission. Specifically, the mission
events and functions which must be supported by the SCS are as follows:
i. Orbit injection.
2.. Short-term unmanned orientation and stabilization.
7
.4.
5.
6.
Orbit-keeping or orbit-altitude maintenance.
Long-term manned zero-g stabilization.
Rendezvous and docking.
Artificial gravity.
Requirements for each of these events and functions,
Table 2-1, are briefly discussed in this section.
summarized in
2. 1. 1 Orbit Injection
The SCS is required to maintain an attitude orientation which properly aligns
the injection thrustors during orbit injection. Because the booster supplies
al! but approximateiy the last 200 fps of orbital velocity, the thrust axis
alignment during engine firing is not critical. A value of ±5 ° is adequate.
Misalignment, thrust eccentricities, and thrust magnitude variations will
generate disturbance torques on the laboratory during injection. These
torques are not expected to exceed 110 ft-lb, which are easily handled by
the Reaction Control system (RCS) engines.
2. 1.2 Short-Term Unmanned Orientation and Stabilization
Subsequent to orbit injection, there are no particular orientation require-
ments imposed (assuming the use of an isotope power system). In the case
of a solar panel power source, orientation of the panels toward the sun is
required.
For the baseline system, however, it is only necessary to ensure that body
rates are not excessive during the rendezvous and docking event. For this
purpose, a rate limit of 0.03°/sec is established.
2. 1. 3 Orbit Keeping
The SCS provides attitude orientation when the propulsion system is operated
to correct orbit decay caused by aerodynamic drag. During periods of
thrust by the RCS orbit-keeping engines, the thrust axis must be aligned
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with the velocity vector in the same manner as in the case of initial orbit
injection. Performance requirements for orientation and alignment are the
same as those requirements for the orbit-injection mode. Impulse require-
ments are described briefly in Section 3.4, and in detail in Section A. 1. 1
of Appendix A.
2. 1.4 Long-Term Manned Zero-g Stabilization
Once the laboratory is established in the orbital environment, SCS orientation
and performance requirements are determined by the mission event or
activity in progress. For the laboratory with solar panels, a solar orienta-
tion accurate to approximately ±10 ° is required. For the baseline laboratory
with an Isotope Brayton Cycle power system, no particular orientation is
demanded and any body rates are acceptable if they do not interfere with
crew comfort. However, selection of an orientation which minimizes drag
and other environmental disturbances is desirable. The belly-down orienta-
tion, described in detail in Section 3. 1, is selected for this purpose because
it is easily mechanized, it provides a convenient attitude for most operational
and experimental functions, and it results in minimum drag on the vehicle.
In this orientation, the longitudinal roll, or X-axis, is aligned in the
direction of the orbital velocity vector. The yaw, or Z-axis, is aligned
along the local vertical. The pitch, or Y-axis, is aligned perpendicular to
the orb it plane.
For routine operations in the belly-down orientation, an attitude hold
accuracy of ±I/Z ° is more than adequate. Body angular rates, within this
attitude limit, are essentially determined by the level of crew dynamic
activity because crew motions are converted directly into vehicle rates.
Volume restrictions within the laboratory will limit crew translation and,
therefore, the duration over which an induced body rate can persist. Crew-
induced rates are expected to be in the range of 0,001 to 0.1°/sec.
A value of 0.06 °/sec is assumed to be the nominal value during active
periods involving translation of one or more crew members. A value of
0.01°/sec is assumed when crew members are on station.
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2. I. 5 Rendezvous and Docking
The active role in rendezvous operations is performed by the logistic
spacecraft. The MORL is required to maintain a fixed attitude in orbit and
otherwise act as a cooperative target. Use of the belly-down orientation is
compatible with rendezvous requirements. Body rates are limited to
0.03 °/sec to minimize the docking impact.
Rotation of a logistic module from the docking area to a stowage position
imposes a severe transient on the control system. As torques of approxi-
mately 50 ft-lb are applied, angular momentum of the module may reach
15,000 ft-lb-sec, and inertial properties may change as much as 350,000
slug-ft 2. There is no specific experimental requirement for orientation
during the stowage operation; however, if the belly-down orientation is
maintained, most of the zero-g experiments in progress could be continued
uninterrupted and the laboratory would remain in position to continue normal
operations following completion of the stowage cycle. If the laboratory's
attitude is not controlled during this operation, the torques applied to rotate
the logistic module will also rotate the laboratory through a large angle and
ne ce s sitate reorientation following the maneuver.
It is concluded that the SCS must provide positive attitude control during
cargo module stowage. Thenominal belly-down orientation, with ±i/2 °
attitude hold and 0.03°/sec body rates, is adequate. Problems associated
with control during stowage are further discussed in Section A. i. l of
Appendix A.
2. I. 6 Artificial Gravity
The primary method of obtaining artificial gravity on-boar_ MORL is through
the use of the internal centrifuge. The SCS is required to counteract the
torque and momentum generated by centrifuge operation. For operation in
the 0- to l-g range, momentum storage controllers are selected. Above
the l-g range, the RCS is used to provide control torques. During operation
in the 0- to l-g range, any orientation may be used. However, operation
above the l-g range results in a net change in system angular momentum,
II
and operation in an inertially fixed orientation is preferred. Use of the
belly-down orientation, in which the laboratory is rotated through inertial
space at orbit rate, causes large disturbance torques as a result of the cross
coupling between the orbital body rate and the angular momentum associated with
the uncompensated(above 1-g range) centrifuge rotation. These torques canbe
counteracted, by the RCS if desired, at the expense of approximately 6 lb
of propellant per event.
A second method of supplying artificial gravity is the rotating cable-connected
mode. This laboratory configuration, using the S-IVB stage as a counter-
weight, has been studied extensively in previous phases, and is not investi-
gated further in this report. Elimination of solar panels eliminated the need
for a solar orientation in this mode. It is concluded that the rotating system
may be spin-stabilized in any inertial orientation desired.
Z. Z EXPERIMENTAL
In supporting the experimental program, the laboratory acts essentially as
an experiment mounting platform, and provides various degrees of attitude
accuracy and rate stabilization. The attitude and stabilization depend on the
operating mode and requirements of the specific experiment. These require-
ments are generally more severe than those imposed by any other phase of
mis sion operations.
The current total spectrum of Stabilization and Control system requirements
has been determined primarily from an examination of the MORL Data Bank,
conducted as a part of the Task III study. In this study, the 700 experiment
descriptions were categorized into nine general classes, or types, and
grouped into 163 different experiments. Each experiment was examined,
in detail, to determine the requirements for laboratory orientation, pointing
accuracy, duty cycle, stabilization and slewing rate, and other pertinent
factors. It is assumed that the Data Bank list of experiments represents a
realistic-to-worst-case set of requirements and, thus, provides a sound
base for establishing the SCS requirements.
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The following is a summary of the experimen_ quantities in each of the r_ine
categories examined:
Category
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
Number of
Experiments per Group
Biomedical 3
Behavioral 9
Biological 22
Space measurements and astronomy 8
Earth and Earth surface 7
Materials testing and physics 26
Subsystem testing 69
Logistics /space operations 13
Space craft environment 6
Total 163
In many cases, the reference source descriptions for a particular experiment
varied widely in specified SCS requirements (that is, many experiment defini-
tions lacked sufficient detail or contained conflicting rate and attitude hold
requirements for the same experiment, and many called for gimballing of
experiment packages without regard to vehicle capability) . In general,
when the reference source descriptions specified different attitude or rate
requirements for the same type of experiment, the most stringent specifi-
cations were used.
Table 2-2 is a sample data sheet containing summary SCS requirements
extracted from six unclassified experiments in the Data Bank. This sample
is included to show the format used to assemble the data and to indicate the
quantity of data mvoived in ....L_ accorr.:z_--odation __._.qessment.
In Table 2-2, experiment definition refers to the experiment title and
category to which the experiment is assigned in the Data Bank.
Orientation refers to the vehicle or sensor attitude orientation required by
the experiment. In most cases where an Earth orientation is specified, it
is assumed that the belly-down orientation satisfies the requirement.
13
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Pointing accuracy refers to the alignment accuracy required between the
sensor and the selected attitude reference. The required accuracy may be
obtained by using the laboratory as a pointing platform, or by gimballing
the experiment sensor either relative to the laboratory, or relative to the
laboratory's attitude reference.
Field of view refers to the angular coverage required by the experiment
sensor. Both instantaneous and total field of view requirements should be
specified for each pointing-type experiment.
The rate column includes specifications for the maximum rate, relative to
the selected attitude reference, that is permitted during operation of the
experiment, and the specifications for slewing or rotating the sensor axis
relative to the selected attitude reference.
The navigation requirements, specified in terms of position and time
measurement accuracies, are listed in the next column. Although navigation
is not an SCS function, it is sometimes useful to know the allowable position
error. This is particularly true when pointing accuracy or rate requirements
are not specified and must be estimated. In this case, an SCS allowable
error, equal to the navigation error, is assumed adequate.
Duty cycle refers to the operating/nonoperating time sequence. This param-
eter is useful in cases where attitude reference error is a function of time,
and the drift during experiment operation must be determined.
Many of the experiment descriptions specify integral gimbals, which means
that the experiment sensor package provides for gimbal rotation about one or
more axes relative to the laboratory body. Specification of gimbals by the
experiment presupposes limitations on the laboratory:s pointing capabili-
ties. While this is usually a valid assumption, it is required that the basic
experiment requirements be compared with the laboratory's capabilities
before specifying the need for a gimballed mount.
The last significant column, manual or auto control, is listed to briefly
indicate the role of man in experiment control; for most experiments this
division is not clearly defined.
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Of this total list of spec'ifications, the ones involving orientation, pointing
accuracy, and rate, are the most significant in terms of defining requirements
for the SCS.
A total of 102 experiments out of the 163 experiments examined have some
attitude orientation requirement. In general, these orientation needs can be
classified as either Earth or inertial. In the case of an Earth-orientation
requirement, any vehicle attitude that allows one side of the laboratory to
face the Earth's surface is assumed adequate. Inertial orientations, usually
associated with astronomical observations, require stabilization of the
laboratory's axes relative to a fixed inertial reference.
Pointing accuracy and rate requirements are summarized in Figure 2-1
and 2-2, respectively. The pointing requirements in Figure 2-1are expressed
in two categories: (i} those in which the experiment is fixed relative to the
laboratory orientation (which is either belly-down or inertial), and {2) those
in which the experiment axes must be slewed or rotated relative to the
laboratory orientation. The latter category is typified by an Earth-surface-
tracking experiment or a satellite-tracking experiment.
In mechanizing these experimental requirements, it is necessary to deter-
mine which ones should be gimbal mounted to obtain the necessary accuracy
and angular freedom, and which ones should use the laboratory structure as
a pointing platform. Further, it is necessary to determine how accurate the
attitude reference should be and, in the case of structure-mounted experi-
ments, how accurately the laboratory attitude should be controlled.
The baseline system mechanization, described in detail in Section 3, is com-
patible with the use of gimbal mounts on the individual experiment packages.
These mounts are used both for high accuracy pointing, where it is necessary
to isolate the experiment from laboratory angular motion, and for tracking
or slewing type experiments. The tracking or slewing experiment must
follow a nonlinear rate profile that has high peak values relative to the
laboratory's nominal body axis rates. In terms of accuracy, the baseline
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SCS is equipped to provide attitude reference information with a maximum
accuracy of ±0.01 °; laboratory attitude can be controlled to approximately
0. 1 ° with nominal disturbances.
As shown in Figure 2-1, these attitude accuracy capabilities permit the SCS
to accommodate approximately 94% of the experiments shown; the remainder
of the experiments provide their own attitude error sensing and control.
Figure 2-2 shows the rate stabilization and control needs derived from the
list of 163 experiments. Again, there are 101 individual experiments that
havesome form of rate specification. For experiments that do not involve
slewing or tracking, the specification applies to the allowable instantaneous
rate about the axis which is stabilized relative to the laboratory's reference
orientation. As shown in Figure 2-2, many experiments require control of
the instantaneous rate relative to a slewing rate (for example, 1. 2°/sec
±0. l°/sec; where 1.2°/sec is the slewing rate and ±0. l°/sec is the stabili-
zation rate or allowable rate error). Figure 2-2 indicates that 31 experiments
have a peak slewing rate of approximately 1. 2°/sec, which is the peak value
associated with ground tracking. Twelve experiments require slewing rates
in excess of this amount.
Figure 2-2 also shows the effects of crew-motion disturbances; these are the
most significant dynamic transients imposed on the laboratory. These
transients are expected to appear as impulse functions to the laboratory
which result in instantaneous body angular rates. These rates are expected
to be within the range shown in the figure, with the nominal value being
0.01°/sec when the crew members are at their control stations.
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Section 3
SYSTEM DEFINITION AND PERFORMANCE
The system mechanization, designed to meet the operational and experi-
mental requirements identified in Section 2, is briefly described in this
section. This system design, based on the MORL Phase IIa SCS concept,
incorporates refinements derived from the subsystem improvement studies
which were performed following the Task III recommendations, and which
are reported in Section 4 and the attached Appendixes.
To meet the requirements set forth in Section 2, two basically different, but
complementary, design philosophies have been applied to the Stabilization
and Control system configuration. The first approach is to make the SCS as
simple and reliable as possible; the crew is afforded maximum access to
control functions and control equipment for the purpose of exercising their
extensive human capabilities in ensuring the safe operation of the laboratory.
The second approach is to offer the maximum in automatic control and per-
formance for the purpose of efficient use of the laboratory and its most signi-
ficant resource--crew time. Both of these objectives are adequately met in
the selected mechanization scheme.
A brief functional description of the SCS as used in each of its orientation
and operating modes is included in this section, as well as a summary of its
physical characteristics. The basic performance capabilities of the SCS are
summarized along with the effects ol disturba_Lces and vehicle mass property
changes on propellant consumption rates and momentum storage (CMG) siz-
ing requirements.
3. 1 ATTITUDE ORIENTATIONS
The deletion of a solar panel pointing requirement has eliminated the need
for the roll solar orientation previously selected (in MORL Phase Ha) for
long-term use. The belly-down orientation, illustrated in Figure 3-1, is
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selected as the primary orientation for most operational events and experi-
mental activities. This orientation minimizes aerodynamic drag and allows
one side of the laboratory to face the Earth at all times--this is a major
advantage because most of the pointing-type experiments require an Earth-
surface orientation.
For those experiments requiring an inertially stabilized platform, such as
that needed for astronomical observations, the inertial orientation is provided
as shown in Figure 3-1. This terminology is used to describe any nonrota-
ting position of the spacecraft axes.
Deletion of solar panels also eliminates the major orientation requirement
for the rotating artificial gravity mode. The orientation for the MORL when
operating in the rotating mode will, therefore, be established at initial spin-
up to meet the immediate needs of the experimental program. The labora-
tory will then remain inertially fixed, subject to gravity gradient and other
disturbance torques. This mode of operation is termed spin-stabilized and
is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
A redefinition of the vehicle axes with respect to the orbital parameters, to
comply with the more accepted Earth orientation definitions, has been carried
out during Phase IIb and is as shown in Figure 3-1. During the previous study
phases, the laboratory's pitch, or Y-axis, lay in the orbit plane and was
directed toward the center of the Earth. The roll, or X-axis, was directed
along the orbit velocity vector (V), and the yaw, or Z-axis, was directed
normal to the orbit plane, making a right-handed coordinate set. This orien-
tation was also defined as the belly-down orientation. The axes definition
previously used was a carry-over from Phase I studies. The present defini-
tion interchanges the laboratory's pitch and yaw axes so that the Z-axis now
lies in the orbit plane and is directed toward the center of the Earth. Th_
Y-axis is normal to the orbit plane. The X-axis orientation remains the same.
3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Figure 3-2 shows the basic functional components which comprise the Stabil-
ization and Control system. Inertial rate integrating gyros provide the atti-
tude information for normal use. Alignment of the laboratory in the belly-
down orientation is done using a horizon scanner for the pitch and roll axes
and gyrocompassing for the yaw axis. Precision attitude information is
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provided by a stellar-inertial system consisting of a single-gimbal-triad
(SGT) platform gyro package, two star trackers, and a special-purpose digi-
J
tal computer.
Control actuation is provided by the Reaction Control system's (RCS) attitude
control engines and by a momentum storage system of four control moment
gyros. Orbit injection thrust and subsequent orbit altitude maintenance is
provided by the RCS orbit-keeping engines, with an integrating accelerometer
supplying the necessary AV information. Electronics packages provide the
switching logic, gain, compensation, failure detection, and other functions
necessary for system operation. The display and control panel provides the
crew/SCS interface. An electro-optical system is provided to align the star
trackers and experiment sensors with the SGT inertial reference.
As compared with the Phase IIa baseline system, the SCS as presently con-
figured delete s both the manned and unmanned roll s olar mode s and incorporate s
rate control as a basic mode of operation. The solar detectors and sensors,
previously necessary for solar orientations, have likewise been deleted.
3.2. 1 Orbit Injection
In the boost phase, the SCS is essentially in a standby mode. Upon separation
from the Saturn IVB booster, the SCS is activated and it takes control of the
pitch, roll, and yaw of the vehicle by using attitude and rate information from
the redundant pair of body-mounted inertial rate integrating gyros (IRIG).
During this initial phase of operation, control torques required for maneuver-
ing the laboratory and counteracting dynamic disturbances are supplied by the
bipr opellant RCS.
At booster separation, the pitch IRIG, or attitude gyro, is torqued through a
preprogrammed attitude change to aiig_i the laboratory for orbit circulariza-
tion using the orbit injection engines. Thrust is initiated after the appropri-
ate time delay and terminated after the required AV is obtained as measured
by the integrating accelerometer.
After the preprogrammed orbit circularization, the gyros are switched to a
rate mode and rate control is initiated. The RCS is used to keep the attitude
drift rate below a threshold of 0. 03°/sec to simplify the docking operation.
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3.2.2 Manned Operation in the Long-Term Belly-Down Orientation
Subsequent to laboratory boarding and initial checkout, the display and con-
trol panel is activated and the laboratory is maneuvered into the belly-down
orientation by supplying manual input commands to the RCS. The horizon
sensor and gyrocompassing control are initiated by selecting the horizon-
hold mode, which is the autopilot mode for the belly-down orientation.
Spin-up of the control moment gyros is initiated but RCS actuation is con-
tinued until the gyros have acquired enough angular momentum to provide
effective control. At this point, the RCS is switched from a limit cycle
mode to a de saturation mode. Desaturation, or momentum dump, is required
wherever a CMG reaches its gimbal angle limit, indicating that its momen-
tum storage capability is saturated. The two double-gimbal CMG's, used for
control about the pitch and yaw axes, will require desaturation a maximum
of two times per orbit under the worst case gravity gradient and aerodynamic
torque conditions. Roll axis disturbances, other than centrifuge operation,
are negligible and, since the two roll CMG's are sizedto control the centrifuge
during l-g operation, de saturation of the roll axis will seldom be necessary.
In the belly-down orientation, the double-gimbal CMG desaturation impulse
can be used for orbit keeping. Asymmetrical mass loading, which should
generally cause a large momentum accumulation on the pitch axis, will result
in the need for frequent operation of the pitch-axis RCS engines. The desat-
uration control moment is then applied with the thrust acting in the direction
of the laboratory's velocity vector, which increases orbit energy and com-
pensates for aerodynamic drag. If more de saturation impulse is needed than
that required for orbit keeping, the engines are fired in a pure couple so that
no net thrust acts on the vehicle.
3.2.3 Rendezvous and Docking
The same horizon-hold mode is used in the belly-down orientation when a
rendezvous event is scheduled. However, a crew member must stand by to
provide manual control in case the logistic vehicle enters the horizon
sensor's field of view and causes loss of horizonlock-on. A manualmaneuver
to a new orientation may also be desired to obtain better illumination of the
docking port and to keep the solar disk out of the required field of view.
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The docking transient is likely to cause a large angular momentum transfer
to the laboratory, requiring use of the RCSto reduce the resulting body rate
and accumulation of attitude error. Following the transfer of cargo, the
RCS will again stabilize the laboratory during the rotation of the cargo module
and spacecraft to the stowage position.
3. Z. 4 Experiment Support
The belly-down orientation is utilized for most experiments having Earth-
centered objectives or which simply require the maintenance of zero-gaboard
the laboratory. The i/2 ° accuracy of the horizon-hold mode accommodates
over 50% of the experiments shown in Figure Z-I. For experiments requir-
ing better accuracy, the use of the precision attitude reference is required.
The first procedure performed when using the precision attitude reference in
support of experiments, following orientation of the laboratory to the normal
belly-down mode, is to check the mechanical alignment of the star trackers
and experiments with the SGT inertial reference. This is done by means of
the on-board autocollimators, optical wedges, and optical flats mounted on
the sensor packages, which form the electro-optical alignment system.
Once the mechanical alignment has been established andthe electrical nulling/
biasing adjustments completed, vehicle coarse attitude information, obtained
from horizon sensing and gyrocompassing, is inserted by means of the SCS
control console into the data processing computer (DPC}. The DPC, with
this coarse attitude information and precise orbit parameters (vehicle posi-
tion, velocity, and time}, received via the Earth communication link, deter-
mines which are the most desirable stars available for sighting by the two
star trackers. The DPC then computes the required star tracker inner and
outer gimbal angles, based on the presently assumed attitude. Because
vehicle attitude is known to within 0. 5 °, these commanded gimbal angles are
sufficiently accurate to bring the stars into the 1 ° fields of view of the star
trackers.
Once the stars come within the fields of view of the tracker telescopes, the
trackers are switched to a closed-loop tracking mode and their boresights
zeroed in on each selected star line of sight. The trackers' actual inner and
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outer gimbal angles are then transmitted to the DPC, along with the inertial
platform gimbal angles, to update the attitude reference computation.
In the belly-down orientation, the reference coordinates are a rotating inertial
set, and an orbit rate correction, computed onthe ground or in the DPC, must
be applied to the inertial reference computation. Vehicle pitch rate must
equal orbit angular rate to maintain the vehicle fixed with the rotating inertial
reference set of coordinates.
The modes of system operation are both selected and displayed on the com-
mand and display panel, where preselected and manual maneuvers may also
be initiated. Commands so initiated are operated on through the signal pro-
cessing and control electronics.
Various alternate and backup capabilities are provided, such as employing
the redundant equipment on board during the unmanned phase so it can be
used as wired-in spares during the manned phase, using the RCS attitude jets
for control in case of momentum storage system shutdown, or using the body-
mounted IRIGs to provide the display and control torque command signals
in the inertial hold mode whenthe i_ertial reference system is not in operation.
The system retains the previously configured rotating mode of operation,
thus allowing the laboratory booster to be deployed and the system spun to
create the desired artificial gravity.
3.3 EQUIPMENT SUMMARY
The Stabilization and Control system mechanization study, accomplished dur-
ing Phase IIb, has resulted in a more accurate and realistic appraisal of
weight, power, and space requirements.
Table 3-I summarizes these system characteristics which indicates an
increase in weight, power, and volume from those previously quoted.
Although the sensor complement has been reduced by the deletion of the sun
sensors previously required for the solar orientation, total weights and
volumes for sensors, electronics, and actuators have increased. In addition,
the alignment optics weight, power, and volume have been introduced into
the SCS during this phase.
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Sensor weight and volume increases, approximately 25 Ib and i/2 cu ft,
primarily the result of the incorporation of the two Apollo attitude gyro
accelerometer packages (AGAP). The incorporation of this package, in
addition to providing improved maintenance characteristics and thermal
design over the previous baseline IRIGs as well as separately mounted
accelerometer, gives exact detail in terms of weight, size, and power.
Power requirements were reduced by approximately 250/0.
are
Table 3-1
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
Volume Weight
(cu ft) (lb)
Connected
Power
ac (W) dc (W)
Zero-g mode
Sensors 2.2
Electronics 4.7
Actuators 42.6
Controls and displays 0. 8
Alignment optics 0.3
Totals 50.6
Rotating mode
Sensors 0.2
Electronics 0.4
Totals 0.6
Complete SCS complement 51.2
Changes from Phase Ha baseline
Sensors +0. 5
Electronics +0. 4
Actuators +9. 7
Controls and displays -0. 5
Alignment optics +0. 3
Totals +10.4
109.0 32.8 206.8
184.9 75.9 218.5
628.0 118.0 33.0
30.2 - 39.8
74.0 - 22.5
i, 026. 1 226. 7 520.6
13.0 17.0 46.0
ii.0 - 32.0
24.0 17.0 78.0
I, v_0. ] _43. 7 598. 6
Complement
+26 -5 -44
+52 +37 +88
+66 +81 +3
-32 -20 +i0
+74 - +23
+186 +93 +80
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Slight weight and volume increases result from a new horizon scanner
packaging approach, which incorporates the four sensors into a single
(quadded head) assembly. This assembly eliminates the necessity for sep-
arate head alignment. In addition, windows have been provided to allow
element repair or replacement without resorting to extravehicular activity.
The SCS electronics increase in weight, power, and volume may be attributed
to a more definitive design, a better grouping of functional elements, and the
packaging philosophy adopted for the entire system's electronics. The Apollo-
type modules required for coupling the flight director and attitude indicator
(FDAI) to the body-mounted IRIGs are also added to the complement.
The electronics are contained in cold-plate rack-mounted assemblies (eight
including the rotating mode electronics), each capable of in-flight maintenance
through the use of built-in test equipment and replaceable modules. The
packaging technique alleviates the high-humidity environment problem, pre-
valent on present-day spacecraft, by utilizing a pressure-tight container.
Actuator changes have resulted in the largest increases in SCS equipment
weight and volume (approximately ii0 ib and i0 cu ft). These increases are
the result of the increased torque and momentum storage capacity incorpo-
rated in the control moment gyros to allow maneuvering of the laboratory
with the CMG's. Wheel spin power has increased approximately 20 W, partly
because of the higher torque capability and partly because of more definitive
design data resulting from the Langley CMG development program (contracted
with Bendix, Eclipse-Pioneer).
The controls and displays designed for MORL during this phase of the program
exhibit a decrease in weight, power, and volume, and are the result of more
detailed studies of system operation and the man-machine interface. The
separation of the controls and displays into packaged function assemblies
provides the capability to remove individual assemblies for maintenance and
repair.
3O
The rotating-mode mechanization was not iterated during this phase of the
program effort except for combining the mode electronics into a single
package consistent with zero-g system electronics.
In summary, the SCSweight has been increased approximately 3%because
of better equipment definition, and increased approximately 18%because of
improved maintenance features and added capability. Volume has also
increased approximately 25%. This increase is almost entirely caused by
the increase in the momentum storage system.
3.4 EFFECT OF DISTURBANCES ON TORQUE AND IMPULSE SIZING
The sizing of the SCS actuators is dependent on: (i) the disturbing forces and
resulting impulse imposed on the orbiting space laboratory, (2) the desired
response to these disturbances, and (3)the maneuvering capability required.
This section evaluates the first category of sizing influence, which is pre-
dominant in estimating propellant consumption, and CMG torque and momen-
turn requirements. The effects of the other two influences are discussed in
subsequent sections.
3.4.1 Analysis of Dynamic Disturbances
The major external disturbances are the aerodynamic forces and gravity
gradient torques that are dependent on the space laboratory configuration,
orientation, and orbital parameters. To assist in evaluating these disturb-
ances, two digital computer programs were written. One programdescribes
the aerodynamic drag and torques, and their impulse histories for the space
laboratory in a belly-down orientation. The second computer program is
used for the inertial and roll solar orientations' torque and impulse histories.
The advantage of the computer programs is their capability to determine the
SCS requirements for many space laboratory configurations with speed and
accuracy. The SCS requirements obtained from these programs are the pro-
pellant quantities necessary for maintaining orbital altitude, the propellant
required to counteract the bias disturbing torques, and the impulse-time
histories needed to obtain the momentum storage size requirements for
external disturbance control.
S1
The results of the computer studies, in terms of propellant and momentum
storage requirements, are presented in the following paragraphs. Several
vehicle configurations with two different methods of storing modules on the
space laboratory are considered. The propellant requirements are based
on an average taken over a period of 6 months for each of several of the
years during the ll-year solar cycle. The momentum storage sizing is
based on the maximum impulse history encountered during the solar cycle.
A detailed explanation of the propellant and momentum storage requirements
caused by the major disturbances (aerodynamics and gravity gradients) is
given in the AppendixA, Control System Analysis.
Several miscellaneous disturbances are encountered during the mission
which have negligible effects on the space laboratory. These disturbances
are solar radiation, Earth magnetic field, and micrometeorites. The order
of magnitude for these disturbances ranges between 10 -2 and 10 -8 when
compared to the gravity gradient and aerodynamic disturbances.
Another source of external disturbance is that caused by docking a logistic
spacecraft on the space laboratory. For longitudinal docking (along the roll
axis) the anticipated impact rates are 0.5 ft/sec in translation and 0.25°/sec
in rotation. If radial docking (normal to the longitudinal axis) is employed,
an angular rate of 2.5 °/sec is expected as a result of the impact.
Internal disturbances resulting from crew motion are limited by the laboratory
volume, and assumed to be random in nature. Maximum angular rates and
attitude errors resulting from the movement of one crew member from one
side of the laboratory to the other are 0. 06 ° /sec and 0. 13 °, respectively.
Of the internal disturbances arising from equipment motion, the centrifuge
operation imposes the maximum requirement on the SCS. To negate the
effect of the centrifuge at a l-g environment requires an angular momentum
of 2, 940 ib-ft-sec from the roll axis control moment gyros (CMG). The
centrifuge requirement is summed with the requirements for the other major
disturbances to obtain the total momentum storage sizing for the roll axis.
Operation at 9 g, to follow the re-entry profile, applies a disturbance torque
of 9. 7 Ib-ft to the roll axis and generates an angular momentum vector
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of 8, 800 ib-ft-sec. To eliminate any cross-coupling torques, it is assumed
that the centrifuge will be operated above l-g only when the vehicle is in an
inertial orientation.
3.4.2 Effect of Laboratory Configuration on Sizing
Propellant consumption estimates and momentum storage sizing requirements
are based on only the effects of aerodynamic and gravity gradient disturb-
ances, and the centrifuge control problem. Because the aerodynamic and
gravity gradient torques are a function of mass distribution, it is necessary
to evaluate the effects of each major vehicle configuration on the SCS require-
ments. Several schemes of stowing cargo and Apollo command modules on
the laboratory are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. The method of longitudinal
stowing is shown in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-4 illustrates the concept of radial
stowing. The inertia data for each configuration, on which the gravity
gradient torques are based, are also given in these figures.
For the belly-down orientation, the products of inertia are the source of the
gravity gradient torques because the body roll axis is to be aligned with the
orbital velocity vector. The product of inertia, Ixz, rotates the principal
roll axis towards the local vertical and produces a constant gravity gradient
torque about the pitch axis. Since the pitch axis is fixed with respect to the
orbit, the time history of the impulse appears as a ramp function. This
represents a bias impulse which must be either continuously removed, or
stored and removed periodically. To store the impulse for any length of
time requires a momentum storage unit; to remove the impulse requires the
RCS. The other product of inertia that produces a gravity gradient torque
for the belly-down orientation is the I term. This produces a constant
yz
gravity gradient torque about the roll axis of the laboratory. Since the full
axis is not inertially fixed with respect to the orbit (as is the pitch axis), the
constant roll torque will produce a cyclic impulse (with respect to the orbit
period) about both the roll and yaw axes. Because these impulses (as a
result of the I term) are cyclic, they can be negated by momentum storage
yz
devices.
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In the belly-down orientation with solar panels, the major disturbance is
caused by the aerodynamic forces on the solar panels. These forces result
in large momentum storage and propellant requirements. Because the base-
line electrical power supply for the space laboratory is changed to the
Isotope Brayton Cycle, the detailed description and formulation for the belly-
down orientation with solar panels is given in Appendix A
Without the solar panels, the aerodynamic moments are small (between 5% and
10% of the gravity gradient) for the laboratory in the belly-down orientation.
These aerodynamic moments are caused by the relative displacementbetween
the center of pressure and the center of mass.
3.4. 3 Use of CMG Desaturation Propellant for Orbit-Altitude Maintenance
As noted in the previous paragraph, the product of inertia, Ixz, produces a
bias impulse about the pitch axis which must be removed periodically by the
RCS. By utilizing one aft-firing thrustor to remove the bias impulse, thereby
desaturating the pitch axis control moment gyros, the effect of drag can be
counteracted and orbit-altitude maintenance can be accomplished.
This represents a substantial propellant saving. The drag makeup during
desaturation can be accomplished throughout the orbit by both pitch and yaw
thrustors because the vehicle roll axis is aligned with the orbital velocity
vector. Since orbit-keeping should be accomplished with two equal impulses
spaced 180 ° apart in the orbit (to maintain circularity), the desaturation
intervals will be selected accordingly. The momentum storage CMG
requirement for this bias moment on the pitch axis is obtained by dividing
the impulse accumulated over one-half of an orbit by 2 sin 60 °. This latter
factor assumes that the CMG gimbals are deflected 60 ° in each direction.
At this point, desaturation, or momentum dump, is accomplished. The
propellant requirements given in the next paragraph are based on the use of
this de saturation scheme.
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3.4.4 Propellant Consumption and Momentum Storage Sizing
for Selected Laboratory Configuration
Figure 3-5 shows the propellant consumption as a function of the year for
Configuration X of Figure 3-3. (The nomenclature is a carry-over from
Phase IIa, where this configuration was originally identified. ) The solid
curve is the total propellant required and the dashed curve shows the amount
of propellant required for orbit keeping. The propellant requirements are
based on a 10-ft lever arm and an Isp of 270 sec. After the year 1969, the
total propellant requirement is determined by the attitude control require-
ments. This is shown to be practically independent of the year because the
aerodynamic bias moment at 200 nmi is only 5% of the gravity gradient
moment; at 164 nmi the orbit-keeping requirement dominates until 1971.
Beyond that time, the attitude control requirement is more than enough to
satisfy the orbit-keeping needs.
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Table 3-2 lists the propellant requirements and momentum storage require-
ments for all of the configurations shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. All of
these requirements are based on the year 1969, a propulsion Isp of 270 sec,
a 10-ft control lever arm, and a 200 nmi orbit altitude.
As a comparison for Configuration X, shown in Table 3-2, the propellant
consumption with solar panels is 260 ib/month, which is essentially the
orbit-keeping requirement. The increase of the SCS requirements for the
laboratory with solar panels is presented in Appendix A.
Orbit keeping while in the belly-down orientation is preferred since, in this
orientation, the pitch and yaw thrustors are always aligned with the velocity
vector. In the inertial orientation, all RCS functions for attitude control are
to be provided for by couples. The drag makeup requirement, while in the
inertial orientation, will be made up in the belly-down orientation.
The impulse requirements for the inertial orientation, with the Isotope
Brayton Cycle power supply, are mainly dependent on the gravity gradient
torques. For the year of maximum solar activity, the aerodynamic torques
are approximately 40% of the gravity gradient torques. The SCS require-
ments for the inertial orientation are determined from a worst-case condi-
tion of the gravity gradient torque s (a de s cription of this particular orientation
is given in Appendix A). The SCS external disturbance control require-
ments for Configuration X in the inertial orientation, with the Isotope
Brayton Cycle power supply, are as follows:
1. Roll momentum storage: 3,030 lb-ft-sec.
2.
.
Pitch and yaw momentum storage: 910 ib-ft-sec.
Attitude control propellant: 310 Ib/month.
Since a set of two double-gimbal gyros is to be used for both the pitch and
yaw axes, the pitch and yaw momentum storage requirements are combined.
The propellant is again based on anI of 270 sec, the year 1969, and a
sp
control lever arm of 10 ft. The additional orbit-keeping requirement for
the inertial orientation is 0.67 lb/orbit, which is accomplished in the belly-
down orientation.
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The worst-case momentum storage requirements, obtained from both the
belly-down and inertial orientations, and for the highest solar activity are as
follows :
i. Roll momentum storage: 3, i00 ib-ft-sec.
2. Pitch and yaw momentum storage: 910 Ib-ft-sec.
These external disturbance momentum storage requirements, which satisfy
any of the configurations presented in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, are to be com-
bined with the recommended maneuvering momentum (as defined in
Section 4.4} for the purpose of sizing the CMG system.
3. 5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The ultimate laboratory steady-state attitude and rate stabilization accuracy
obtainable by the SCS is primarily dependent on the sensing device employed
for the particular mission event. On a transient basis, this stabilization and
control accuracy is primarily dependent on the severity of the disturbance
inputs. The accuracies quoted in the following paragraphs are based on pre-
dicted external disturbances and estimated crew-motion disturbances. The
SCS, as defined, is capable of meeting all the nonexperimental performance
requirements. There are, however, a number of experiments which call for
attitude and rate requirements which are beyond the capability of the SCS.
Section 2 details the performance requirements and the MORL concept
responsiveness analysis, reported in Task Area III, details the total accom-
modation assessment. This assessment can be summarized as follows:
i. The SCS has an attitude control accuracy of 0. 5 ° using horizon
scanner and gyrocompassing (horizon-hold mode). Body rates
which are dependent on transient disturbances, are expected to
be nominally 0. 01 °/sec.
2. Using the inertial reference system, the SCS has an attitude control
accuracy of 0. 1° for (at least) 1 hour, a stabilization capability of
0.01 °/sec after star tracker update (inertial and orbital hold
modes), and a celestial-hold accuracy of 0. 1 ° for an indefinite
period using the star tracker directly through the DPC (celestial-
hold mode ).
3. The SCS has an attitude measurement accuracy of 0.01 ° and a rate
measurement capability of 0. 0006 °/sec using the star tracker and
the body-mounted inertial rate integrating gyros (in a rate mode),
respectively.
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4. Propellant consumption is excessive for maneuvering the MORL to
accommodate Earth-tracking experiments .(on the order of i0 ib/
maneuver) and other experiments requiring slew rates above 1°/sec;
therefore, experiments having slewing requirements above 1°/sec
will have their sensor elements mounted on gimbals and the laboratory
will be held at a fixed attitude. This essentially eliminates the
laboratory-attitude-hold requirement for 8 of the 14 experiments
shown in Figure 2-2 needing 0.1 °/sec or better and the stabilization
requirements for the two experiments needing 0. 0006°/sec or better.
5. The remaining eight experiments, six from the attitude chart
(Figure 2-I) and two from the rate chart (Figure 2-2), that can not
be accommodated by the SCS, must provide their own error sensing
and must be gimballed to provide for slewing and dynamic isolation.
The SCS laboratory control and measurement capabilities are indicated on
the experiment requirements charts (Figures 2-i and 2-2) along with crew-
motion- r ate limit s.
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PRECEDING P_GE B[ANK NOT FILMED.
Section 4
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT STUDY
A major portion of the Task Area IV effort has been devoted to analysis of
possible improvements to the baseline Stability and Control system (SCS)
concept, determined at the completion of the MORL Phase IIa program.
4. 1 STUDY SOURCES
The present system concept does not differ fundamentally from the baseline
SCS developed in the MORL Phase IIa study. The changes incorporated in
the current design are in the nature of desired refinements which have been
identified by examining the following:
1. Task III responsiveness analysis study.
Z. Task III 48-hour study.
3. Task IV improvement analysis.
4. Effects of launch date extensions.
5. Effects of changes in interfacing MORL subsystems.
Each of these areas has contributed recommended changes or improvement
studies. Since implementation of the total list of recommendations was not
within the scope of the Phase IIb effort, only the critical subjects from each
of these areas were selected for analysis or implementation. The recom-
mended changes or improvement studies resulting from each of the five topics
are noted in the following text.
4. 1. 1 Task III Responsiveness Analysis
This study was mainly concerned with the ability of the SCS to accommodate
experimental requirements. It was concluded that the Stabilization and
Control system design concept is adequate if the specified attitude reference
and control accuracies can be met and if experiments which require high
slewing rates and high pointing or rate control accuracies are mounted on
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separately-stabilized gimbaled platforms. This latter approach allows the
laboratory SCS to provide the basic attitude reference information and control
commands but isolates the experiments from laboratory transient disturbancea
To guarantee a high probability of success in meeting the accuracy specifi-
cation, the following changes to the Phase IIa baseline SCS were recommended:
I. Relocate the attitude reference sensors and experiments requiring
high accuracy on a common, rigid-mount base.
2. Develop an in-flight alignment and calibration method for the attitude-
reference and experiment sensors.
These subjects are reported in Subsection 4.8. Item Z is covered in further
detail in Appendix C. In addition to these changes, the following areas were
recommended for further study:
1. Further substantiation analysis of the ±0.5 ° horizon sensor/
gyrocompass accuracy.
2. Further substantiation analysis of the ±0. 1 ° attitude control
accuracy in the stellar-inertial mode.
3. Further investigation of the crew motion category of transient
disturbance.
4. Further substantiation analysis of the 0.01 ° attitude sensing and
experiment control accuracy in the stellar-inertial mode and
the 0. 0006 °/sec rate measurement accuracy.
Since detailed study in all of these areas was not within the scope of the
present effort, the following actions were taken:
1. Analysis of the horizon sensor/gyrocompass mode was initiated and
is reported in Subsection 4.3 and in detail in Subsection A. 2 of
Appendix A.
2. Further substantiation analysis of the 0. 1 ° attitude-hold accuracy
was accomplished by investigation of the error sources associated
with the precision attitude reference and by investigation of the
experiment sensor alignment errors. The precision attitude
reference, which contains inertial platforms, star trackers, and a
computer, is reported in Appendix C and D. Experiment sensor
alignment is discussed in Appendix C.
3. Further investigation of the crew motion disturbances is outside
the scope of this study and is recommended for a follow-on effort.
4. Further substantiation of 0.01 ° accuracy attitude sensing and con-
trol capability is given in the attitude reference and alignment
studies noted in (2), above. Further analysis of rate measurement
accuracy has been postponed.
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4. I. 2 Task Ill 48-Hour Study
The 48-hour study, which involved a detailed examination of the operations
associated with a brief segment of the mission, was designed to identify
problem areas not readily discernable from a gross examination of the total
mission. This study illuminated several problems associated with the SCS
experiment interface and resulted in the following recommendations for change
or follow-on study:
1. Further expansion of the experiment integration study, incorporating
the complete spectrum of experiment types and investigation at a
more detailed functional level. The objective is to refine experi-
mental support requirements to be imposed on the SCS and to develop
a more detailed definition of the total experiment/laboratory
interface. This would require a significant amount of effort and it is
recommended as a post-Phase IIb study.
2. Relocation of attitude reference sensors and development of an
attitude reference to experiment alignment concept, as also noted
in the Task Area III responsiveness analysis study.
3. Detailed analysis of the performance of the combined SCS experiment
control loop, including all significant error sources and all significant
variations of the experiment pointing, tracking, and control problem.
Item 2, above, was identified as a serious problem, requiring immediate
investigation. The ability to accurately control experiment sensors located
several feet from the laboratory attitude reference sensors is influenced by
the pressure and temperature changes which distort the mounting structure
and cause misalignment between the attitude reference and the remote
experiments. Two approaches have been taken to resolve this problem:
(1) incorporation of a separate attitude reference and experiment mounting
beam designed to minimize effects of pressure and temperature variations,
and (2) incoi_poration nf an electro-optical alignment system to measure
alignment deviations and permit their compensation. Design f_at-arcs of thp
attitude reference beam are discussed in Book 1, SM48815, and summarized
in Appendix C, with details of the electro-optical alignment scheme.
Item 3, above, has been postponed for future study, although the first steps
toward identifying error sources have been taken in the error analyses
(given in Appendices C and D).
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4. 1.3 Task IV Improvement Analysis
As part of the overall objective to improve the design concept for MORL and
its subsystems, an SCS design review was conducted. This resulted in
identification of several items recommended for study as part of the Task
Area IV effort, including the following:
1. Optimization of the control moment gyro size for attitude
maneuvering.
2. Updating of the CMG design.
3. Improving the estimates for attitude control propellant, orbit
maintenance propellant, and momentum storage impulse require-
ments imposed by aerodynamic and gravitational gradient
disturbances.
4. Investigation of manual control modes.
5. Further definition and integration of the total system hardware
mechanization.
6. Updating of the display and control functional and equipment
requirements.
7. Review of equipment selection to increase utilization of existing
and in-development hardware, with emphasis on Apollo usage.
8. Re-evaluation of the precision inertial attitude reference selection.
Items i and 2 have been investigated and are included in Subsection 4.4 and
Appendix A. Item 3 is discussed in 4.2 and Appendix A. Item 4 is summa-
rized in 4. 5 and Appendix A. Items 5, 6 and 7 are summarized in 4.6 and
Appendix B. The last, Item 8, is briefly summarized in 4.7 and presented
in depth in Appendix D.
4. 1.4 Effects of Launch Date Extensions
While the improvements identified in Subsections 4. 1 through 4. 8 are
concerned with use of present technology and assume a fixed program sched-
ule, it is of interest to examine the effects of extensions in the launch date of
from 1 to 5 years. Possible changes in technology in this period, which may
be of advantage to the SCS, are described in Subsection 4.9. These include
the following:
1. Incorporation of improved accuracy angle encoders in the inertial
reference.
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2. Use of gas-bearing gyros or electrostatic gyros.
3. Use of improved-accuracy horizon sensors.
4. Use of mono-pulse radar for determining the local vertical and
orbit plane.
5. Use of advanced electronic packaging concepts (for instance,
integrated circuits).
6. Use of improved CMG configurations which yield greater torque and
momentum per unit of weight and power.
7. Use of low-thrust, high specific impulse reaction control systems.
4. I. 5 Effects of Changes in Interfacing MORL Subsystems
This final consideration has revealed the need for an investigation of the
following:
1. Re-evaluation of the long-term orientation selection because of
changeover to a Brayton Cycle Power system.
2. Resizing of propellant consumption and CMG momentum storage
requirements because of change to a Brayton Cycle Power system,
modification ha the logistics module stowage configuration, and a
reduction in orbital altitude.
These topics are covered in Subsection A. i. 2 of Appendix A.
4. 2 IMPROVEMENTS IN DISTURBANCE AND SIZING ANALYSES
In Phase IIa, the SCS sizing requirements (CMG sizing and propellant
consumption) were derived by hand calculations. These requirements,
because of aerodynamic and gravitational gradient disturbances, are depen-
dent on vehicle configuration, orientation, and position. As a consequence,
procedures were established to determine the SCS requirements with reason-
able mathen_atical approx__mations of the actual phenomena.
When the SCS requirements are hand-calculated, only a limited number of
orbital conditions which describe the location of the orbit plane with respect
to the ecliptic plane can be examined. CMG sizing is then based on the
maximum impulse history for all three body axes. In general, this is
difficult to determine, since the aerodynamic and gravitational gradient
disturbances do not reach extremes at the same time; however, successive
trials can be used to reach a near-maximum condition for a given vehicle
c onfiguration.
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To reduce the limitations inherent in hand calculations, two digital computer
programs were developed in Phase lib. These programs include an accurate
description of the atmospheric bulge with respect to the orbital position for
the purpose of computing the aerodynamic forces. The diurnal bulge is
assumed to be symmetrical in two dimensions and moves in the ecliptic plane,
lagging the sun line by 28°. The orbital conditions used in the hand calcu-
lations were limited to the condition of the orbit plane passing through the
maximum bulge of the atmosphere. This, of course, is not realistic and
leads to higher than average propellant consumption rates. The digital
programs give a true simulation of the orbital position with respect to the
diurnal bulge for any selected orbital altitude. Elliptical orbits can be
sin__u!ated in the range of 180- to 500-nmi orbits. In the program operations,
aerodynamic pressure is computed on the basis of the orbital altitude and
diurnal bulge descriptions. The programs describe the aerodynamic moment
and force coefficients as a function of orbital position and celestial param-
eters, from which the aerodynamic moment and drag values are obtained.
With the aerodynamic moments and the gravitational gradient moments
combined (which are computed throughout the orbit for the specific celestial
parameters), the total disturbing moment is defined. Time integrations of
these disturbing moments and the drag force yield the total impulse-time
histories needed for determining the CMG momentum storage requirements
and RCS propellant estimates.
One of these digital programs is for the belly-down orientation and the other
is for both the roll solar and inertial orientations. Both programs are
simulated in a like manner. Starting with a set of initial celestial parameters,
the disturbance torques (aerodynamic and gravity gradient) and the drag
forces are integrated over equal increments of orbit argle over a complete
orbit. After one orbit is completed, a second, larger increment, in the
form of number of orbits, is made to describe the regression rate of the
orbit, the precession rate of the perigee, and the autumnal equinox. In this
manner, several orbits could represent an average of several days, or weeks,
or whatever the case, with a minimum of c _:'t._r time and data printout.
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With this simulation of the varying celestial parameters, a maximum impulse
history to determine the CMG sizing and the average propellant consumption
can readily be obtained.
Figure 4-1 is a sample of the results from the solar program and shows the
drag impulse in ib-sec/orbit for Configuration X in the roll solar orientation,
as a function of days. This particular computer run is for a perigee altitude
of 200 nmi at an inclination of 53 ° for the 1969 solar activity. The celestial
parameters are _o(angle between autumnal equinox and direction to the sun) =
-48. 3°; X ° (the angle between the autumnal equinox and the line of nodes of
the orbit) = -211.3°; e (orbit eccentricity) = 0.001. The curve shows that
the drag impulse varies by a factor of nearly two over a period of 18 days.
Figure 4-2 shows the accumulated angular impulse for the pitch and yaw
axes as a function of time. This accumulated impulse must be removed by
the RCS and it is from this that the attitude propellant requirements are
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Figure 4-1. Roll Solar Drag Impulse History
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determined. These plots are for the same vehicle configuration and celestial
parameters shown in Figure 4-1. Additional results obtained from these
programs are presented in Section A. l.Z of Appendix A.
The use of these computer programs for determining the SCS requirement
to compensate for aerodynamic and gravitational gradient disturbances has
provided fast and accurate information and produced significant improvements
in the estimation of CMG momentum and KCS propellant requirements.
4. 3 GYROCOMPASSING PERFORMANCE
In normal long-term operation of the laboratory, an orientation has been
selected which aligns the roll, or X, axis with the orbital velocity vector and
the yaw, or Z, axis with the Earth's geocenter. This orientation is referred
to as the belly-down orientation. For routine operations an attitude accuracy
of 0.5 ° is required. To meet these attitude requirements, a horizon sensor/
gyrocompass stabilization technique is utilized.
With this technique (briefly investigated in the Phase IIa study), a two-axis
horizon sensor provides the pitch and roll attitude errors. The yaw attitude
error, _, is derived from the output of the roll rate gyro, 0)x. A yaw
attitude error results in a component of orbital rate, _o' coupled into the
roll axis. The derived yaw attitude error, _, is then _x/0_orb . The attitude
errors and body rates are used to command the control moment gyro gimbal
rates for vehicle stabilization. The limiting factors of this system are the
accuracy to which the vehicle can be controlled with respect to the local
vertical and the rate threshold of the gyroscope. Horizon scanner accuracy
establishes the limiting accuracy of the local vertical alignment. The roll
gyro rate threshold is the limiting factor i_ alignment about the yaw axis.
As described in Section 2, routine operations in the belly-down orientation
require an attitude hold accuracy of ±0.5°. This accuracy requirement,
when operating with an orbit rate (_orb) = -0.001162 radians/sec, requires
roll rate gyro with a sensing threshold of 0.00058"/sec. This threshold is
within the capability of an inertial grade integrating gyro operating in a
rate mode.
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In Phase IIb, an analysis of the horizon sensor/gyrocompass technique was
initiated to evaluate the Phase IIa design and identify improvements, where
necessary. This analysis, accomplished mainly with an analog computer,
placed various types of disturbances in the system to determine their effects
on performance. It was found that to achieve the required 0.5 ° attitude
accuracy, some modifications of the Phase IIa baseline system were
necessary.
4. 3. 1 Description of Phase IIa Baseline Oyrocompassing Mechanization
Figure 4-3 shows the Baseline Phase IIa belly-down mechanization. As
shown, the yaw attitude error is derived from the output of the roll rate
gyro. The roll axis is controlled by commanding the single gimbal control
moment gyro (SO CMG) gimbal rates as a function of the roll attitude error,
_, and body roll rate, _0 . The pitch and yaw axes are controlled with the
x
double gimbal control moment gyro (DG CMG) in the same manner as the
roll axis. The pitch, or Y, axis control logic is not affected by the
gyrocompass implementation.
The Phase IIa baseline gimbal rate control laws are given as follows:
Ollc = K_ #m + Kw cox (SG CMG gimbal rate, roll control) (4-1)
X m
_2c = K_b_m + KCO co (DG CMG gimbal rate, yaw control) (4-Z)z
z m
tic : K0 8m + Kwy(coy m- _orb ) (DG CMG gimbal rate. pitch control) (4-3)
whe re
¢0x = measured vehicle roll rate
m
co = measured vehicle pitch rate
Ym
w z = measured vehicle yaw rate
m
= measured vehicle roll attitude
m
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Om = measured vehicle pitch attitude
CO
X
In
_m =
_orb
= derived vehicle yaw attitude
and the Phase IIa baseline system gains for the above control logic are
K¢ = 0.203, K x = 18.3, K 0 = Z.83, Ky 124.0, K¢ 2.83, and K z = 124.0.
The control loop responses for these gains are shown in Table 4-I.
4. 3. 2 Evaluation of Phase IIa Mechanization
In the performance evaluation of the Phase IIa baseline gyrocompass
technique, system transient response was determined for both step and
sinusoidal disturbance torques and for initial attitude errors. In addition,
the extent to which roll angle transients couple into the yaw channel was
determined. The results showed the gyrocompassing performance to be
inadequate, and investigation of several methods of improving the mechani-
zation was initiated.
In the Phase Ha baseline mechanization, if the vehicle has an inertial roll
rate as well as a yaw attitude error, the derived yaw attitude error will be
incorrect. One possibility for correcting the yaw attitude information is to
attenuate the high-frequency roll rates with a filter network so that the
filter output is again approximately proportional to the yaw attitude error.
This output is combined with the yaw rate signal to provide control of the
vehicle yaw axis. However, the network was found to be ineffective and has
been omitted in the Phase IIb baseline system.
For the Phase IIa baseline system it was found that the responses of the
roll and yaw channels could not be separated sufficiently in frequency to
permit filtering to have a significant effect. Also, if the control gains
in the roll channel are too small, system instability will result. The effect
is produced by the CMG gimbal angle coupling. This coupling is between the
orbital rate vector and the CMG momentum vector. In addition, sinusoidal
torque disturbances at the orbital frequency cause the systemto resonate. To
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avoid the gimbal angle coupling difficulties with initial angle disturbances
and the resonance from sinusoidal torque disturbances, the gimbal control
law equations were modified as shown below:
whe re
H ._
x
H _
_1 =
m
Z
m
H a2
alc = K_b #m + % _0XlTI + H-- °_orb
x x rn
H
x
&Z : K_b _bm + K¢0 _z H Worb _1
c z m m
angular momentum of the SG CMG
angular momentum of the DG CMG
measured gimbal angle of SG CMG
measured yaw control gimbal angle of DG CMG
(4-4)
(4-5)
This modification eliminates the CMG dynamic coupling through the gimbal
angles. Performance achieved with this modification shows that the non-
zero steady-state problems for initial condition disturbances and the
resonance for sinusoidal disturbances at the orbit frequency are eliminated.
Although no problems exist for disturbances in the yaw (Z) and pitch (Y)
channels with this modification, disturbances in the roll channel still couple
into the yaw channel, causing yaw angle transients which exceed the 0.5 °
attitude hold specification. For the initial condition, _(0) = 0. 1 °, the yaw
angle reached a maximum value of 1.0 ° before decreasing the settling back
to zero; for a 2 lb-ft step torque input in the roll channel, the heading angle,
@, reached a maximum of 1.6°,and, for a Z lb-ft sinusoidal (w = 0.01 cps)
torque disturbance, the heading angle was a sinusoid of 0.63 ° amplitude.
Since the system is approximately linear, an initial roll angle, ¢(0) = 0.05 °,
will cause @to reach a maximum of 0.5 ° . Hence, according to the attitude
requirements, _(0) > 0.05 ° cannot be tolerated; by the same reasoning, a
step torque disturbance TDist > 0.6Z lb-ft cannot be tolerated. It was also
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determined that 2 lb-ft amplitude disturbances at frequencies between
0.0035 and 0.07 rad/sec cannot be tolerated. The largest torque amplitude
disturbance that can be tolerated for all frequencies is 0.3 lb-ft.
The results of the study for x channel disturbances using Phase IIa baseline
system gains are summarized in Table 4-1. Disturbances in the Y and Z
channels of the above magnitude are not significant.
4. 3. 3 Modifications which Produced the Phase IIb Baseline System
To improve the performance of the Phase IIa baseline system, it was
necessary to modify the control law gains and insert roll angle cross feed
into the yaw channel when the roll angle exceeded 0.05 °. This modification
resulted in the following control law equations:
w + H&l = K¢ _m + Kw x H-- Worb _2 (4-6)
c x m x m
Hx
&2 : + w + K w - K 9c ---H ¢°orb (_1 (4-7)
c Worb x W z crn z Ill m
where
_bc
CDB
K¢
K@
: I@mf°r _ml
[ 0 otherwise
= 0.05 °
> _DB
= 4.55, K = 86.5
to
x
: 1.03, K : 74.8
to
z
: 2.83, K = 124.0
tO
Y
The mechanization of the Phase lib baseline system is shown in Figure 4-4.
Allowable input disturbance levels were determined as described previously.
Table 4-1 summarizes the performance of the baseline system defined at the
conclusion of the Phase IIa effort and the modified Baseline Phase IIb system.
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It can be seen that satisfactory gyrocompassing performance can he achieved
with the Phase lib baseline system. The addition of gimbal angle feedback
effecti.vely reduces gimbal dynamic cross coupling and eliminates resonance
for sinusoidal torque disturbances at or near orbital frequency. Separation
of the roll and yaw channel natural frequencies, achieved by increasing the
roll channel response by a factor of 5 and decreasing the yaw channel
response by 30% significantly reduces yaw channel sensitivity to roll channel
torque disturbances, but preserves satisfactory overall dynamic response
capability in the yaw channel.
The introduction of roll angle cross feed into the yaw control channel signi-
ficantly reduces the magnitude of the yaw angle transient in response to a
roll angle initial condition or step input disturbance arising, for example,
from sensor output discontinuities. System response for I0 ° initial roll
angle is damped out within approximately 3 rain. Hence, when transferring
from any other orientation to belly-down, only a gross attitude alignment is
necessary before the automatic stabilization mode is activated. It should be
emphasized that, for this gyrocompass study, the gimbal angular rate of
the DG CMG was limited to I. 15 °/sec, which corresponds to maximum torque
output of 11 Ib-ft. Limiting the gimbal rate at this value is not necessary if
increased control moment gyro torque output capacity is incorporated.
However, the results of the gyrocompass study would remain valid for
increased torque capabilities.
4.4 USE OF CONTROL MOMENT GYROS FOR ATTITUDE
MANEUVERING
In Phase IIa, the momentum storage system (MSS) torque and momentum
values were sized primarily _u co-_mtcract t_ external disturbances and to
control the centrifuge disturbances. This resulted in some limited capability
for counteracting crew motion disturbances and for performing attitude
maneuver s.
During Phase lib, in addition to using the momentum storage system to
counteract the disturbances, studies were made to determine the feasibility
of expanding the control moment gyro (CMG) capabilities to provide the
control torques and moments necessary to maneuver the MORL through a
realistic attitude maneuver profile. Tradeoff studies were conducted to
determine if it would be profitable, from the standpoint of total mission
resource, to use CMG rather than jets to perform the required maneuvers.
These tradeoff studies, summarized in Subsection 4.4. 1 with supporting
details in Subsection A.3 of Appendix A, showed that the use of CMG for
performing maneuvers is profitable if approximately I00 maneuvers are
performed during the total mission life.
A detailed study, beyond the scope of the Phase Ilb effort, is required to
accurately estimate the number and type of maneuvers likely to be required
during an entire mission. For the Phase lib CMG sizing task, the value of
100 pitch or yaw maneuvers, averaging 90 ° per maneuver, was assumed.
4.4. 1 Sizing of CMG for Maneuvering
Studies of maneuvering techniques which use jet actuation indicated that
maneuvers could be accomplished more economically when executed at
relatively low slewing rates and with a thrust-coast-reverse thrust sequence.
These results were based on the relative costs to the total laboratory
resources of crew time and payload weight. The dollar values established
during Phase IIa studies were $19,000/pound and $63,000/hour.
These cost factors were very preliminary, but the value ratio between crew
time and weight of approximately 3:1 (hours to pounds) established with dollar
cost as the common denominator, can be considered as a reasonably realistic
ratio. With this ratio, a figure of merit designated laboratory resource
usage factor (LRUF) was established which allowed a tradeoff to be made
between jet and CMG actuation. Optimization of the CMG torque and momen-
tum parameters was also done with the above figure of merit. This LRUF is
essentially equivalent to the total laboratory resources used to provide a
function. The lower the LRUF, the more economical or efficient the device.
As noted in Subsection A. 3 of Appendix A, the studies showed that, with
jet actuation, the maneuver rate required to minimize the LRUF for various
maneuver angles up to 1 rad was approximately 0. l°/sec. Maneuver rates
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on this order of magnitude make the use of control moment gyros a distinct
possibility, provided torque requirements are not excessive, since the low
rates imply low momentum storage requirements. The minimized LRUF
occurring at these low rates, and for large angle maneuvers, is such that
the crew time used while making the maneuver can be on the order of l0 min.
and still be economical in terms of total laboratory resources. This means
that for the fixed laboratory inertia involved (0. 8 x 10 6 slug-ft2), the fixed
maneuver rate specified, 0. l°/sec, and with approximately l0 min. available
to make the maneuver economically, only a relatively low torque need be
applied via the control moment gyros. These conclusions are only true,
however, if the laboratory resources consumed by the CMG are less than
or comparable to those consumed by the reaction jets.
An attitude maneuver profile to support both planned mission events and the
experimental program was statistically modelled in terms of probability
densities, to conduct the tradeoff study to optimize the MSS size on a basis
of cost and as a function of the number of maneuvers. Two classes of
attitude maneuvers were considered, pitch and yaw, and roll.
Pitch and yaw points the vehicle to astronomical objects in any direction.
Roll moves the vehicle away from the belly-down attitude to Earth targets
off the ground track. The hypothetical model for pitch and yaw limits
rotation to 180 °, while roll rotation is limited to 75 °. For the distributions
assumed, the average pitch and yaw rotation is 90 °, while for roll, the
average is 25 °
The average LRUF for both CMG and jet actuation was obtained by assigning
resource usage to operational time, and to incremental or delta weight
chargeable to the maneuvers (jets and CM(5 are aiz_ady on the l__horatory,
and the CMG is sized to handle the impulse caused by the centrifuge and
external disturbances). To obtain an approximate weight chargeable to
maneuvers, the Phase IIa baseline configuration of two DG CMG for pitch
and yaw and two SG CMG for roll was assumed. The orientation of the CMG
with respect to the body axes is shown in Figure 4-5. However, since the
increase in weight per unit, H, is approximately the same for both the double
gimbal and single gimbal CMG in the areas Of interest (1,000 lb-ft-sec to
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Figure 4-5. CMGConfiguration
3,000 ib-ft-sec per unit) the weights used in minimizing the maneuver
LRUF in this study apply to all configurations which use combinations of
double and single gimbal control moment gyros.
Resources used for power and equipment volume requirements were not
included in the tradeoff. CMG spin power does not increase significantly
with H, nor does average torque power change significantly with torquer
size. There is no increase in CMG volume in the range of interest, and
there is no increase in jet power or volume.
Both of the CMG parameters considered, angular momentum, H, and
torque, T, involve the use of laboratory resources in terms of weight and
the average crew time required to perform vehicle rotations during the
mission. Since the ratio of weight increase between H and T over the range
of interest is approximately 10 to 1, only H is considered significant in
contributing to resource usage via a weight allowance. Accordingly, average
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or expected mission lifetime resource usage was computed with available
angular momentum, H, adjusted to minimize the LKUF for a given number,
N, of maneuvers in a mission and a given torque, T, available for accele-
rating the vehicle. Two extremes in vehicle inertia, I = 500, 000 and
800, 000 slug-ft Z were considered. Figure 4-6 summarizes the numerical
evaluations of the minimized LRUF for CMG pitch and yaw maneuvers.
Figure 4-6 shows that 50 lb-ft of torque provides nearly the minimum usage
factor. Beyond 50 lb-ft, little change occurs in the LKUF, since the rate of
decrease in maneuver time per unit of available torque becomes less as
torque is increased, and tends toward a constant value in the neighborhood
of 50 lb-ft. The average lifetime LKUF for jet actuation was similarly
computed as functions of jet actuation parameters and number of maneuvers.
To compare the cost of jet and CMG maneuvering, the average LKUF for jet
actuation, which depends on the generated angular momentum, H, the number
of maneuvers, N, in a mission, and vehicle inertia, I, was computed with
the LRUF minimized with respect to H. The CMG mission lifetime average
LKUF, which depends on the optimized angular momentum, and on N and T,
as well as I, was also computed. Figure 4-7 compares the minimized LKUF
for the jet and CMG actuation, with the latter set at 50 lb-ft. The much
greater divergence of the usage factors for pitch and yaw as N increases
reflects that the average angular rotation used for pitch and yaw is greater
than for roll. From these plots, it is seen that the CMG are more efficient
if 75 or more pitch or yaw maneuvers, or approximately 275 roll maneuvers
are required.
While the number of maneuvers over the mission life cannot be firmly
defined, one maneuver every 3 days is assumed as a minimum. SLncc
mission life may be extended to 5 years, the total number of maneuvers
could easily vary from approximately 100 to 1,000 or more. For Phase IIb
CMG sizing purposes, the CMG momentum and torque values have been
selected on the basis of 100 as the minimum total of maneuvers.
The required momentum for the roll axis is noted to be less than lj 500 lb-ft-
sec and the pitch and yaw axis momentum for the 8 x 105 slug-ft Z inertia
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is 2, 200 lb-ft-sec. If more than the number of maneuvers indicated by these
momentum values are performed, the CMG will be undersized in terms of
minimum laboratory resource usage. However, the greater the total number
of maneuvers, the more efficient or the more savings incurred by using
CMG in place of reaction jets. This is strikingly clear in the case of pitch
and yaw maneuver; for 500 maneuvers, the estimated total laboratory
resource usage factor would be 20 using the jets, and only 6.8 using
optimized CMG. Using CMG sized for 100 maneuvers, the total LRUF for
500 operations would be approximately 15.
4. 4.2 Updating the Momentum Storage System Design
With the momentum requirements established for disturbances
(Subsection 4. Z. Z), and for maneuvering (Subsection 4.4. 1), the CMG
total requirements and physical characteristics can be determined.
By restricting maneuvers about the roll axis when the centrifuge is in
operation, no increase in x-axis momentum storage capacity is necessary
to accommodate maneuvers, since the maneuver H is only about half as
large as the H needed to counteract the centrifuge impulse. However, the
pitch and yaw axis H required to support the maneuver profile is more than
twice as large as that needed for counteracting the external disturbances,
or 2, 200 compared to 910. This large momentum storage requirement for
the pitch and yaw axis, coupled with the 3, 100 lb-ft-sec roll axis require-
ment, indicates that the choice of a momentum storage configuration should
be reopened for future examination. In addition to the eight CMG configu-
rations investigated in MOKL Phase Ha, other configuration concepts,
including the six-pack configuration developed by NASA-Langley, should be
considered in the tradeoff study.
For the present, the baseline configuration of two counteracting double CMG
for pitch and yaw control and two counteracting single-gimbal CMG for roll
control will be used.
In combining the momentum requirements for disturbance control with those
sized for maneuvering, the two values must be added to permit simultaneous
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absorption of the disturbance impulse with maneuvering about the same axis.
Using ±60 ° gimbal travelj the 910 lb-ft-sec for disturbance control requires
two 525 ib-ft-sec CMG (910/2 sin 60 ° = 525).
The 2, 200 lb-ft-sec for maneuvering already contains the factor for ±60
gimbals and need only be divided between 2 double-gimbal CMG; thus
525 + 2, 200/2 = 1, 62511b-ft-sec. This is the total momentum required for
each of the two pitch/yaw units. The roll axis units are each sized for
1,790 lb-ft-sec for centrifuge control, and no increase is required. Note
also that the full DG CMG capability (2 x 1,625 x sin 60 ° = 2, 820 lb-ft-sec)
can be applied for maneuvering when partial capacity is not being used for
disturbance control.
CMG development, sponsored by NASA-Langley and contracted to Bendix
(Eclipse-Pioneer Division), has produced more realistic design data on
which to update the CMG design for Phase Jib. Of most importance are the
results of torquer studies and refined system weight analyses.
The performance advantages of direct drive DC torquers were established
in the Phase Ha design study. Continuing studies have established the
feasibility of using single and compound planetary gearing with DC torque
motors to control the CMG gimbals.
The range of torquers from which to select includes three different sizes
(7, 11.5 and 14.3 lb-ft) with either 1 or 2 gear passes (a single-pass
planetary with an 8:1 ratio and a compound planetary with a 20.7:1 ratio).
The actuator weight per gimbal as a function of the output torque is plotted
L_. Figure 4-8 for these six combinations of torque and gear pass considered.
Any one of the torquer-gear pass combliiatlons c_n supply the 50 lb-ft torque.
However, because of electronic considerations, a practical limitation on
torquer input current of 10 amps has been set. This limitation reduces the
potential available output torque to the values noted in Figure 4-8.
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The Ii.5 ib-ft torquer with the 8:1 gear pass has been selected, for the
following reasons :
I. The torquer characteristics are such that the 10-amp electronic
limitation provides almost full-rated torque capacity.
2. The II. 5 Ib-ft torquer has a better torque per Watt rating than the
7.3 Ib-ft torquer by a factor of 2:I, while the 14.3 Ib-ft torquer
has an advantage of only I. 2:1 over the ii. 5 torquer.
3. The 1I. 5 ib-ft torquer with the 8:1 gear ratio provides a torquing
capacity more than 3 times that required, providing adequate
design margin for growth potential.
Figure 4-9 shows the relationship between momentum, H, and total control
moment gyro weight (including torquers) for both the single- and double-
gimbal units.
As the result of further design studies with NASA-Langley CMG evaluation
program, a more accurate assessment of the CMG parameters has been
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made and has produced an appreciable decrease in the weight associated
with a given momenhxm for the double-gimbal CMG. This decrease, due
primarily to a reduction in the weight of the DG CMG outer gimbal as a
result of more detailed stress analysis, has resulted in an approximate
18-1b reduction in the weight of the DG CMG per unit of momentum. There
has been no appreciable change in single-gimbal CMG weight, since there
is no outer gimbal on the SG CMG.
From the curves in Figure 4-9, the weight per DG CMG (1,625 l_h-ft-sec) is
168 lb. The single-gimbal units (1, 7901b-ft-sec)are each 146. Total size,
weight, and power requirements are tabulated on the following page.
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Table 4-2
CMG CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter DG CMG (2) SG CMG (2) Total
Axis controlled
H per unit (Ib-ft-sec)
Torque per unit (Ib-ft)
Weight per unit (Ib)
Volume per unit (cu ft)
Ac power per unit (W)
Dc power per unit (W)
Y-Z X
i, 625 l, 79O
25 25 50 Ib-ft /axis
168 146 628 Ib
ii. 24 i0.08 42.64 cuft
30 29 118 W
ii 5.5 33W
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4.5 MANUAL CONTROL
The analysis and simulation of MORL manual control established the feasi-
bility of the proposed concepts. Comparisons were made of various con-
trollers on the basis of the displayed data and required control accuracy.
With these results, an MORL manual control logic was formulated. A
detailed study was also made of an Earth-tracking maneuver, which con-
sidered both single- and three-axis control. In genera !, propellant expendi-
ture was large {approximately 15 Ib per maneuver) and accurate control was
difficult. The use of CMG for attitude reorientation under manual control
was also studied as part of the P.hase IIb effort. In one of these studies,
only small reorientation angles were considered because of torque, angular
momentum, and gimbal limitations then in existence. However, the results
which established feasibility are applicable to larger reorientations, where
increased torque and angular momentum are available.
The results of the manual control study are summarized below:
i. Manual command of attitude reorientation, which uses rate pro-
portional to stick deflection, yields best performance.
2. Acceleration control is feasible but takes longer and requires
more propellant.
3. In general, manually controlled maneuvers are too costly in
propellant to be performed unless there is a severe requirement.
4. The Earth-tracking maneuver should be accomplished by gimbal-
ing the equipment rather than rotating the vehicle.
L
. If Earth-surface tracking by rotating the vehicle (with the RCS) is
required, the use of pushbutton-operated acceleration control
is best.
6. Manual control which uses CMG is feasible.
4.6 SYSTEM HARDWARE MECHANIZATION IMPROVEMENTS
The SCS mechanization review has been held to incorporate modification
caused by the change in the baseline electrical power system (EPS) from a
solar panel to an Isotope Brayton Cycle Power system. The review also
identified needed improvements in definition of the system and in total inte-
gration of the hardware elements. In addition, hardware already developed
or being developed, will be investigated for application to related programs.
4.6. 1 Effects of Change to Isotope Power
Use of the Isotope Brayton Cycle Power source in place of the solar panel
power system has eliminated the SCS requirement of maintaining the labor-
atory X axis along the sun line during both unmanned and manned modes.
The solar modes were provided to eliminate the need for continuously gim-
baling the panels and thereby increased the life and reliability of this sub-
system. With this requirement deleted, the long-term laboratory orientation
is now changed to the more efficient (in terms of attitude control and orbit-
keeping propellant) belly-down mode.
The use of belly-down as the long-term mode also simplifies the orbit-
keeping function because the vehicle, in the belly-down mode, is always in a
favorable orientation for orbit-keeping thrusting. In the previous long-term
orientation (roll solar) mechanization, the most efficient manner of obtain-
ing proper orientation rvquired waiting until orbit sunrise or sunset, at
which time a single-axis maneuver (yaw) of up to 73 ° was necessary to align
the thrustor with the orbit velocity vector.
In the new SCS mechanization, it is no longer necessary to provide the logic,
switching, and timing functions that were required to establish the labor-
atory Y axis in the orbit plane by means of a horizon sensor and the X axis
along the sun line with the sun sensors. This updating of the roll solar
orientation occurred once per orbit in the vicinity of orbit sunrise.
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Similarly, the electronics hardware elements required for mechanizing the
solar rotating mode in which the laboratory spin axis was aligned with the
sun line are no longer required.
The Phase IIa baseline stabilization and control system mechanization equip-
ment to be deleted as a result of the elimination of the roll solar manned and
unmanned modes, and the rotating solar mode, are tabulated below:
1. Solar detectors and electronics.
2. Wide angle sun sensors and electronics.
3. Narrow angle sun sensors and electronics.
4. Solar acquisition and operational logic electronics.
5. Orbit kecpir, g and orientation update electronics.
6. Masked sun sensor (rotating mode).
7. Precession controller electronics (rotating mode).
8. Sensor indicators and switching panel.
The total weight of the above equipment is 13.6 lb. The deletion of the sen-
sors represents the elimination of seven sensor/vehicle interfaces, in itself
desirable, and also eliminates in-orbit extravehicular maintenance required
in the event of failure.
4.6.2 System Design
The baseline stabilization and control system has been revised to reflect a
more refined definition of the hardware inter-relationships, incorporating,
where applicable, equipment developed for current manned spacecraft pro-
grams. A more efficient grouping of functional elements (as shown in
Figure 4-10) has resulted in simplification of the subsystem mechanization
and a more clearly defined man-machine control interface.
The overall design philosophy is reflected in the mechanization characteris-
tics tabulated below:
1. The system provides for individual selection of sensors, actuators,
control channels, and instrumentation.
2. The system provides monitoring of each separate control or display
element for operability.
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3. Individual element selection and their proper operation is indicated
prior to selection of their using mode.
4. Conflicting modes are interlocked.
5. For economy in fuel and power, normal maneuvering is to be at a
low rate. Where possible, maneuvers are performed through auto-
matic preselection to conserve crew time and to reduce operator
fatigue.
6. Command, and accomplishment of command, is displayed.
7. Mode of operation, and its effectiveness, is continuously displayed
or otherwise indicated.
8. Vehicle attitude is displayed in a reference frame appropriate to the
oper ation£1 mode.
9. A single warning, and a single corrective action, is required in the
event of a serious system malfunction.
10. Manual maneuvering, as provided, is logical in input motion, and
command capability is within the range of the primary reference
employed.
1 1. At least one backup is instantly available for each automatic mode
of operation.
12. The primary SCS controls and display are arranged for rapid
assessment of system status, the initiation of commands, and the
indication of system failure. Individual element controls and
monitors retain a secondary status and are located in a secondary
position.
4.6.2. 1 Man-Machine Design Philosophy
The SCS mechanization study has included the man-machine interface needed
to provide the most efficient and effective application of man's capabilities
in performing laboratory control functions. Investigation of the functional
and performance requirements has been supplemented by the manual control
studies summarized in Subsection 4. 5 and reported in detail in Subsection
A. 1.4 of Appendix A. The results have been integrated into an overall manual
control philosophy which forms the basis for the control and display mechan-
ization for the MORL SCS.
4.6.2.2 Modal Requirements
In refining the mechanization, the Phase IIa baseline SCS modes of operation
(orbit injection, unmanned control, belly-down, experimental/inertial, and
rendezvous} were examined for common requirements. Orbit injection
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remains unchanged in that the laboratory is stabilized to an attitude ana
rate reference where redundant sensors and electronic elements are used,
and an automatic sequencing program directs the control events.
The unmanned phase, formerly a solar-stabilized orientation, has been
replaced by a rate stabilization mode. In this mode, the simplicity of rate
threshhold control and the continued utilization of redundant sensing and
electronic elements results in high reliability during the unmanned phase.
The modal requirements of a manned laboratory stem primarily from four
sources: (i) a requirement to maintain the laboratory in the baseline 164-nmi
orbit, (2) a requirement to minimize orbit-keeping and attitude control pro-
pellant, (3) possible attitude maneuver and pointing requirements during
rendezvous with the logistics spacecraft, and (4) support of the experiment
pointing and stabilization requirements.
In support of the these requirements, the control modes employed during
manned phases of operation have as their basis a belly-down orientation, the
preferred orientation from both a minimum propellant and Earth-centered
experiment accomodation point of view. These mode requirements are as
follows :
1. Belly-down, with a horizon_sensing reference.
2. Experimental, using a horizon-updated inertial reference.
3. Rendezvous, with a horizon-updated inertial reference.
4. Inertial reference, celestially updated.
5. Celestial tracking, with star tracker vehicle control.
Each represents a sensor and an updating method selection.
The revised modal selections ai:e as fo!lows:
1. Horizon hold, which uses direct horizon sensor control.
2. Orbital hold, which uses the inertial reference with an horizon
scanner update.
3. Inertial hold, which uses the inertial reference with star tracker
update.
4. Celestial hold, which uses direct star tracker control.
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A prerequisite of each of these modes is that a specific sensor be turned on,
and the long life requirement dictates that these sensors be energized only
when needed; hence, a simple, basic operation mode is necessary for tran-
sition. For this purpose, a rate stabilization mode has been chosen for the
transition. As a result, the lack of a specific selection returns the system
to the rate stabilization mode, in which the vehicle is rate limited about all
three body axes with a maximum drift rate of 0.03°/sec.
The integration task further defined the mode selectors, the maneuvering
command devices, and astronaut displays. An interlocking philosophy has
been established, a command priority system organized, and astronaut pro-
cedures have been defined. This work has resulted in the complete descrip-
tion of the necessary control panels, command devices, and displays. (See
Appendix B)
4.6. Z. 3 Electronics Refinement
The stabilization and control system has been functionally regrouped into
seven packaged assemblies (eight, including the rotating mode electronics).
The zero-g packages are as follows:
1. Sensor electronics assembly (SEA).
2. IRIG control electronics (ICE).
3. Reaction control amplifier (RCA).
4. Logic and processing electronics (LPE).
5. CMG control electronics (CCE).
6. Attitude reference computer (ARC).
7. Regulated power supply (RPS).
The packages have been grouped to keep like functions in the same assembly
to facilitate failure detection, maintenance, and repair. The assemblies
conform to cold-plate rack-mount configuration, and are provided with a
gasket seal for environmental (moisture) protection. The lower surfaces
are smooth for positive contact with the laboratory rack cold plate.
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4. 6.2.4 Utilization of Related Program Hardware
A review of the sensors, electronics, controls, and display equipment now
in use or in development on several current related space programs was
conducted to assess the ability of these elements to meet the requirements
of the MORL stabilization and control system. In all cases, evaluation of
suitability for MORL use was heavily influenced by whether it possessed the
required maintainability potential.
The Gemini, Apollo, and Lunar Orbiter systems were considered in this
study. Of these systems, the Apollo was found to have the greatest applic-
ability and several components were selected for incorporation into the MORL.
In surveying the Apollo stabilization and control system, it has been deter-
mined that Block I equipment generally meets the MORL on-board mainten-
ance requirement. The equipment reflects a modular design with easily
replaceable subassemblies and carries provision for on-board troubleshoot-
ing. Block I was in fact developed for ease of maintenance. Block II, the
current design, employs hermetic seals, potting, and hard-wired subassem-
blies to overcome an anticipated high humidity environment. Thus, Block II
components, to be deemed applicable to MORL, must be those for which
complete replacement can be justified in terms of life, spares provisioning,
basic weight, and equipment and skill necessary for on-board repair/
replacement.
In terms of direct applicability, the following selections and recommendations
are made:
Ii The Block I three-axis attitude gyro and accelerometer package,
Type DGG 245(5, is dircct!y _pplicable to the MORL SCS system.
It will replace the previously specified IRI_ and in addition will
provide longitudinal acceleration sensing for the orbit-keeping
functions. As Block I, it meets the present MORL maintenance
criteria.
The Block I three-axis rotational controller, Type DCG 146G, is
applicable and was on the previous MORL equipment list. The unit
provides the necessary interlocking and command functions required
by the MORL SCS. Its force/command operation may relegate this
device to a back-up role in the future, since present maneuvering
trends favor extremely slow (fuel-efficient) changes and a hand-
operated force stick may be tiring to the operator.
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3. The flight director attitude indicator (FDAI) of Block I or II is
applicable and is specified for use in the MORL system. Block II
represents a more rugged version of the Block I device; final choice
depends on the results of detailed maintenance studies.
4. The Block I velocity change indicator, Type DCG 148G, (used on
Apollo) provides all the functions required by the MORL SCS sys-
tem, and, in addition, provides for MORL orbit-keeping propulsion;
only subassemblies of this device are deemed directly applicable.
5. The Block I electronic control amplifiers provide many of the
functions required by the MORL SCS. Their direct applicability as
complete assemblies is marginal. As far as MORL electronics are
concerned, the use of modular subassemblies of these packages
appears more probable. The final decision requires additional
depth in MORL system design, the selection of the basic electronics
technology to be employed, the establishment of firm packaging
concepts, and the development of detailed maintenance and spares
provisioning requirements.
4.7 INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM SELECTION
The inertial reference systems studied in this review were the Phase IIa
baseline single-gimbal triad (SGT), the Gemini inertial measurement unit
(IMU), the gimbaless inertial reference unit (IRU) proposed for NASA Lunar
Orbiter System, and the Air Force standardized space guidance system
(SSGS). The Apollo inertial reference system, a three-gimbal platform
system, was not included for detailed review; the system is not designed to
meet the MORL all-attitude reference requirement and is not designed with
in-orbit maintenance and repair capabilities, because of its relatively short
(compared to MORL) mission life requirements.
The systems studied were evaluated for applicability to the MORL mission
on the basis of a technique developed during the Phase IIa study effort. The
systems are compared on the basis of the following factors:
l. Weight.
2. Power.
3. Volume.
4. Reliability.
5. Maintenance (crew time).
6. Spares provisioning requirements.
7. Cost.
8. Performance.
Penalty factors based on these criteria (except performance) were established
for each of the evaluated systems. These penalty factors were based on the
percentage of the available laboratory resources required by each of the
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different inertial reference systems. (This is possible, since each system
makes a predictable demand on the laboratory resources in terms of weight,
power, crew time, and so forth. ) In addition, the percentage of data bank
experiments that each of the contending systems can accomodate is included
as a weighting factor in the system comparison. These penalty factors,
when considered in conjunction with other nonquantifiable factors, provide
a realistic basis for determing the best potential mechanization. Appendix D
contains the detailed system descriptions and tabulations of characteristics,
weighting factors, and analyses used in deriving the tradeoff data for making
the preferred system selection. The results of the study point out that the
Gemini IMU, although possessing an advantage in terms of accuracy, was
not selected because of the greater weight, power, and volume required.
In another and perhaps more significant aspect, this system, because of its
mechanical complexity, does not lend itself to in-flight maintenance and re-
pair and, in the case of failure, the entire platform assembly would have to
be replaced. With the SGT and gimbaless IRU, only components associated
with a single control axis need be replaced after a system failure.
The decision to make a choice between the SGT and IRU is not as evident.
The IRU is somewhat better than the SGT in terms of weight and power, but
its accuracy under dynamic condition (0.5 °/hour) does not meet the inertial
reference system design requirements. It therefore appears that under the
conditions of current technology, the single-axis concept is better suited to
the MORL requirements than the strap-down rate measurement concept.
For this reason, no change is recommended in the present basic configura-
tion of the MORL inertial reference system, and the Phase Ila baseline
sing!e-g_mbal triad remains the best potential IRS mechanization at the
present time.
4. 8 INSTALLATION AND ALIGNMENT OF SENSORS
Experimental operations require provision and maintenance of a precision
attitude reference installation on board the laboratory. In previous installa-
tion concepts, the attitude sensors were not located so that alignment con-
sistency could be assured. In Phase IIb, a new sensor installation concept
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has been developed incorporating all attitude reference components on a
single mounting base, isolated from major pressure and temperature influ-
ences. Figure 4-i1 is a conceptual drawing emphasizing the installation of
the inertial reference and the star tracker components, and showing the
equipment used for checking the alignment between these devices in flight.
The single-gimbal triad (SGT) inertial reference includes an optical cube
that is the absolute reference for the system. The alignment autocollimators
are used to measure errors between the star tracker axes and this optical
cub e.
Once the stellar/inertial reference has been accurately aligned, re_notely
located experiment sensors can be aligned relative to it. For this purpose,
secondary reference targets are located on the rigid mounting beam to which
the SGT and star trackers are attached. The secondary reference targets are
calibrated relative to the SGT and then used as reference points for aligning
the experiment sensors.
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SINGLE
TRIAD
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Figure 4-11. Attitude ReferenceBase with Sensors
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The expected accuracy with this arrangement is 0.01°. Mechanical mounting
pads at each sensor installation should provide initial alignment to ±0. i°.
Vernier alignment calibration data are read out electronically and used to
update correction matrices in the data processing computer. Manual readout
is also provided for initial installation and checkout purposes.
4. 9 IMPROVEMENTS MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE LAUNCH DATE EXTENSION
There are several areas in the MORL stabilization and control system
mechanization where launch date extensions of from 1 to 5 years might
result in the availability of improved system elements as a result of current
development activities on other programs.
4. 9. 1 Sensor Development
The following projections are made of some of the more promising technical
developments which could be incorporated to improve the SCS performance,
reliability, or efficiency.
4. 9. I. 1 Inertial Reference System
The single-gimbal triad system selected for the MORL SCS mechanization
is subject to further improvements in accuracy and reliability. The most
important single improvement would be the substitution of higher accuracy
digital output encoders. The use of an encoder in the 30-arc sec resolution
range is required to meet the desired system accuracy. Improvements in
encoder resolution and accuracy to the I- to 10-arc-sec range would permit
added mar_in, and increase the accuracy growth potential for the system.
Another potential improvement involves the use of gas-bearing gyios in
place of the conventional mechanical-bearing models. Both random drift and
power consumption are very low in this type of gyro, although some of the
power saved is required for the air pumps. The use of a gyro of this type
should result in longer life and improved drift characteristics.
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4.9. 1.2 Electrostatic Gyros
An inertial reference system sensor which shows considerable promise
(even though it is in the experimental prototype stage) is the electrostatic
gyro (ESG). This employs a spinning sphere supported by electric fields for
attitude reference. These devices can be used to provide a complete all-
attitude reference with an extremely low drift rate (_0.01 °/hour), long
running times (_i year), and virtually no wear. Problems remain in their
development, particularly in the area of readout. They would seem to be
most valuable in long-term inertially fixed applications, such as manned
planetary fly-by miss ions.
4.9. 1.3 Horizon Sensors
Current studies are under way by both NASA and the Air Force to more
precisely define the radiometric gradience of the Earth's atmosphere. These
programs are gathering radiometric data for use in the design of more
accurate horizon sensor systems. Horizon sensor instrument accuracies of
less than 0.1 ° are obtainable, but because of incomplete knowledge of the
Earth's horizon radiance profile, errors of up to 0. 5 ° and larger are possi-
ble during in-orbit operation. More complete knowledge of the Earth target
characteristics will lead to the development of new optical filters, detectors,
and signal processing techniques tailored to minimize horizon-anomaly
induced errors.
High-accuracy horizon sensors currently in use employ some form of optical
chopping or scanning. This is true of the MORL baseline sensor. Optical
scanning is obtained mechanically by means of a rotating or oscillating
mirror which sweeps the Earth horizon image across the detector elements.
The elimination of this mechanical motion would result in increased life and
reliability. There are several current development programs for the fabric-
ation and test of electronic scan horizon sensors which, if successful, could
be incorporated into the MORL SCS.
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4. 9. 1.4 Mono-Pulse Radar Systems
A mono-pulse radar system, employing a single, small-diameter (1.5 ft)
antenna, is being developed for use in the determination of the local pitch
and yaw errors from altitudes up to 300 nmi. This system is completely
autonomous and flight test {25, 000 ft) data extrapolated to near-Earth orbits
indicate accuracies approaching 0.02 ° . Development activities are centered
around the fabrication of a compact, lightweight system using microelectronic
circuitry. Estimates of power for this system are less than 35 W. Success-
ful development of this system would require tradeoff studies to determine
whether this system or the baseline horizon sensor system is better suited
to the MORL mission.
4. 9. 2 Electronics
Development of new electronic components, circuits, and techniques is being
continued to realize reduced weight, size, power, and cost through the use
of integrated microcircuits. Testing indicates a considerable increase in
reliability over discrete component circuits. Multiple redundancy with such
circuits involves little weight penalty and the resultant increases in reli-
ability may justify this approach over the spares provisioning philosophy used
in the baseline MORL system.
4. 9. 3 Acutators
A development program is.now under way for the design, fabrication, and
test of double-gimbal control momeht gyro systems. These studies should,
in the next several months, uncover inadequacies in the baseline CMG design,
configui-ation, and control philosophy. The program aim is the development
of a minimum weight, power, and size system Lhat ;;'ill he used to provide
control torques during precision maneuvers in an orbiting vehicle. The
program includes the investigation of various configurations of CMG systems
and the complexity of the control and unload logic mechanizations required.
As developments in this type of actuator continue, figures of merit, such as
momentum/lb should be increased beyond the current MORL estimates.
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The successful development of low-thrust (Resistojet, Poodle, and so forth),
reaction control systems should be considered for the MORL system.
high Isp
These control systems, with potential propellant weight savings of three to
one over the baseline high-thrust hypergolic system, could be used for orbit-
keeping impulse requirements as well as momentum storage system unload
impulse requirements. The fact that these are relatively low-thrust devices
(0.01 to 0. l Ib) requires that, for orbit keeping, they be fired for long peri-
ods of time while the laboratory SCS (using CMG) maintains the thrust
vector along the orbit velocity vector.
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Section 5
TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
The research and development work identified in the first iteration of this
task were concerned with the baseline laboratory as defined at the time.
These research and development (R&D) tasks included development items
that could be accommodated by AES in-orbit testing.
In the second iteration, the first output was reviewed for modifications, addi-
tions, or deletions resulting from baseline Stabilization and Control system
(SCS) changes generated in this phase. As such, it represents an up-dated
version of the original study. Although a second iteration of the experiments
for AES testing was not conducted, the need for in-orblt data collection still
exists for those items that ground-testing alone might not provide the neces-
sary high level of confidence for MORL SCS development.
5. 1 SUMMARY
The MORL SCS technology requirements chart, Figure 5-1, identifies the
research and development tasks that need to be initiated prior to authority
to proceed. The chart shows the evolution from functional requirements to
equipment definition, and the associated research and development, progres-
sing from design studies through ground and orbital tests. Alternate
research and development approaches are identified for areas where partic-
ularly difficult problems are foresecn or where more than one approach
appears feasible.
The required research and development tasks are divided into three levels of
effort: (1) studies/analyses, (2) ground tests/simulations, and (3) orbital
tests. It is intended that the effort be only enough to provide sufficient con-
fidence that a satisfactory solution exists for the problem posed under the
area of investigation.
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The identified research and development activities remain essentially
unchanged from the first iteration of this task. The primary differences
stem from the following three baseline system changes:
1. The deletion of the development tests associated with the former
baseline system's externally mounted sun-sensors.
2. The relocation of the SCS star trackers, horizon sensor, and iner-
tial reference system.
3. The modification of the baseline system's horizon sensor packaging
concept.
The baseline SCS sun sensors have been deleted because, with the deletion of
the solar panels, there is no longer a requirement to align the laboratory
with the sun-line.
Studies initiated during this phase have resulted in the relocation of the exter-
nally mounted SCS sensors. These studies were begun because of a need for
precise alignment of the SCS sensors and the sensors used for experiments.
Preliminary studies have produced an attitude reference base (ARB) concept
in which critical inertial/optical sensors are mounted on a common, rigid
base, in close proximity to each other and to the experimental sensors.
As a result of the increased emphasis on the belly-down orientation, because
of the deletion of solar orientation requirements, the problem of maintain-
ing horizon sensors has been explored during this phase. A concept in which
critical sensor elements may be replaced from within the laboratory has
evolved. This development has resulted in decreased emphasis on the need
for extravehicular maintenance experience for these sensors.
In all but six cases, studies and analyses are required as the initial level of
effort. In these six cases, extensive studies and analyses have already been
conducted and actual testing of prototype hardware is necessary to provide
advancement in the particular technology.
Orbital testing has been recormnended in most cases because of the difficulty
of simulating, for extended periods of time, the zero-g and hard vacuum
environment and, thus, the inability to ascertain the effects of these environ-
ments on the equipment under investigation. ]Effects of other space
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phenomena (such as radiation, meteoroid, and jet exhaust impingement),
which in most cases are expected to have less severe effects on the equip-
ment under investigation but which are difficult or impossible to simulate,
contributed to the decision to perform orbital testing.
It becomes obvious by examination of the 11 experiments recommended for
orbital test that a number of them are quite similar; therefore, a single
experiment, modified only slightly, could accomplish the same results as
2 or 3 separately proposed experiments. The extravehicular maintenance
experiments which have been recommended for the star tracker could be
combined into one experiment. This is also the case for the intravehicular
maintenanc e expe r ime nts.
The two experiments recommended for evaluating the effects of the space
environment on materials used in externally mounted sensors ca_ also be
combined into one experiment. This can be done by including all those
materials peculiar to the particular sensors in the experiment package.
Two other candidate experiments that could be combined are the long-term
and short-term disturbance (aerodynamic and gravity gradient) measurement
experiments associated with the control moment gyros, because the equip-
ment required for these experiments are similar. However, since the dis-
turbances associated with the two experiments are considerably different in
dynamic characteristics and magnitude, closer consideration must be given
to the sensitivities and dynamic ranges of the disturbance sensing elements
to ensure the success of integrating them into one experiment package.
The need for the long term disturbance measurement experiment can be
eliminated by performing the CMG in-orbitperforma_ce cvah_ationbefore the
long-term disturbance experiment. The control moment gyro experiment
could, through proper instrumentation, provide the data required to derive
the aerodynamic and gradient disturbance characteristics.
The 1 1 recommended orbital experiments could be reduced to the following
eight experiments :
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1. Investigation of the Earth's horizon radiance characteristics.
2. Evaluation of extravehicular maintenance equipment and procedures
for SCS externally mounted sensor equipment (horizon and star
sensors).
3. Evaluation of intravehicular maintenance equipment and procedures
for SCS internally mounted sensors (horizon sensors).
4. Evaluation of optical sensor materials in long-term exposure to the
space environment (horizon and star sensors).
5. Investigation of inertial rate integrating gyro performance charac-
teristics in a zero-g environment.
6. Measurement of short-term orbital disturbances.
7. Evaluation of the performance of a control moment gyro system and
determination of long-term orbital disturbances.
8. Investigation of crew control performance after long-term exposure
to orbital environment.
5.2 TASK DESCRIPTIONS
The following sections describe the research and development activities
represented in the MORL SCS technology requirements chart, Figure 5-1.
5. 2. 1 Horizon Sensors
The following paragraphs discuss the horizon sensors concept.
5.2. 1. 1 Performance Characteristics
The accuracy to which the horizon sensor device can determine the local ver-
tical is heavily dependent on the actual radiometric signature presented by
the horizon defined by the Earth's limb. Most of the radiometric data to
date are based on indirect measurements of atmospheric density, pressure,
carbon dioxide content, and so forth, and these data are used in conjunction
with empirical formulas to derive the radiometric gradient of the Earth's
horizon. The design of critical components in the horizon sensor system,
such as filters, detectors, and the signal processing techniques used, are
heavily dependent on the accurate definition of the horizon gradient profile.
For this reason, it is recommended that horizon radiometric testing be
extended to provide a better match between current instrument accuracy
(0.05 ° ) and horizon definition (0.5 °).
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5.2. 1.2 Long-Life Considerations
The proposed horizon sensor concept, in which maintenance of the sensors
may be performed from within the laboratory, needs further definition. Pre-
liminary considerations to date indicate that such a technique is feasible but
that the detailed design studies required have not been performed. Tradeoff
studies comparing this and other concepts should be performed, and test
articles fabricated and tested both in ground simulation facilities and in orbit.
5.2. 1.3 Alignment
A large number of experiments require accurate determination of the local
vertical. The number of experiments that can be accommodated by the hori-
zon sensor system is affected by the accuracy to which the horizon sensor
can be aligned to the experiment package and inertial reference system. The
proposed attitude reference base concept requires more refined analysis and
test to determine effects of structural misalignment, such as those caused
by thermogradients, launch vibration, and transition to zero-g, to establish
the adequacy of this technique.
Analysis of alternate alignment concepts and calibration techniques should
be pursued. Ground test of selected alignment systems is recommended.
5.2.2 Inertial Rate Integrating Gyros
The following paragraphs discuss the inertial rate integrating gyros concept.
5.2.2.1 Performance Characteristics
The behavior of the iuotor b_aring lubricant and the gimbal float fluid in pre-
cision inertial-grade rate-integrating gyros, when operaLi,_g for _tended
periods in a zero-g environment, can cause disturbing torques about the gyro
gimbal which result in drift rates. Determination of the performance char-
acteristics of inertial rate-integrating gyros in a zero-g environment is
recommended. In-orbit AES testing is required to provide the necessary
long-term zero-g. Automatic and manual compensation techniques should be
developed to help reduce these gyro drifts in the space environment.
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5.2.2.2 Long-Life Considerations
Gyro motor bearing life is the limiting factor in gyro life. Present inertial-
grade rate-integrating gyros reach the wear-out region after approximately
3,000hours. The zero-g environment should tend to increase the gyro motor
bearing life because it reduces the load on the spin motor bearings. How-
ever, even doubling the gyro life by operating in a zero-g environment would
still be insufficient for MORL applications. Apollo in-flight replacement
techniques should be studied for application to the MORL mission. An alter-
nate investigation of the applicability of long-life air-bearing gyros to the
MORL should be made and ground evaluation tests conducted.
5.2.3 Two-Axis Star Tracker
The following paragraphs discuss the two-axis star tracker concept.
5.2. B. 1 Alignment
Pointing accuracies for certain experiments require that star trackers be
used to provide a precise attitude reference. Structural misalignment effects
caused by thermogradients, pressure differentials, launch vibration, and
transition from one g through launch g's to zero g need to be investigated to
determine if adequate structural stability between the attitude reference and
experiment sensors can be maintained with the proposed attitude reference
base.
Analysis and design of alternate alignment concepts and development of
alignment and calibration techniques for in-flight use should be pursued.
Ground tests, using breadboards of the selected alignment system, are
recommended.
5.2. B. 2 Long-Life Considerations
The two-axes star tracker has a reliability of approximately 0.98 for a
l-year mission. This reliability, without repair, is unacceptable for MORL
and indicates the need for developing designs with in-flight maintenance
capability. Simulation and test of extravehicular maintenance procedures,
techniques, and equipment is recommended. A basic human factors hand-
book for design of equipment for extravehicular maintenance is required.
As an alternate to extravehicular maintenance, the feasibility of airlock
devices for internal maintenance should be investigated. It may be possible
to mount the star trackers in an airlock device, normally exposed to vacuum
but sealable and accessible from the laboratory interior, to facilitate main-
tenance. Ground and orbital testing of prototype equipment is recommended.
A human factors handbook for design of equipment requiring intravehicular
maintenance is needed.
Knowledge of the effects of prolonged exposure to the space environment on
materials and devices used on the star tracker, primarily optical devices
and bearings, is needed. Ground and orbital tests are recommended to
gather data on the effects caused by phenomena such as exhaust and meteor-
oid impingement, radiation, and high vacuum. Design and analysis of these
sensor components to facilitate on-board maintenance and subsequent ground
evaluation of these designs are desirable.
5.2.3.3 Man-Machine Interface
The total MORL mission success depends on the successful execution of the
planned experiments, and the conduct of these experiments depends largely
on the efficiency of the man-machine interface. Detail performance studies
to ensure optimum interfacing of the star tracker with the inertial reference
system, displays, data processing equipment, and the precision experi-
mental packages are recommended.
5.2.4 Inertial Reference System
The fnllowin_ paragraphs discuss the inertial reference system concept.
5.2.4.1 Integration of the Inertial Reference and Experiment System
Total integration of the Earth and star sensors with the inertial reference
system, the various experiment packages, and the space crew is essential
for complete mission success. Determination of the detailed computational
requirements and tradeoff studies is needed to decide whether the on-board
central computer or the present baseline special purpose computer can per-
form the required inertial reference system calculations more efficiently.
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The investigation to determine the applicability of other presently available
inertial reference systems, including gimbaled as well as strapped-down
types, should be continued. These studies should be of sufficient depth to
define and detail changes required to adapt existing reference systems for
application to the MORL.
5.2.4.2 Long -Life Considerations
The gyro motor bearing is the limiting factor in gyro life and thus in inertial
reference system life. Maintenance considerations must be included in the
design of any of the inertial reference systems under consideration. Because
present inertial-grade rate-integrating gyros have a life expectancy of approx-
imately 3,000 hours, maintenance of the intertial reference system on a
scheduled basis will be necessary. Simulated maintenance tasks should be
performed on the selected system to ensure adequate maintenance capability.
5. Z. 4.3 System Alignment
Current spacecraft attitude reference alignment methods depend on ground
alignment and a rigid structure between sensors and the inertial reference
system.
Detailed studies of the proposed attitude reference base (ARB) concept and
other techniques and procedures for alignment of the Earth and star sensors
to the inertial reference system, as well as the experiment packages, must
be investigated. Structural misalignment effects caused by thermogradients,
pressure differentials, launch vibration, and transition from one g through
maximum launch g's to zero g need to be investigated to determine what
techniques are most applicable to the MORL. Ground evaluation tests, using
prototype equipment of the inertial reference system and the sensor align-
ment technique selected, should be conducted.
5. Z. 5 Orbit Plane Alignment
Alignment of the MORL X-axis with the orbit plane is required in the Earth-
oriented mode (belly-down). A gyrocompassing technique is proposed to
maintain the X-axis in the orbit plane. More complex simulations which
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include nonlinearities, such as gyro drift, hystersis, threshold, and filter
noise should be conducted. Alternate studies and analyses employing tech-
niques which align the X-axis to the orbit plane should be investigated, and
ground simulations should be performed.
5. Z. 6 Backups for Obtaining Inertial Reference
The baseline system requires that the horizon sensor and gyrocompass cir-
cuit operate to establish the inertial reference. Investigation of backup
manual optical techniques (telescope and displays) for aligning the inertial
reference system is desirable. Prototypes of the selected system should
be evaluated.
5.2.7 Control Moment Gyros (CMG)
The following paragraphs discuss the control moment gyros concept.
5.2.7.1 Torque Generation for Counteracting External and Internal
Disturbances
The torque required to counteract long-period (external) disturbances and
short-period (internal) disturbances is provided by CMGs. More accurate
determination of the long-term and short-term disturbance profiles, includ-
ing the effects of crew motion a_ad other transient disturbances, and evalua-
tion of the CMG ability to counteract these disturbance torques is desirable.
Additional studies and simulations are necessary to provide these data.
Orbital tests to provide correlation data are recommended.
investigatiou of alternate CMG configurations, that can provide additional
torque capability and thus allow more growGi potential, should be studied
and prototypes of selected configurations should be evaluated by ground
simulation and testing. These efforts should be oriented primarily toward
the use of CMG for laboratory maneuvering rather than the RCS attitude
control thrustors.
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5.2.7.2 CMG Safety Considerations and Operating Efficiency
The control moment gyros large inertia wheels are spun to as much as
12,000 rpm. Further stress analysis and design studies of the selected
wheel material and speed, in view of increased torque capabilities, and
tradeoff studies of selected and alternate motor bearing lubricants and
housing designs should be continued. Ground and flight testing of prototype
hardware is recommended.
5.2.7.3 Long Life in Space Environment
The limiting factor in CMG life is motor bearing life. Tradeoff studies of
alternate techniques for providing effective bearing lubrication in a zero-g
environments and consideration of air bearing techniques and maintainability
features, should be conducted. Ground environmental and life tests, as well
as checkout of the maintainability features, are recommended.
5. 2.7.4 Configuration Optimization
Large CMG for the generation of control torques for spacecraft stabilization
and control are in the early stages of development. Detailed analysis and
tradeoff studies of various CMG configurations and control laws should be
performed. Extensive ground testing of the prototype system and flight
evaluation are recommended.
5.2.8 Hypergolic Reaction Control System
The baseline RCS is used mainly for orbit keeping and momentum unload.
Investigation and ground evaluation of potentially more efficient low-level
thrustors and advanced propulsion systems should be performed.
5.2.9 Electronics
Reliability / maintainability cons ide rations and tradeoff studies in electronic
circuit design, packaging, and testing must be performed. New electronic
components, circuits, and techniques to realize reduced weight, size, power,
and cost (that is, micro integrated circuits} should be evaluated.
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5.2. i0 Experiment Program Support
Investigation of the mechanical, optical, and functional interfaces between
the experiment packages and the inertial reference system for those experi-
ments which require precision pointing and hold accuracies should be con-
ducted. Studies to define the feasibility of a universal mount for all, or
several, of the precision experiments should be carried out.
5.2. i i Simulation
Adequate simulation of the SCS is necessary to verify the performance of the
SCS components functioning as a complete integrated subsystem. A large
three-gimbal test platform for complete SCS testing is needed. Design
studies are needed to determine requirements for the simulator computer,
displays and controls, table mechanization, and sensor targets. It is recom-
mended that the simulator facility be built to provide a total system testing
capability for all SCS systems.
5.2. 12 MORL SCS Development
It is expected that the AES and MORL stabilization and control systems will
be very similar, and will even contain identical components in some areas.
Studies and analyses of the AES in-orbit performance should be carried out
and the results integrated into the MORL program.
5.2. 13 Displays and Controls
The success of the MORL mission depends, to a great extent, on the ability
of man _o pcrform his specified tasks. Monitoring and evaluation of man's
execution of specified control system tasks, p__vticularly as his length of
time in orbit increases, should be conducted on AES. These results should
be compared with the results from similar tasks performed in ground
s imulations.
5.3 PROGRAM TIME PHASING
The critical research and development tasks identified in the previous sec-
tions have been charted in PERT-type network form (schedule-phasing charts)
and are shown in Figures 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4. Each chart identifies the major
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tasks, the time required to accomplish these tasks, and the dependent inter-
relationships between these tasks and other related research and develop-
ment task areas.
Figure 5-Z is a scheduling of tasks associated with the CMG system and indi-
cates the phasing recommended, based on MORL being the first application
of large CMG. The CMG development currently in progress at Langley
Research Center, although not specifically directed toward the MORL
requirements, will furnish the essential data needed to accomplish the
objectives of this plan: namely, to prove the feasibility of using large CMG
controllers prior to committing them to operational use on the first MORL.
Incorporated in this schedule is the critical task of evaluating the effects of
crew-motion transients disturbances, which are also under investigation by
Langley Research Center.
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Figure 5-3 shows the phasing for development of the SCS dynamics simulator
(three-axis table) system which is critical to the CMG system evaluation
shown in Figure 5-2. The initial phases of this activity have already been
completed by Langley Research Center. This should reduce the remaining
effort to approximately 12 months.
Figure 5-4 shows the tasks related to the long life and maintainability of
electro-optical sensors. Included in this sequence is the initial development
of an in-flight alignment system for the attitude reference sensors.
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Section 6
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW-ON STUDIES
The following recommendations for future study are concerned with the
analyses required to define and resolve the experiment/SCS interface prob-
lems. The recommendations have been derived from an expanded version
of the experiment plan, and the studies are required to generate a more
sophisticated definition of the SCS requirements on which more realistic
hardware definitions can be based
6. 1 EXPERIMENT CONTROL INTERFACE
An expanded version of the 48-hour study is recommended to further define
the requirements imposed by a more complete spectrum of experiments.
The more complex experiments which require isolation gimbal mounts
should be reviewed for similarity, to justify development of a common mount-
ing fixture and control interface. The advantages which result from such a
device are reduced operating time (common procedures for similar experi-
ments) and the ability to simultaneously perform several experiments which
have the same target. The elimination of separate gimbaling for experiment
sensors will produce weight saving and simplify the laboratory/experiment
interface.
6.2 MANEUVERING--CMG COMPARED TO RCS
In this phase, a preliminary tradeoff steady was conducted to determine
whether maneuvering requirements for experiments could be more efficiently
met by the attitude thrustor reaction control system (RCS), or by the momen-
tum storage system control moment gyros (CMG). This study was based on
statistical models of expected roll and pitch/yaw maneuvers, and it assumed
multiple mission maneuvers. The two systems were compared on the basis
of crew time and system weight. The study indicated an advantage in using
CMG for these maneuvers for the assumed maneuvering models and resulted
in specific momentum and torque recommendations.
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It is recommended that a more realistic experiment maneuver profile be
developed which will include maneuver frequency, total angular displacements,
and the laboratory axes about which the maneuvers will be performed. These
data would be used to perform the tradeoff studies required for more realistic
comparison of the RCS and the CMG (with optimized torque and momentum
capacities) systems. If the CMG system again proves to be more efficient,
the study should include definition of the optimum values for the torque and
size parameters.
6. 3 CMG CONFIGURATION SELECTION
Accurate values for unassigned laboratory resources (volume, weight, power,
arid so forth) and dollar-cost penalty factors for weight, crew time, and so
forth, should be re-evaluated. These values would be used to conduct the
tradeoff studies required for an iteration of the CMG system. These studies
would include momentum storage systems, sized for the requirements noted
above, and new configurations which appear to have merit in view of these
new requirements.
6.4 CREW MOTION STUDIES
The estimates of crew motion-induced dynamic disturbances are based on
simplified assumptions. Further studies, simulation, and in-flight testing
are needed to establish a more realistic model of the crew motion disturbance
profile. If these disturbances are more severe than expected, major changes
in the CMG torque and momentum sizes will be required.
6.5 ATTITUDE REFERENCE STUDIES
The ability of the laboratory's precision attitude reference to provide attitude
sensing accuracy to 0.01 ° and rate sensing accuracy to 0.0006°/sec is
estimated on the basis of current technology. More sophisticated studies
and simulations are needed to determine if these requirements can be met
when realistic error sources associated with the hardware mechanization
are taken into account. Such a performance analysis must encompass the
navigation errors, mechanical alignment errors, errors in the experimental
equipment, and other sources, since these all affect the performance capa-
bility of the system.
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6.6 EARTH OBLATENESS EFFECTS
The ellipticity of the Earth, although slight, is sufficient to cause attitude
errors of up to 0.17 ° for the 50 ° inclination orbit, which uses horizon-
sensing techniques for finding the local geocentric vertical. This error is
predictable and is a function of the latitude and altitude of the laboratory at
any given moment. Because of the Earth's geometric symmetry, east to
west, the local vertical error is always north to west. The amount of error
which appears about the roll or the pitch axis is a function of the orbit inclina-
tion and instantaneous yaw angle deviation from the orbit plane. If these
quantities are known, the errors due to Earth oblateness may be compensated
for in the horizon-sensor output signals. Future study is recommended to
determine computational mechanization requirements, update data rate,
whether the corrections should be performed within the sensor-processing
electronics or the attitude reference computer, and the effects of sensor
pitch/roll cross-coupling on the selected technique.
6.7 LOW-THRUST REACTION CONTROLLERS
Investigations into the use of more efficient, higher Isp reaction control
systems should be continued. The control system analysis studies are needed
to determine the mechanization requirements for use of these devices for
orbit-keeping on a continuous basis. Also, further studies of the control
laws are required to determine the most efficient method ofusingthe thrustors
for providing desaturation impulse for the momentum storage system.
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Appendix A
CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
This section presents additional details of the analysis performed in the
Phase IIb study. The work includes: (1) an analysis of worst-case external
disturbance torques, (2) an analysis of the gyrocompassing technique, (3) an
analysis of the minimal cost of using CMG for attitude maneuvering, and
(4) results of the manual control simulation study.
The analysis of worst-case external disturbance torques is presented in Sub-
section A. 1. Torque and impulse profiles for each orientation are developed
for Configuration X shown in Figure 3-3. From these profiles the momen-
tum storage and propellant requirements due to the gravity gradient and
aerodynamic disturbances are determined.
The gyrocompassing technique is investigated in detail in Subsection A. 2. It
is shown that this technique provides satisfactory vehicle stabilization in the
presence of transient disturbances (step torque and initial condition), and
steady-state sinus oidal disturbances if certain modifications to the Phase IIa
baseline gyrocompassing mechanization are incorporated.
Subsection A. 3 shows that the choice between CMG and RCS for large angu-
lar maneuvers can be based on minimizing weight and crew-time. Relation-
ships are developed which show the effect of gyro angular momentum and
torque capability on maneuver cost for two different operational modes. In
addition, a combination of parameters which minimizes maneuver cost is
given as a function of an assumed statistical distribution of angular maneu-
vers over the entire mission.
The analysis and the simulation of the MORL manual control problem are
presented in Subsection A. 4 where comparisons are made of various con-
trollers on the basis of the displayed data and required control accuracy.
With these results, an MORL manual control logic has been formulated.
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A. 1 ANALYSIS OF THE IMPULSE REQUIRED FOR EXTERNAL
DISTURBANCE AND CENTRIFUGE CONTROL
This section presents the requirements for momentum storage and propellant
to compensate for aerodynamic and gravity gradient disturbances on the
space laboratory. These requirements are presented for two different orien-
tations, belly-down and inertial, and for vehicle configurations using both
solar cell and the Isotope BraytonCycle power systems. The requirements
for these four conditions are based upon Configuration X (with two stowed
Apollo command modules and one cargo module, as shown in Figure 3-3),
and are presented for the period 1969 to 1974. These requirements are
based upon the Phase IIa baseline orbital altitude of Z00 nmi. The require-
ments for the change to the Phase IIb orbital altitude of 164 nmi are pre-
sented here.
This study has shown the method for unloading or desaturating the control
moment gyros (CMG) while the laboratory is in the belly-down orientation.
This method of desaturating the CMG uses two equal impulse expulsions 180 °
apart in the orbit. In the case of the vehicle with solar panels, the desatura-
tion propellant is dependent upon the relative orbit position of the laboratory
at the time of desaturation. This is because of the particular aerodynamic
moments on the solar panels (which will be discussed later). For the lab-
oratory without solar panels, desaturation can be accomplished anywhere in
the orbit. When desaturating, aft firing thrustors may be used to accomplish
orbital drag makeup as well as used to desaturate the CMG. This desatura-
tion scheme can save as much as 50% of the propellant during the years of
high solar activity. It is also shown that for some cases the desaturation
scheme can reduce the momentum storage requirements.
A. i. 1 Analytic Conditions
The summary of the momentum storage and propellant requirements is pre-
sented for four conditions; combinations of two orientations and two vehicle
configurations based on different electrical power sources.
A. 1. 1. 1 Belly-Down with Solar Panels
For the belly-down orientation with solar panels the momentum storage and
propellant requirements are based on satisfying the three following
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conditions: (1) the solar panels are feathered during occultation, (2) the desatu-
ration impulse is used for orbit keeping, which requires two equal impulses
180 ° apart in the orbit, and (3) desaturation of the pitch and yaw axis occurs
when the roll axis impulse is zero. This occurs when the vehicle yaw axis
is in the plane which is normal to the Earth/sun line which passes through
the center of the Earth.
Table A-1 presents the momentum storage and propellant requirements for
the belly-down orientation. The propellant requirements are based upon an
Isp of 270 sec with an 8-ft lever arm (with solar panels the maximum lever
arm is 8 ft).
Table A- 1
MOMENTUM STORAGE AND PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
Momentum Storage (Ib-ft-sec)
Year Roll Pitch Yaw Pitch and Yaw
Propellant (lb/mo)
Orbit Attitude
Keeping Control Total
1969 3,530 250 880 910 261 290 290
1970 3,270 250 490 540 144 248 248
1971 3,090 250 220 330 65 218 218
1972 3,010 250 if0 270 32 206 206
1973-1974 2,980 250 65 260 19 202 202
The momentum storage figures in Table A-I do not include an allowancc for
limited gimbal angle travel for the momentum storage devices. The values
are averages for each year noted. In the worst case, which occurs in 1969,
the maximum desaturation impulse to be removed by the thrustors for the
belly-down orientation is i, 970 ib-ft-sec per orbit, which is a propellant
consumption of 430 Ib/rnonth.
A. I. I. 2 Inertial Orientation with Solar Panels
Since the inertial orientation is expected to be used for only short-time dura-
tions, no requirements are imposed for combining orbit-keeping with
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desaturation. The requirements given in Table A-2 are based on the worst-
case (1969) density of the atmosphere and an orbital altitude of 200 nmi.
Table A-2
INE R TIAL ORIE NTAT ION
Momentum Storage (lb-ftrsec) Propellant (lb/mo)*
Roll Pitch Yaw Pitch and Yaw Attitude Control Orbit-Keeping Total
3,030 340 620 660 259 435 694
*Propellant requirements are a maximum and not an average.
For the year 1969, the momentum storage requirements for the inertial
orientation are less than those for the belly-down orientation. After 1969,
the inertial orientation may impose larger momentum storage requirements
than the belly-down orientation, because gravity gradient torques remain
constant while the aerodynamic torques decrease with time.
A. i. 1.3 Belly-Down Orientation without Solar Panels
The only momentum storage and propellant requirement for the belly-down
orientation without solar panels is caused by the gravity gradient torque and
a small aerodynamic torque about the pitch axis. These torques are due to
the asymmetry of the vehicle. These requirements are nearly independent
of the year since the aerodynamic torque is small. The pitch axis desatura-
tion impulse will be used for orbit-keeping capability.
Table A-3 presents the momentum storage and propellant requirements for
the belly-down orientation without solar panels, based on a 1969 atmosphere
and an orbit altitude of 200 nmi. The lever arm for attitude control without
solar panels is 10 ft.
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Table A- 3
MOMENTUM STORAGE AND PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
WITHOUT SOLAR PANELS
Momentum Storage (lb-ft-sec)
Roll Pitch Total Propellant (lb/mo)
2,940 240 170
A. I. i. 4 Inertial Orientation without Solar Panels
Table A-4 presents the momentum storage requirements for the inertial
orientation without solar panels.
Table A-4
INERTIAL ORIENTATION WITHOUT SOLAR PANELS
Momentum Storage (lb-ft-sec)
Year Roll Pitch Yaw Pitch and Yaw
1969 3,030 900 125 910
1970 3,030 850 If0 860
1971 3,030 825 I00 830
1972 3,030 810 95 820
1973-1974 3,030 800 85 810
For the space laboratory without solar panels, the inertial orientation
imposes the largest momentum storage requirements.
Table A-5 presents the maximum required propellant for the inertial orienta-
tion without solar panels.
Iii
Table A- 5
MAXIMUM REQUIRED PROPELLANT
Orbit-Keeping Attitude Control Total Propellant
Year (lb/mo) (lb/mo) (lb/mo)
1969 310 314 624
1970 172 298 470
1971 77 288 365
1972 38 283 321
1973-1974 23 282 305
A. 1.2 Derivation of Requirements
This section discusses system requirements for the four analytic conditions.
A. I. 2. 1 Belly-Down Orientation with Solar Panels
This section presents the propellant and momentum storage requirements
for the belly-down orientation with solar panels. The data presented are for
an orbital altitude of 200 nmi during the 1969 to 1974 period. These require-
ments are based on an aerodynamic moment about the vehicle yaw (or Z)
axis, and aerodynamic and gravity gradient moments about the vehicle pitch
(or Y) axis. The aerodynamic force on the solar panels produces yaw and
pitching moments on the vehicle. The gravity gradient moment about the
pitch axis is caused by the fact that the roll axis, which is aligned with the
orbital velocity vector, is not a principal body axis. This asymmetrical
inertia distribution is due to the third resupply craft on top of the vehicle in
the X-Z plane.
The aerodynamic moments due to the solar panels were obtained by use of
the belly-down orientation computer program described in Section 4. 1. The
propellant and momentum stolage requirements because of the moments on
the solar panels for various vehicle configurations can be obtained from the
data presented by ratioing changes in solar panel area and CG locations.
Also, the propellant and momentum storage requirements for any year can
If2
be obtained from these data by ratioing the density of the atmosphere for the
particular year of solar activity. The gravity gradient moments and the
average bias aerodynamic moments caused by vehicle asymmetry are readily
obtained analytically and are summed with the panel aero moments obtained
from the computer program.
Aerodynamic Force on Solar Panels
In deriving the aerodynamic moments produced by the solar panels, the
normal force coefficient, C N, of the panels is assumed to be equal to 2 sin2a,
where a is the angle between the plane of the solar panel and the orbital
velocity vector. The normal force, Fn, on the solar panels is given as:
F : C N Q (A-l)n AREF
with
Q : dynamic pressure in lb/ft 2
ARE F : reference area in ft 2
From the two gimbal angles of the solar panels, 6 and _ shown in Figure A-l,
the normal force, F n, on the solar panels is resolved into body axes, pitch,
roll, and yaw. The force along the roll {or X) axis is almost all due to the
aerodynamic drag of the solar panels. Summing the drag of the laboratory
with that of the solar panels produces the total drag of MORL. The forces
along the yaw (or Z) axis and the pitch {or Y) axis produce moments about
the -"-4 ___i
c:tlILlp1_, yaw axus, respectively.
A yawing moment is obtained by the deflection, 5, of the solar panels, which
is defined in Figure A-1. The deflects, % 5, is dependent on the inclination
of the orbit plane to the ecliptic plane, fhe yawing moment is directly pro-
portional to sin 5sin a Isinal, where sina = cos 5 cos ¢. Assuming a
constant density atmosphere, the maximum yawing moment occurs at
5 = ±35 ° and ¢ = 0, 180 ° . The yawing moment is zero at ¢ = 90 °, 270 °.
Where the solar panels are feathered in occultation, the yawing moment is
< _<360 °
zero for 180°+ _c - - - @c' as shown in Figure A-I.
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The aerodynamic pitching moment caused by the solar panels is directly
proportional to sin @cos 6 sin a Isinam, and again sina = cos _ cos @.
With a constant density atmosphere, the maximum pitching moments occur
for a 8= 0°and @ = ±35 °, 145 ° , and 215 ° .
Effect of the Diurnal Bulge
The effect of the diurnal bulge of the atmosphere displaces the positions in
orbit of peak yawing and pitching moments. The amplitudes of the negative
and positive peak moments are also dependent on their position relative to
the bulge; positions of zero moments in the orbit are unaffected by the bulge.
Figure A-2 is a plot of the yaw, M Z, and pitch, -My, moments caused by
the aerodynamic forces on the solar panels, as obtained from the computer
program. It is noted that the negative peak of the yaw moment, MZ, is dis-
placed about 4 ° from @ = 0, whereas the positive peak is displaced 15 ° from
@ = 180 ° Since the positive peak is closed to the bulge than the negative
peak, the bulge has more effect on the amplitude of the positive peak. The
position of occultation is also indicated in Figure A-2. With the solar panels
feathered in occultation, the pitch and yaw moments are zero in this region.
Inertial Momentum Caused by Aerodynamic Moments on Solar
Panels
To illustrate the effect of the panel aerodynamic moments, the yaw moment
will be considered to be a cosine function of @ and the pitch moment a sine
function of _ ¢_ r_T_ _;g1_r_ A-2.) Th_ _r_ r_nn_h1_ _ssurnptions
since the bulge does not shift the moment peaks very much. The largest
source of error in these assumptions is the relative difference between the
positive and negative peak amplitudes of the aerodynamic moments. The
fact that the yaw moment is a function of cos _b Icos @ I instead of cos @ can be
taken into account by a ratio of the effective values of cos29) to cos _b, which
is 0.5/(2/?r) = 0. 787. It is also noted that, at certain times in the regres-
sion period when the orbit plane is nearly normal to the sun line, the diurnal
bulge has a much smaller distortion effect on the aerodynamic moments.
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%The body axes moments caused by the solar panels are as follows:
MX= 0 (A-2)
M Z = M 1 cos ¢ (A-3)
My = -M 2 sin 2¢ (A-4)
From Figure A-I, the quasi-inertial moments (with respect to the orbit
plane) are obtained as:
M I = -M z sin ¢ = -M 1 sin ¢cos¢ (A-5)
2
Mj = M Zcos ¢ = M 1 cos ¢ (A=6)
M K = =My = M 2 sin2¢ (A-7)
Integrating the inertial moments with respect to time, the inertial angular
momentum over one orbit is obtained as follows:
T
M1 4_
HI =-T f sin-_-t dt = 0 (A-8)
O
T
f MIM1 4_ +) dt = -- THj = -_-- (i + cos _. 2
o
(A-9)
T
fH K = M 2 sin-_-t dt = 0
O
(A-IO)
ZTt
where 9 = -T- t and T is the orbit period in seconds.
This indicates that for a constant density atmosphere there is only an
impulse accumulation on the quasi-inertial 3 axis. With the diurnal bulge
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there is some small (compared to the J axis) impulse accumulation along
the I and K axes. This impulse accumulation must be removed by jet
thrustors to prevent the CMG from reaching saturation. (The desaturation
techniques are discussed in a later section. )
Feathering Solar Panels in Occult
The technique of feathering the solar panels (presenting the minimum area
to the relative wind) during occultation was suggested by Bendix for the pur-
pose of reducing the orbit-keeping and attitude control propellant
requirements.
Figure A-3 includes a plot of the drag impulse in lb-sec/orbit for the belly-
down orientation without feathering the solar panels and a plot of drag on the
body only {without solar panels). The actual drag coefficient, C D, for this
configuration without the solar panels is 4.35, whereas the drag coefficient
200'
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Figure A-3. Belly-Down Dragwithout Feathering Solar Panels
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vused in the computer program is 4. 0; hence, the drag impulse is obtained
from the average values given in Figure A-3 as follows:
Average drag impulse = ( 4"35 )4 x 86 +(150- 86)= 158 lb-sec/orbit.
The reference area of the space laboratory without solar panels is 368 ft 2
and the solar panel area is 1, 700 ft 2. The drag for any configuration with a
different C D or solar panel area, or both, can be obtained by ratios of the
C D and solar panel areas.
The peaks in the plot with solar panels of Figure A-3 occur at times in the
regression period where the solar panels are nearly normal to the orbit
plane. The plot without solar panels illustrates the effects of the diurnal
bulge throughout a regression period.
Figure A-4 is a plot of the drag impulse for feathering the solar panels dur-
ing occultation. The average drag impulse is obtained in the same manner
as noted above.
Average drag impulse = (4"35 8 /x 6 +{138 - 86) = 146 lb-sec/orbit.
Both Figures A-3 and A-4 are based upon a maximum atmospheric density,
the year 1969 and an orbital altitude of 200 nmi.
As previously mentioned, feathering of the solar panels during occultation
reduces the attitude co n_tro] propellant requirement. This can be illustrated
by noting Equation (A-9}, which is the impulse accumulation produced by the
solar panel aerodynamic moments without feathering. If the panels are
feathered during occultation, then the impulse accumulation along the quasi-
inertial 5 axis is given by
Hj = Z (1 + cos Z_) d_ = _ T (_+ Z_c + sin Z _c ) (A-11)
-_bc
where #c is described in Figure A-1.
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Since $c < _, the maximum value of Equation (A-I i) approaches that of
Equation (A-9), for $c approaching _/2. Hence, by feathering the solar
panels during occultation, the impulse accumulation along the quasi-inertial
J axis can be reduced.
Figure A-5 shows two plots of the accumulated impulse per orbit, as a
function of time in days, as obtained from the computer program for the
case of not feathering the solar panels. The upper plot shows the vector
sum of the quasi-inertial I and J axes impulse. The effect of the diurnal
bulge causes a maximum deflection of 6 ° in the I-5 plane between the quasi-
inertial 5 axis and the accumulated impulse vector. This amounts to an
accumulated impulse vector along the I axis that is, at most, 10% of the
5 axis.
The second plot shows the accumulated impulse along the K or body negative
pitch axis. This accumulation is produced by the diurnal bulge of the
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atmosphere. The total average accumulated impulse is 420 + 35 = 455
lb- ft- sec/orbit.
Figure A-6 is the same as Figure A-5 except that the solar panels are
feathered during occultation. For this case, the total average accumulated
impulse is 330 + 45 = 375 lb-ft-sec/orbit. Both Figures A-5 andA-6 were
obtained from computer runs which were based on an aerodynamic lever arm
of 20 ft. Since the actual lever arm for the most recent vehicle configura-
tion is 26.6 ft, the numbers for the total accumulated impulses must be
multiplied by the ratio of 26.6/20.
Table A-6 presents the propellant requirements for the two cases of feather-
ing or not feathering the solar panels during occultation. The propellant
requirement consists of the orbit-keeping propellant and the propellant to
remove the accumulated impulse obtained from the aerodynamic moments of
the solar panels.
Table A-6
COMPARISON OF PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS*
".
Ac cumul at e d Impul s e
Orbit Keeping due to Solar Panels
(lb-sec/orbit) (lb/mo) (lb-ft-sec/orbit) (lb/mo)
Total
Propellant
(Ib/mo)
Without fe athe r ing 163
With fe athe ring
solar panels 150
284 605 131 415
261 499 109 370
SValues are for Configuration X, 200-nmi orbit, and year 1969.
The propellant weights are based on an I of 270 sec with a control lever
sp
arm of 8 ft. By feathering the solar panels during occultation, the propel-
lant consumption is reduced by 45 lb/month.
In the following discussion and analyses, only the case of feathering the
solar panels during occultation will be considered.
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Desaturation Schemes
Desaturation is most efficiently accomplished when the yaw axis is aligned
with the accumulated impulse vector in the I-J plane. The body yaw axis is
chosen instead of the body roll axis since the yaw thrustors have the capa-
bility of removing the accumulated impulse and, at the same time, applying
thrust for orbit keeping. (This dual purpose is discussed in a later section. )
If the body yaw axis is not aligned with the accumulated impulse vector at the
time of de saturation, a vector combination of impulse from both the body yaw
axis and body roll axis will be required to remove the total amount. Of
course, this would give higher requirements for the impulse removal or
desaturatlon since the body impulse components, H X and H Z, of the impulse
vector, HI_ J , are larger than HI_ J itself.
Over a complete orbit, the amount of accumulated impulse on the body pitch
axis, which Is the quasi-inertial axis K, is independent of the time of desatu-
ration. (This is also discussed further in a later section. )
It was illustrated that with a moment on the body yaw-axis in the form of a
cosine function of _, an impulse accumulation is obtained along the quasi-
inertial J axis. This means that desaturation should be accomplished when
the body yaw axis is aligned with the accumulated impulse which is approxi-
mately at ¢ = 0°or 180 °.
For the following example of desaturation in the case of feathering the solar
panels during occultation, the desaturation takes place at _ = 180 ° .
The dynamic equations are as follows:
M = 0 = + h {A-12)
X x y z
M Z : -Mcos : " zO_yt o_yh x + h (A- 13 )
whe re
-Wyt
27r
= @= --t
T
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t is the description of the solar panel aerodynamic moment withand -Mcos. COy
h and h representing the roll and yaw angular impulse, respectively.
X Z
Solving for h and h
X z
M
hx - hx cos @ + hz sin@ -_ T@ sin@ (A-14)
O O
M
h = h cos @ - h sin@ --- T (sin @ + @ cos @) (A-15)z z x 47r
O O
whe re
h and h
X z
O O
are the initial conditions.
With h = h = 0 at @ = 180 °, the desaturation point, the angular momentum
X z
accumulated at occultation is obtained as follows:
At occultation @ = 180°+ •c
h M
x = _-_ T @c sin @c (A-16)
C
h M T (sin@c + @cz = 4--_ cos @c ) (A-17)
C
During occultation,
turn is given by
and M = O.360°- @c > @ >180"+ @c y The angular momen-
hx = -hx cos (@- @c ) - hz sin (@ - ¢c ) (A-18)
C C
and
hz = -hz cos (¢- ¢c ) + hx sin (¢- ¢c ) (A-19)
C C
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Upon leaving occultation, the roll and yaw axes impulses are given as:
hxL = -h cos 2 ¢c + h sin 2 ¢c (A-Z0)X C Z C
hzL = -hzc cos 2 ¢c " hxc sin 2¢c (A-Z1)
At ¢ = 360 °- ¢ Equations (A-Z0) and (A-Z1) are the initial impulses for
C
Equations (A-14) and (A-15). Hence, for ¢>- #c where M Z # 0, the follow-
ing cquations arc obtaincd:
For ¢>- ¢c
h = h cos (¢ + ¢c ) + hzL sin (¢ + ¢c )x xL
M
- 4---_T (¢+ ¢c ) sin ( ¢+ ¢c ) (A-22)
h = h cos (¢+ ¢c) - hxL sin(C+ ¢ c)z z L
M[ 1" 4-'_ T sin {_b+ ¢c ) + (¢+ ¢c ) cos (¢÷ ¢c ) (A-23)
at _ = 0, h andh are now obtained
x z
h
X
M
= h = hxL cos ¢c + hz L sin ¢c - _-_ T ¢c sin ¢c (A-24)
x Z
M T [sin _5h = h = hzL cos _bc - hxL sin _c - 4--_z Z Z
+ _c cos _bc I (A-25)
With the roll, h x, and yaw, h z, impulses obtained between _ = 180 ° and
¢ = 360 °, Equations (A-24) and (A-25) are now substituted for hxo and hzo in
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Equations (A-14) and (A-15). The impulses over a complete orbit, obtained
from Equations (A-14) and (A-15)with _ = 180 ° , are the following:
h = -h = -hxL cos ¢c " hz L sin¢c + _ T _c sin_c (A-26)X S X z
M
h = -h + _ T_r = -hzL cos #c + hx L sin #c
z S Z z
M
+ _-_ T [_ + sin_c + _bc cos ¢c ] (A-27)
Substituting Equations (A-20), (A-21), (A-16), and (A-17) into (A-26) and
(A-27), the accumulated impulse to be removed by the jet thrustors is
obtained as follows:
hx = 4--_MT sin¢c (¢c - sin¢c) (A-28)
S
M
h = -- T [_r + (I + cos qbc){_b c + sin¢c)] (A-Z9)z 47r
Since the roll axis impulse, hxs, contains the term (¢c " sin ¢c), it will be
much smaller than the yaw axis impulse, hzs, at the point of desaturation.
For _/2 >_c > 0, h x will be, at most, 10% ofh .
S Z S
Figure A-7 plots contain the roll and yaw body axes impulses obtained from
the computer program. This figure corresponds to the yaw moment plotted
in Figure A-Z, which is a maximum. From Figure A-7 for de saturation at
= 180 °, it is noted that the roll axis impulse, h x, is less than 10% of the
yaw axes impulse.
For de saturation at ¢ = 180 ° , two other orbits throughout several regres-
sion periods are presented in Figure A-8. These plots illustrate that desat-
urating the roll axis is not required.
Referring again to Figure A-7, which resulted in a minimum impulse
required for desaturation, the positive and negative impulse peaks of the
roll and yaw axes are noted to be unequal. For the desaturation point shown
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in Figure A-7, the momentum storage requirement would be based upon the
maximum peak occurring throughout the orbit. For the roll axis momentum
storage, which must be sized for the centrifuge (2,940 lb-ft-sec) as well as
the aerodynamic moment impulse, the total momentum storage requirement
would be I/sin 60 ° x [2, 940 +(26.6/20 x400)]= 4, 0101b-ft-sec, where the
angle of 60 ° is the maximum available gimbal angle in one direction of the
CMG. This is about I/sin 60 ° x (400 - 110) 26.6/20 = 445 lb-ft-sec more
than required for the first half of the orbit. A similar condition exists for
the yaw axis momentum storage requirement which is 26.6/20 x 660
x i/sin 60 ° = 1, 015 lb-ft-sec. This is noted to be I/sin 60 ° (660 - 300)
26.6/20 = 555 lb-ft-sec more than required for the negative peak of the yaw
axis impulse. In other words, for the particular desaturation scheme chosen,
which minimized desaturation impulse, the CMG momentum storage require-
ments are not minimized.
Figure A-9 illustrates the effect of a given desaturation scheme on the
angular momentum required which varies as a function of the momentum
storage weight. The point of interest is that, for a double-gimbal CMG
angular momentum of 400 lb-ft-sec, only an additional 24 lb of weight are
required to double the CMG capacity. It will be shown that the minimum
weight for desaturation impulse and momentum storage is determined
solely by the minimum de saturation impulse.
Figure A-9 presents the roll and yaw axes impulse for desaturation at
occultation, _c' for the same celestial parameters as given in Figure A-7.
From Figure A-9, it is noted that the positive and negative impulses of the
roll axis are nearly equal. The total momentum storage requirement for
the roll axis is i/sin 60 ° [2,940 +(26.6/20 300)]= 3, 860 lb-ft-sec, which is
150 lb-ft-sec less than the roll impulse required in Figure A-7. The yaw
axis momentum storage requirement is noted to be about 10% (76 lb-ft-sec)
less than that shown in Figure A-7. With the de saturation shown in Fig-
ure A-9, the roll axis as well as the other two axes must be de saturated.
Figure A-10 shows the case of desaturation at a particular place in orbit to
make the positive and negative yaw impulses approximately equal. Compar-
ing Figures A-10 and A-7, a decrease of momentum storage for the yaw axis
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l
of 1/sin 60 ° x 26.6/20(660-500) = 243 Ib-ft-sec is obtained. However, the
roll axis impulse is increased, compared to that shown in Figure A-7, and
it must he de saturated.
Table A-7 presents the propellant weight per month required for the desatu-
ration impulse and a weight penalty associated with the momentum storage
for the various schemes of desaturation. The propellant weight is based on
the average accumulated impulse shown in Figure A-6 with a control lever
arm of 8 ft and a propellant I of 270 sec. Since the total impulse has not
sp
yet been defined for the pitch axis, a weight penalty is used for the momen-
tum storage Ln lieu of an actual weight. The reference, or zero weight
penalty of the momentum storage weight, is based on the desaturation scheme
for _ = 180 °. A negative weight penalty indicates a weight saving.
Table A- 7
DESATURATION PROPELLANT AND MOMENTUM
STORAGE WEIGHT PENALTY
De s atur ation
Sc he me
Roll Momentum
Storage Penalty
(Ib)
Yaw Momentum
Storage Penalty
(Ib)
De saturation Propellant
{ib/mo)
{Roll and Yaw Only)
De saturate when
H = 0 ((_= 180 °)
X
Desaturate at
occultation
Desaturate at
¢ = 127 °
I+ Hz I=1 " Hzl
0 0 0 + 95.5 = 95.5
-6 -5 45.3 + 84 = 129.0
+16 -16 73.5 + 61 = 134.5
Table A-7 shows a small weight saving 23 lb, for the first scheme (desatu-
rating at ¢ = 180 ° or when the roll axis impulse is zero) over the next best
method (desaturating at occultation). Considering the lifetime of the space
laboratory to be at least a year, a substantial savings in desaturation pro-
pellant, using the best desaturation scheme, is possible.
The scheme of desaturation when the roll axis impulse is zero, near ¢ = 180 ° ,
is not only the optimum in terms of propellant consumption, but it can be
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easily mechanized. This would be mechanized from the pitch gimbal angle,
_, of the solar panels and the gimbal deflection of the roll CMG. The condi-
tion of centrifuge operation during desaturation would also be integrated into
the mechanization of the desaturation scheme.
Bias Body Moment of the Pitch Axis
The bias body moment about the pitch axis contains a gravity gradient torque
along with an aerodynamic torque. The gravity gradient torque is caused by
the fact that the roll axis, which is aligned with the orbital velocity vector,
is not a principal body axis for the vehicle loading configuration when con-
sidered as a worst case. The bias aerodynamic moment is present because
of the relative displacement between the center of pressure and the center
of mass along the body yaw axis, These bias moments, which result from
vehicle asymmetry, are obtained analytically and are summed with the out-
put of the computer program to obtain the total impulse history. This bias
moment for the pitch axis is given as follows:
with
2
3gR
My - e _3 (Iz _ ix) sing26 CmQ ARL R (A-30)
(Re+h)
2I
xz (A- 31 )tan 26 = I-[--
z x
whe re
g = gravitation constant,
R = Earth radius in ft
e
h = orbital altitude in ft
32.2 ft/sec 2
The parameters for the worst-case inertia distribution are as follows:
Ixz = 0.042 x 106 slug-ft 2
I = 0. 77 x 106 slug-ft 2
z
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-i
I = 0.49 x 106 slug-ft 2
x
C M = moment coefficient
A R = reference area =
L R = reference length
Q =
= 0.3
368.6 ft2
= 21. 67 ft
average dynamic pressure at 200 nmi O. 1 x 10 -4 ib/ft2
Figure 3-3 shows that this worst-case inertia distribution is obtained by
rotating both Apollos at 37.5 ° (in opposite directions) so that they are along
the ± Y axis.
When Equation (A-30) is evaluated with the given parameters, a bias pitch
moment of 0. 18 lb-ft results. The total accumulated impulse per orbit with
this bias moment is 990 lb-ft-sec. Figure A-11 is a time history of the
pitch axis impulse, and indicates that the desaturation required for the pitch
axis will be 800 x 1. 12 = 900 lb-ft-sec/orbit.
Figure A-11.
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An average impulse desaturation is now obtained, with the aid of Figure A-6,
as 900 + 440 = 1,340 Ib-ft-sec/orbit. For a control lever arm of 8 ft and a
propellant Isp of 270 sec, the average desaturation propellant is 290 Ib/month.
Use of De saturation Impulse for Orbit Keeping
As noted previously, the average orbit-keeping propellant with feathered
solar panels during occultation is 261 Ib/month. By using one aft firing
pitch jet and one yaw jet, more than the required orbit-keeping velocity
could be gained during desaturation. Since orbit keeping requires two equal-
velocity increments spaced 180 ° apart in the orbit, the desaturation would
have to be accomplished in the same manner. For the yaw axis desaturation
to provide orbit keeping, two equal impulses would be required at 4, = 0°and
= 180 °. (At these two points the roll axis impulse is zero. )
The two equal desaturation impulses, 180 ° apart, for the pitch axis could be
applied anywhere throughout the orbit. Since the two positions, _ = 0°and
= 180 °, give a minimum solar panel impingement from thrustor firing, the
desaturation positions for the pitch axis will be made the same as those for
the yaw axis.
For equal desaturation impulses at the two prescribed positions in orbit,
some previous knowledge of the total amount of the accumulated impulse is
required. For the yaw axis, this information can be obtained by completely
desaturating the yaw axis at _ = 180 ° and completing an orbit. The yaw axis
impulse history will be similar to that shown in Figure A-7. On completion
of the orbit, _b = 180 °, the total accumulated yaw impulse is obtained from
the gimbal angle of the control moment gyros. Another way of determining
the yaw axis accumulated impulse is from the yaw gimbal angle of the solar
panels, 6. The yaw axis accumulated impulse from the solar panels is
dependent on the 6 gimbal angle of the solar panels. Figure A-12 is a plot of
the yaw axis de saturation impulse for various 6 gimbal angles. These data
were obtained from the computer program.
For equal desaturation impulses of the pitch axis, the momentum storage
device (CMG) must be set at one of its maximum gimbal deflections for pitch
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impulse storage at _ = 180 °. (The direction of deflection is easily deter-
mined from the asymmetry of the vehicle. ) After half an orbit has been
traversed, approximately half the accumulated impulse can be obtained from
the gimbal deflection of the momentum storage device. From Equation(A-30)
and Figure A-ll, it is noted that approximately 90% of the total pitch axis
accumulated Kmpu!se is from the _o_nt _,','_.._+',,"gradient +...... Hence,
if the asymmetry of the vehicle is known, nearly equal de saturation impulses
of the pitch axis can be obtained.
Table A-8 presents the propellant requirements with and without use of the
desaturation impulse for orbit keeping.
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Table A- 8
PROPELLANT COMPARISON UTILIZING
DESATURATION FOR ORBIT KEEPING
°°
Total De saturation
Propellant
(ib / too)
Orbit
Keeping Total Propellant
(ib/too) (Ib/too)
Without de saturation impulse
for orbit keeping
With desaturation impulse for
orbit keeping
290 261 551
290 261 290
Table A-8 indicates a propellant saving of 261 Ib/month by using the desatu-
ration impulse for orbit keeping, and by using all the desaturation impulse
for orbit keeping, an extra 29 Ib/month is available. In effect, this may be
used to increase the orbital altitude of the space laboratory. Over a period
of a year, the total excess linear impulse would be
29 {lb/mo) x 12 (mo/yr) x 270 sec = 94,000 lb-sec/yr
With half of this linear impulse for the altitude change and the other half for
circularizing the orbit, a total velocity added at perigee, 200 nmi, is obtained
over a period of one year as follows:
AV _ 94,000 (lb-sec) = 16.8 ft/sec {A-32)
p 2 x 2, 800 {slugs)
where 2, 800 slugs is the mass of the laboratory.
The orbital velocity for a 200-nmi circular orbit is about 25,230 ft/sec.
With the added velocity increment, the increase in orbital altitude over a
period of one year is approximately 10 nmi.
Figure A-13 is a plot of the desaturation propellant with orbit-keeping capa-
bility required, in lb/month, for the period of 1969 to 1974 at an orbital alti-
tude of 200 nmi. The lower curve on the plot is the required impulse for
drag. For the year 1973 or 1974, the drag impulse is noted to be only 10%
of the impulse required for desaturation. This curve shows that after 1969
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not all of the de saturation propellant is required for orbit keeping. After the
year 1969, desaturation will have to be accomplished by jet thrusting in
couples along with single jet thrusting to provide de saturation and orbit
keeping. The period and amount of single jet thrusting which provides the
orbit-keeping capability with desaturation can be determined by ground
tracking stations.
Figure A-14 is a plot of the orbit-keeping propellant for the years 1969 and
1971 as a function of orbital altitude. This illustrates the high propellant
consumption for the lower altitudes.
With the use of equal pitch and equal yaw desaturation impulses positioned at
_b = 0°and _b = 180 °, the resulting pitch and yaw impulse history is pre-
sented in Figure A-!5. The yaw impulse history is for the maximum moment
shown in Figure A-2. This first portion of the yaw impulse history between
= 180 ° and _ = 0 ° was obtained by subtracting 330 cos _b (lb-ft-sec) from
Figure A-7. The pitch axis impulse history was obtained in a similar manner.
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Figure A-7 and the yaw axis impulse in Figure A-15 were obtained from
computer runs which were based on an aerodynamic lever arm of 20 ft.
Since the actual lever arm is 26.6 ft, the amplitudes of these impulse his-
tories must be multiplied by the ratio of 26.6/20. The yaw axis momentum
storage requirement for the belly-down orientation is obtained from Fig-
ure A-15 at _ = 180 ° as 26.6/20 x 660 = 880 lb-ft-sec. This is within 10%
of the minimum value, since the negative yaw impulse peak is a little
smaller than the positive peak.
The pitch axis momentum storage requirement, obtained from Figure A-15,
is I. 12 x 450/2 = 2501b-ft-sec.
If a set of double-gimbal control moment gyros is to be used for both the
pitch and yaw axes, the total impulse requirement is then (8802 + 2202) 1
= 910 Ib-ft-sec. The Phase IIa baseline momentum storage capacity for
both the pitch and yaw axes is 950 ib-ft-sec.
/2
Figure A-16 is the roll axis impulse history for the desaturation procedure
shown in Figure A-15. The first portion of the roll axis impulse in Fig-
ure A-16 between _ = 180 ° and _ = 0 ° is obtained by subtracting 330 x sine
from the roll axis impulse shown in Figure A-7. Again, the roll axis
impulse must be multiplied by the ratio 26.6/20. The roll axis momentum
storage requirement for the belly-down orientation is obtained as (26.6/20
x440)+ 2,940 (centrifuge) = 3,530 Ib-ft-sec.
The Phase IIa baseline momentum storage capacity for the roll axis was
3, 120 lb-ft-sec. The baseline requirement could be retained, which would
limit the centrifuge operation to 29% of the orbit period for the maximum
aerodynamic moment case shown in Figure A-16. The average time for the
centrifuge operation over an orbit with the baseline system would be 61 rain.
(92-rain. orbit period).
Figure A-17 is a plot of the momentum storage weight from the period of
1959 to 1974. The roll axis impulse is obtained with a pair of single-gimbal
control moment gyros (SG CMG), while the pitch and yaw axes impulse is
obtained with a pair of double-gimbal CMG. The weights of the CMG are
obtained from Figure 4_9. The maximum gimbal angles of the CMG are 50 °
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In conclusion, the following operational procedures and requirements are
listed for the belly-down orientation with solar panels.
i. The solar panels are feathered during occultation.
2. The desaturation impulse is used for orbit keeping.
3. Equal amplitudes of desaturation impulse for both the pitch and
yaw axes will take place when the roll axis impulse is zero.
This is at the positions of _ = 0°and _ = 180 °.
4. The average propellant consumption for the year 1969 will be
290 lb/month.
5. The roll axis momentum storage requirement is 3,530 lb-ft-sec
for the year 1969.
6. The yaw axis momentum storage requirement is 880 lb-ft-sec
for the year 1969.
7. The pitch axis momentum storage requirement is 250 ib-ft-sec
(which is independent of the year).
8. The combined pitch and yaw momentum storage requirement is
910 Ib-ft- sec.
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A. I. 2.2 Inertial Orientation with Solar Panels
The impulse history for the inertial orientation with solar panels was
obtained from the computer program for the roll solar orientation. With the
program, a maximum impulse requirement of the vehicle axis is determined
at a certain time of the year and at a certain time in the orbital regression
cycle. At this point the vehicle is rotated an angle, _7, about the roll axis to
bTing the yaw axis out of the orbit plane. By incrementing the roll angle, ??,
a maximum impulse requirement for the vehicle axis is obtained. For the
conditions examined, the maximum requirement was obtained with a negative
roll angle of 15 °.
Figure A-18 illustrates the roll and pitch axes impulse history for the iner-
tial orientation. Since the inertial orientation is used for short time dura-
tions, no requirement is made to desaturate at equal increments spaced 180 °
apart in the orbit. Hence, the roll and pitch axes momentum storage
obtained from Figure A-18 are 90 lb-ft-sec and 335 lb-ft-sec, respectively.
The portion of the pitch axis impulse between @ = 340 ° and _b = 360 ° is
plotted on the left of the ordinate to obtain the correct momentum storage
c apacity.
Figure A-19 shows the yaw axis impulse history for the inertial orientation.
The momentum storage requirement for the yaw axis is 620 lb-ft-sec. If
the momentum storage requirements for the pitch and yaw axes are to be
met with one set of two CMG, the total momentum storage is (2352 + 6202) l/z"
= 660 lb-ft-sec. The mo,,,e,,_-- --+,,..m storage requirements are hi_her_ for the
belly-down orientation than the inertial orientation.
A. i. 2.3 Belly-Down Orientation with Brayton Cycle Power Supply
The only momentum storage requirement for the belly-down orientation with-
out solar panels, other than the centrifuge, is for the pitch axis. This stor-
age requirement results from the vehicle asymmetry about the pitch axis.
The impulse requirement is obtained analytically by the use of Equation (A-30).
All the parameters given under Equation (A-30) are the same except for the
body axis inertias and the product of inertia and the moment coefficient,
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C These values of body axis inertias are for
rn"
in Figure 3-3.
I POI = 0. 035 x 106 slug-ft 2
XZ _
Ipitc h, MOI = 0.8 x 106 slug-ft 2
106 "Iroll, MOI = 0. 5 x slug-ft _
Iyaw, MOI = O. 67 x 106 slug-ft 2
C = 0.13
m
Configuration X, shown
The constant pitch axis moment is obtained from Equation (A-30) as
Mpitc h = 0. 15 lb-ft.
The total accumulated impulse per orbit with this bias moment is 820 lb-ft-
sec for the pitch axis. Figure A-Z0 shows the pitch axis impulse for the
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belly-down orientation without solar panels. The solid line shows the
impulse history without desaturation. The dashed lines show the impulse
history for equal desaturation impulse spaced 180 °apartin orbit. The par-
ticular de saturation method shown in Figure A-Z0 permits gimbaling the
momentum storage device from a maximum deflection in one direction to a
maximum deflection in the opposite direction. The approximate amount of
desaturation impulse required at _b= 180 ° and _ = 360 ° can be obtained with
known vehicle body axes of inertia and products of inertia.
The momentum storage requirements for the belly-down orientation are:
pitch axis 240 lb-ft- sec (include s 20% contingency factor)
roll axis 2,940 lb-ft-sec
It is noted that the momentum storage requirements for the belly-down orien-
tation without solar panels are independent of the year. The de saturation
propellant requirements for orbit keeping for the belly-down orientation will
be practically independent of the year. Figure A-21 shows the total propel-
lant requirement and the amount of desaturation propellant required for
orbit keeping as a function of year for the belly-down orientation without
solar panels.
A. I. 2.4 Inertial Orientation with Brayton Cycle Power Supply
The impulse requirement for the inertial orientation without solar panels
are computed analytically. Without the solar panels the maximum gravity
gradient moment is 2.5 times the maximum aerodynamic moment for the
year 1969. Hence, for worst-case computation, an orientation was chosen
to maximize the gravity gradient moments without regard to maximizing the
aerodynamic moments. This orientation places the pitch axis in the orbit
plane parallel with the orbital line of nodes with the roll and yaw axes
inclined 45 ° to the orbit plane. Since the largest difference of body axis
inertias is between the roll and yaw axes, a maximum bias gravity gradient
torque is obtained about the pitch axis.
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The gravity gradient torque expressions are given by the following equations:
2
3gK e
Mpitc h - (Iyaw(R e + h) 3
1-cos 2¢ )
- Iroll)( 4 (A-33)
2
3gRe sin 2¢
Mroll - (Ipitch -Iyaw ) x O. 707
(K e + h)3 2
(A-34)
3gRe 2 sin 2_
Myaw (Re + h) 3 (Iroll Ipitch) x 0. 707 2
(A-35)
where _ is the orbit angle measured from the line of nodes and the other
parameters are the same as previously described.
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The aerodynamic moments are given by the following equations:
M'pitch = 0. 707 Q ARLRC M (a) cos _ (A-36)
M' =-Q ARLRC M (a) sin _ (A-37)yaw
where Q, AR, and L R are the same as previously defined.
The angle of attack, a, is computed throughout the orbit. With this, the
moment coefficient, C M (a), is obtained throughout the orbit. The aerody-
namic moments are then computed throughout the orbit and summed with the
gravity gradient moments. These aerodynamic moments are based upon a
constant density atmosphere.
Figure A-22 is a plot of the impulse history for the inertial orientation with-
out solar panels. With desaturation accomplished at only one position in
orbit, the body axis impulses are given by the following:
Pitch axis momentum storage--900 lb-ft-sec
Roll axis moment storage--2,940 + 90 = 3, 030 lb-ft-sec
Yaw axis momentum storage-- 125 lb-ft-sec
Again, if a set of double-gimbal control moment gyros is used for both the
pitch and yaw axes, the total impulse requirement is (9002 + 1252) 1/2
= 910 lb-ft-sec.
For the laboratory without solar panels, the inertial orientation imposes the
largest momentum storage and propellant requirements. Figure A-23 is a
plot of the momentum storage weight as a function of years for the inertial
orientation without solar panels. The roll axis requirement is obtained with
a pair of single-gimbal CMG while the pitch and yaw axes requirement is
obtained with a pair of double-gimbal CMG. The maximum gimbal angles
of the gyros used are ±60 ° .
Figure A-24 is a plot of the maximum desaturation and orbit-keeping propel-
lant requirements, as a function of years, for the inertial orientation with-
out solar panels. The attitude control or desaturation propellant is nearly
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independent of the year, since the aerodynamic portion of the impulse is
small compared to the gravity gradient portion. The orbit-keeping require-
ment for the short-term inertial orientation will be accomplished while in
the belly-down orientation.
Although much of the data presented in this section has been for one particu-
lar vehicle configuration, the SCS requirements for other vehicle configura-
tions may be determined by ratioing body inertias and aerodynamic moments
and drag coefficients. Also, there is sufficient data presented to determine
the SCS requiren_ents for orbital altitudes between i60 and 200 nmi through-
out maximum and minimum solar activity.
A. Z GYROCOMPASS STUDY
This section presents the analysis and results of the horizon sensor gyro-
compass study.
°
A.2. 1 Introduction
The analysis of the study shows that the MORL vehicle can be attitude-
stabilized within ±0.5 ° with control moment gyros which use the horizon
sensor gyrocompass technique. This capability meets the requirement of
SCS performance in the presence of the anticipated disturbances.
During the long-term belly-down orientation, the course attitude information
is provided by the gyrocompass technique. Basically, this technique aligns
the roll (or X) axis of the space laboratory with the orbital velocity vector
and aligns the yaw (or Z) axis with the ]Earth's center. Figure A-25 shows
the body axes definition for the belly-down orientation. The four lines from
the front of the laboratory to the Earth simulate horizon sensor beams. The
horizon sensor provides the attitude information about two normal axes
(the roll attitude, 4, and the pitch attitude, 0). The heading, or yaw attitude,
_b, is derived by the gyrocompass technique. This technique consists of
measuring a component of the orbital rate on the roll (or X) axis which will
exist for a yaw attitude error. The derived yaw attitude error, _bm, for
small angles is obtained by dividing the measured roll rate by the orbital
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rate. If body roll rate is present, then the derived yaw attitude error, Cm'
will be incorrect. The roll axis must be perfectly stabilized to obtain the
correct heading or yaw attitude.
The gyrocompass technique is evaluated with the assumed use of horizon
sensors and rate gyros, to obtain angle and rate information for the control
{u.,,.,,_.u. (.*,b _..,_•,,o,,,_,,_gyro . .,.,,,s_ vo.,.,.,_.,,.,.,.,.,._..o._.,_.o _.._ ,-.._,.__. various
disturbances and variations in control laws on the performance of the space
laboratory.
To achieve this satisfactory performance, three changes in the control laws
described in the Phase IIa report were made. These were as follows:
(i) the rate and attitude gains were changed to obtain a satisfactory response,
(2) gyro gimbal angle feedback was added to eliminate the dynamic coupling,
and (3) the yaw channel gimbal control equation was changed to include a roll
angle term when the roll angle error is greater than 0.05 °. This last change
further reduces the yaw response to roll disturbances.
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A. 2.2 Mathematical Model
A block diagram of the two-axis gyrocompassing simulation is presented in
Figure A-26. The dashed paths and blocks are the additions in the Phase IIa
baseline gyrocompassing diagram.
The horizon scanner shown in the block diagram is assumed to have a scale
factor error of 4% and a time constant of 0.05 sec. The noise level is
Gaussian with zero mean and the rms = 0.033 ° . White noise is also used in
the range of 0.01 to 1.0 cps.
The model for the roll rate gyro includes a scale factor error of 1%, with a
natural frequency of 1.0 cps which has a 0.7 damping ratio. Two different
types of noise in the output of the roll rate gyro are considered. These are:
(1) a Gaussian noise with zero mean and the rms = 0. 333°/hour and (2) white
noise in the range of 0.01 to 1.0 cps.
The yaw rate gyro is assumed to be perfect. The model of the yaw rate gyro
is not as sensitive to system performance as the roll rate gyro.
In deriving the two-axis equations of motion, a constant orbit rate for the
pitch axis of ¢0y = -Wor b = -0.0662°/sec is assumed along with only the CMG
control torques and disturbances torques acting on the vehicle.
Since the attitude hold requirement of the space laboratory is ±0.5 ° , small
angle approximations are used for the Euler angle expressions. The roll
attitude error, _bm, is measured with the horizon scanner while the yaw atti-
tude error, J2m, is derived from the small-angle approximation of the roll
rate divided by the orbit rate.
The control torques are obtained from the control moment gyros. The par-
ticular CMG configuration used consists of two single-gimbal CMG for the
roll (or X) axis and two double-gimbal CMG for the yaw and pitch axes.
Each gyro of the SG CMG has an angular momentum of 1,800 lb-ft-sec and
each gyro of the DG CMG has an angular momentum of 550 lb-ft-sec. These
are Phase IIa baseline sizes. This CMG configuration is shown in Figure 4-5
Section 4. The CMG control torque equations are approximated by assuming
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small gimbal angles and zero roll and yaw angular body rates. In the latter
assumption, only the gyro coupling torques caused by the orbital angular
rate are considered.
The actual gimbal rates of the CMG, &l and &2' are assumed to lag the com-
manded gimbal rates, alc and aZc" The model for the CMG gimbal actuators
are represented by a 1-sec first-order lag response. This is illustrated in
Figure A-26.
The system equations are summarized as follows:
I & = - Iy) co + + (A-38)x x (Iz ¢°orb z TGX TCX
I o_ = (Iy Ix) co + + T C (A-39)z z - ¢°orb x TGZ Z
Euler angle equations (small angles)
$=co
x
¢=co
z
- ¢0or b ¢ (A-40)
+ coorb _ (A-41)
Sensors (the subscript, m, denotes a measured quantity)
K H
_m - _S + 1 (¢ + Cnoise ) (A-42)
2
O3
n
= 2 COx + ¢0x
COx KG S Z S + con noise (A-43)m + 2_ ¢0n
03 = 03
zm z
(A-44)
CMG control torques
TGx= -2 Hx &l + 2 Ha 2 Wor b
TGz= -2 H &2 - 2 Hx al Worb
(A-45)
(A -46)
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Gimbal actuators
1 & (A-47)&I=S+I 1
C
1
&Z - S+ 1 &Z (A-48)
C
A.Z. 3 Control Laws
The Phase IIa baseline control laws are given as
hl = K# _m + Kw ¢°x (A-49)
C X m
az :K¢ Cm +E % (A-S0)
c z m
where
C0x
Cm-
 orb
The Phase IIa baseline gains, natural frequencies, and damping for the roll
and yaw channels are given in Table A-9.
Table A- 9
PHASE Ha BASELINE GAINS AND RESPONSE
Natural Frequency
Channel System Gains radians / s ec Damping
X (roll) K#p = 0. 203, K w = 18.3 0. 042 1. 9'
x
Z (yaw) K_ = 2.83, Kw = 124 0.066 1.45
z
These gains have been modified for the Phase lib baseline and are given in
Table A-10.
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Table A- 10
PHASE IIb BASELINE GAINS AND RESPONSE
Natural Frequency
Channel System Gains ( radians / s ec ) Damping
X (roll) I4¢ = 4. 55, K = 86.5 0.20 1.9
O3x
K_ = 74.8 0.04 I.45Z (yaw) = 1.03, K w
z
In addition to the gain changes, gimbal angle feedback was introduced into
the control laws to reduce the gyro gimbal angle coupling. Also, a roll atti-
tude crossfeed is introduced into the yaw channel to further reduce the roll-
yaw coupling.
The Phase IIb control laws are given by the following equations
_1 = K¢ _m + K_0 Wx + H--H ¢°orb a2 (A-51)
c x m x m
H
d X
az = K¢ _bm + K w z - _ Wor b a I - Kc _bc (A-52)
c z m
where
_m for J_m [>-¢DB
_c =
io for I <-
(A-S3)
with
K = 55
C
%bDB = O. 05 °
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%A.2.4 Study Results
The Phase IIa and lib evaluation results are discussed in the following
subs ections.
A. 2.4. 1 Phase IIA Baseline Evaluation Results
The Phase IIa baseline system was evaluated to determine necessary improve-
ments. Inthe Phase IIa mechanization, the implementation of the gyrocom-
pass technique was represented by Cm = + °°xrn and sensor noise was assumed¢0orb
to be zero. When disturbances were used to perturb the system, unsatisfac-
tory transient and steady-state behavior resulted. For an initial roll angle
disturbance, the roll angle, _, did not stabilize at zero and the yaw angle
transient exceeded specifications (0.5 ° ) if the roll angle disturbance was
larger than 0.05 . For small control gains in the roll channel system
instability will result. This is produced by the CMG gimbal angle coupling.
In addition, a sinusoidal torque disturbance in the X channel at the orbital
frequency was found to be a resonant frequency. This is verified from the
frequency response of the system illustratedinFiguresA-27 and A-28. (This
resonant peaking of the amplitude ratios of @/Tcx and al/Tcx is also shown
in these illustrations. ) The elimination of the CMG gimbal angle coupling
removes the resonance near the natural frequency of 0. 001 rad/sec. To
avoid the effects of this gimbal angle coupling, the gimbal control law equa-
tions were modified as shown below:
H a2 (A-54)&l = K_ ¢m+ Ko0 COx + H--- °°orb
c x m x m
H
x
&z :K¢ Sm +K --- (A-SS)oO z H ¢°orb a l
C Z m 1TI
H
Wherein the terms + _xx ¢°°rb aZm
Phase IIa control equations.
H x
and ---_- _orb alm were added to the
These modifications eliminate the CMG dynamic coupling through the gimbal
angles. Performance achieved with these modifications is illustrated in
Figures A-29 through A-32, where analog computer time histories are shown.
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These illustrations show that the non-zero steady-state problems for initial
condition disturbances were eliminated but that performance of the system is
still not adequate. For example, Figure A-29 shows the response of the
system to a step yaw torque of 2 Ib-ft. This torque is about four times the
maximum value of the aerodynamic and gravity gradient torques. The
response of the system is slow, with a maximum yaw attitude error of about
4 °. For the actual disturbance torques encountered, the yaw attitude error
would be approximately I. 0°, which is out of specification. Additionally,
Figure A-29 shows the effect of gyrodynamic coupling between the roll and
yaw axes of the space laboratory, which results in a roll attitude error from
a yaw disturbance. This particular roll attitude error is shown to be within
the 0.5 ° requirement.
In this example, the yaw attitude error accumulated after the transient is
over is caused by the difference in the disturbance and gyro torque profiles.
Noting the a2 plot, after 20 sec the gyro torque, 2 H_2, equals the yaw dis-
turbance torque, TZ: With this accumulated yaw attitude error still present,
a steady-state roll rate, cox , will also be present with an amplitude of coorb
sin ¢ if _ = O.
The response of the system to an initial yaw attitude error is illustrated in
Figure A-30. Again, the response is slow and the coupling in the roll axis
is small. It shows that an initial yaw attitude error can be reduced to zero.
Figure A-31 shows the system response to an initial roll attitude error of
0. 1 °. With this initial condition, the yaw attitude error is 1.0 °, which is
unacceptable for the system response. This type of initial condition, which
can be produced by crew motion, must be controlled. The initial condition
assumed is realistic since the maximum attitude error produced by one crew
member is 0. 06 ° . The large yaw error exists since, in reducing the roll atti-
tude error to zero, the vehicle is rotated, which produces a body roll rate
that appears as an error input to the yaw channel. Therefore, the yaw atti-
tude errors can only be reduced to zero after the roll axis is stabilized. To
meet the system specifications, the maximum initial roll attitude error that
can be tolerated is 0.05 ° .
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Figure A-32 shows the system response to a step disturbance torque of
2 lb-ft about the roll axis. The system response is similar for the condition
of a yaw torque disturbance. The roll attitude error accumulated after the
transient is caused by the difference between the disturbance and gyro torque
profiles. The plot of &l (gimbal rate) and after about 20 see shows that the
gyro torque, 2Hd 1, is equal to the roll disturbance torque. To meet the
system specifications of holding the attitude error to ±0.6 °, the largest roll
torque tolerable is 0.62 lb-ft.
It was also determined with the frequency response model described in Sub-
section A. 2.2 that 2 lb-ft amplitude disturbances at frequencies between
0.0035 and 0. 07 rad/sec cannot be tolerated. This can be seen in Figure
A-27, where the amplitude ratio @/Tcx is plotted. It is also observed that
the amplitude ratio is at a maximum at w = 0. 016 tad/see. At this fre-
quency the largest torque amplitude disturbance that can be tolerated is 0.3
lb-ft. The results of the study for X-channel disturbances, which use
Phase Ilabaseline system gains, are summarized in Table A-11. As
described previously, disturbances of the above magnitude in the Z channel
are not significant.
Table A- 1 1
ALLOWABLE X-CHANNEL INPUT DISTURBANCE LEVELS FOR
THE PHASE IIA BASELINE SYSTEM GAINS
(NO GIMBAL ANGLE COUPLING)
Type of Disturbance in Magnitude of Allowable
X Channel Dis turbanc e
Initial attitude angle ¢ (0)
Step torque TCX
Sinusoidal torque TCK = A sin cot
o(o) < o. os °
TCX < 0.62 lb-ft
1. A < 0. 3 lb-ft, all ¢o
2. A<2 lb-ft, 0.0035<
w < 0. 07 rad/sec
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A. Z. 4. 2 Modifications Resulting in the Pha,_e IIb Baseline
Gyrocompas sing Mechanization
The Phase IIa baseline system does not meet the attitude accuracy requ:
ments of 0. 5 ° for all disturbance levels that the laboratory is expected 1
experience. In addition, the system response is slow and underdamped.
order to improve this situation, the roll channel response was increase_
a factor of five and the yaw channel response was decreased by 30°7o. T1
was accomplished by using the modified control gains (Subsection A. Z.'3
The results of this modification are shown in Figures A-33 through A-3(
Figure A-33 shows the system response to a step torque in the yaw chan
It can be seen that the response is much faster and is much better damp
Also, the coupling into the roll axis is decreased considerably. The 2 1
step torque causes a steady-state yaw attitude error of 0. 1 °. This yaw
tude error produces a small roll rate of cox = coorb sin _bwhich is observ,
on the plot. Again, according to linear theory and the attitude requirem
accuracy, a maximum 10 lb-ft step torque disturbance in the yaw channc
can be tolerated. Figure A-34 shows the response of the system to an iJ
yaw angle. It can be seen that this disturbance is easily handled by the
system. The effect of a step torque disturbance in the X channelis shov
Figure A-35. This illustration shows that the sensitivity of the yaw attit
to roll channel step torques is significantly decreased with the use of the
Phase IIb baseline control gains. Instead of tolerating a step torque of o
0. 62 lb-ft with the Phase IIa baseline control gains, it is possible to role
a step torque of 13.9 lb-ft. It can alsobe seen from the frequency respc
plots in Figure A-Z7 that the effect of sinusoidal torques in the X channel
the yaw angle is significantly decreased with the use of the modified cont
gains. In fact, sinusoidal torque amplitudes as large as 11. 9 lb-ft at all
frequencies can be tolerated.
These results indicate that the horizon sensor gyrocompass mode of bell'
down stabilization with the Phase lib baseline control equation gains perf,
satisfactorily for all expected disturbances except initial roll errors. T]
system response for an initial roll attitude error is shown in Figure A-3t
As shown, the yaw attitude is still highly sensitive to initial roll angle di:
turbances. For an initial roll angle of 0. 1 °, the yaw attitude reaches a
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maximum of 0.7 ° . It is noted that 62 is limited to 1. 15°/sec which corres-
ponds to a maximum CMG torque output of 11 lb-ft.
The sensitivity to initial roll angles is caused by the large gain on the roll
rate signal being used in the gyrocompass mode to compute the yaw attitude.
However, this is an undesired signal when it has been generated to null the
roll attitude. To eliminate this false signal when the roll angle is being
nulled, a compensation signal proportional to the roll attitude error is sub-
tracted from the yaw control signal. The outer gimbal rate command equa-
tion for the yaw axis is therefore modified as shown below:
K_O Hx - K @c (A-56)
ctZ = + ¢°x + Kw Wz - _ °)orb a l c
c Worb m z m m
where
¢
C #m for I#ml > CDB
0 otherwise
and where
CDB = 0"05°
The results of this modification are shown in Figures A-37 and A-38. In
Figure A-37, the initial roll angle is 0. 1 ° and K c = 55. This illustration
shows that the roll crossfeed term causes AZ to be initially positive. This
in turn causes the yaw angle to be disturbed in the negative direction. When
the roll angle decreases below _DB = 0. 05 ° , the roll crossfeed term drops
out. By this time the undesired roll rate signal, which causes a positive
rate, has decreased sufficiently so that the yaw angle remains within the
0. 5 ° attitude accuracy requirement. Similar observations can be made
about Figure A-38, where _ (0) = 0. 5 ° The maximum yaw attitude error in
this case is nearly 0.4 °
In summary, the Phase IIb baseline system is obtained by changing the
Phase IIa control law gains and adding the additional feedback terms as
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described in Subsection A. 2. 3.
and system gains.
This results in the following control laws
&l = K_ _m + Kw _x
C X m
H
+ H---Worb a2 (A- 57)
x m
K¢ H
&2 =+--w +K 0J x
c Wor b x w z H °°orb al - K _c (A-58)
m z m m c
K# = 4.55 K w = 86.5
x
K_b = 1.03 K w = 74.8
z
K =55
c
#m for l_ml >0.05 °
0 otherwise
(A-59)
Allowable input disturbance levels are determined as previously described.
The results are summarized in Table A-12 for the Phase IIb baseline system.
Table A-12
ALLOWABLE INPUT DISTURBANCE LEVEL
FOR THE PHASE Iro BASELINE SYSTEM
Magnitude of Allowable
Type of Disturbance Disturbance
Initial attitude angle ¢ (0)
Step torque TCX
Sinusoidal torque TCX = A sin
Step torque T CZ
(o) < o. 5°
TCX < 13.9 Ib-ft
A < ii. 9 Ib-ft, all
TCZ< i0 Ib-ft
Note: Yaw channel disturbances are not significant
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It can be seen that satisfactory gyrocompassing performance can be achieved
with the Phase IIb baseline system. The addition of gimbal angle feedback
effectively reduces gimbal dynamic cross coupling and eliminates resonance
for sinusoidal torque disturbances at or near orbital frequency. Separation
of the roll and yaw channel natural frequencies achieved by increasing the roll
channel response by a factor of five and decreasing the yaw channel response
by 30%, significantly reduces yaw channel sensitivity to roll channel torque
disturbances and yet preserves satisfactory overall dynamic response capa-
bility in the yaw channel. The introduction of roll angle crossfeed into the
yaw control channel significantly reduces the magnitude of the yaw angle
transient in response to a roll angle initial condition or step input disturbance
arising for example from sensor output discontinuities. System response for
a 10 ° initial roll angle is shown in Figure A-39. It can be seen from this
illustration that the stabilization system can null comparatively large attitude
errors. Hence, when the laboratory is transferring from any other attitude
to the belly-down orientation, only a gross attitude alignment is necessary
before the automatic stabilization mode is activated. It is emphasized that,
for this gyrocompass study, the girnbal angular rate, &2' was limited to
1. 15°/sec, which corresponded to a maximum torque output of 11 lb-ft. The
girnbal rate does not have to be limited to this value because of increased
control moment gyro torque output capacity. However, the results of the
gyrocompass study are valid for increased torque capabilities.
A.2. 5 Effects of Sensor Characteristics
The roll rate gyro and the horizon sensor were assumed to have the charac-
teristics described in Section A.2.2. These characteristics, except for the
horizon scanner noise, have a negligible effect on the system behavior.
Horizon scanner noise causes the coupling into the yaw channel to increase.
Figure A-40 shows the system variables with horizon scanner noise. The
maximum value of the yaw angle, @, increases slightly. The maximum value
of the gimbal rate, 62 , increases to 0.55°/sec. However, it was found that
a first-order filter network on the horizon scanner output will decrease _2max
satisfactorily, and may be added if required.
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A.3 COMPARISON OF CMG AND REACTION JET
MANEUVER COSTS
This section presents a cost comparison of an estimated maneuver profile for
the two actuator systems, CMG and reactions jets.
A. 3.1 Introduction
An approach for estimating this mission profile is presented along with the
requirements derived from the profile. This cost comparison is based upon
minimizing the system resources (maneuver time and weight) required for
maneuvering. To determine the minimum cost of a given maneuver which
uses CMG, the CMG parameters of angular momentum and gimbal torque are
optimized. In order to effectively optimize these CMG parameters, the total
mission impulse and torque profile must be known (that is_ internal and exter-
nal disturbances, crew motion disturbances, and mission event and experi-
mental support maneuver requirements). For maneuvering with the reaction
jets, only the maneuver rate is optimized with respect to maneuver angle, to
yield the minimum cost of the system resources.
Two classes of attitude maneuvers are considered: pitch and yaw, and roll.
The first class points the vehicle to astronomical objects in any direction,
and the second class rolls the vehicle away from the belly-down orientation.
Both types of maneuvers are statistically modeled in terms of probability
densities in their respective rotational angles.
Costs of maneuvers are estimated on the bases of (1) time to execute the
maneuver, (2) weight of propellant required to execute the maneuver, and
(3) the total number of maneuvers required during the life of the laboratory.
These estimates of average cost for both CMG and reaction jet actuation
follow from the assignment of cost weightings (1) to operational time, and
(2), to weight chargeable to the maneuvers on a delta basis (that is, jets and
CMG are already on the laboratory and the CMG sized to handle the impulse
caused by external and worst-case internal disturbances.)
To obtain an approximate weight chargeable to maneuvers for cost estimates,
it was necessary to assume some momentum storage configuration. The
Phase IIa baseline configuration of two DG CMG for pitch and yaw and two
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SG CMG for roll was assumed. However, since the increase in weight per
unit, H, is approximately the same for both the double- and single-gimbal
CMG (1,000 to 3,000 lb-ft-sec per unit}, the weights used to minimize the
maneuver cost in this study apply sufficiently well to all configurations which
use combinations of double- and single-gimbal control moment gyros.
Costs of power and equipment volume requirements were not included in the
cost estimates, since CMG spin power does not increase significantly with
H, nor does average torque power change significantly with torquer size.
There is no increase in CMG volume in the range from approximately 1,000
to 3,000 lb-ft-sec, and of torques from 5 to 200 lb-ft per unit. There is no
increase in reaction jet power or volume.
Both of the CMG parameters (available angular momentum, H, and available
torque, T) are factors which, with time required to perform the maneuver,
are used to estimate costs. Since the ratio of weight increase between H and
T over the range of interest is approximately 10 to 1, only His considered
significant in increasing average cost by weight allowance. Only angular
momentum is involved in atradeoff of cost of both operation time, and cost of
equipment weight must be allowed. Accordingly, average or expected oper-
ational time costs were computed, with available angular momentum, H,
adjusted to minimize these costs for a given number, N, of maneuvers in the
operational time, and a given torque, T, available for accelerating the vehi-
cle. Two extremes in vehicle inertia, I = 500,000 and 800,000 slug - ft 2,
serve to indicate results over the range of interest. Figures A-41 and A-42
summarize the evaluations of laboratory resource usage factor for CMG
pitch-yaw and roll maneuvers, respectively. For these figures, the relative
costs of crew time and weight are approximately 3:1.
The expected times for a single maneuver have been computed under the cost
optimization constraint, and are indicated in Figures A-43 and A-44 for
pitch-yaw and roll maneuvers, respectively. These quantities are indicated,
as are the expected costs, for three values of N (100, 300, and 500} and for
five values of available torque (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 lb-ft). The upper
limit in the torque range, 50 lb-ft, was based on the observation that little is
gained in reducing costs by increasing CMG available torque beyond this
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value, since the rate of decrease in maneuver time per unit of available
torque is increased, and tends toward a constant value in the neighborhood of
50 lb-ft. This is further illustrated in Figure A-45.
The average operational time costs for reaction jet actuation were similarly
computed as functions of jet actuation parameters and the possible number of
maneuvers in the operational life. However, because of the much higher
torques used with jet actuation, the time required to reach an optimum man-
euver rate is negligible compared with the maneuver time. Hence, average
cost is a function of impulse only, and is practically independent of the torque.
The CMG rate profile, illustrated in Figure A-46, is shown to be either a
trapezoid or a triangle, depending on whether torque reversal has been
applied after or before the limiting angular momentum has been reached.
For all practical purposes the jet profiles will be rectangular pulses; the
acceleration times will be very small compared to the coast intervals for
virtually the entire range of maneuver angles. These assumptions about the
jet profiles ignore dynamic transients, which is justified when the required
assumptions in modeling the maneuver statistics is considered.
The average operational time costs for jet actuation depend only on the avail-
able angular momentum, H, and the number of maneuvers, N. To develop
data for comparing CMG and jet actuation, these costs were minimized with
respect to H, and a linear relationship between cost and time and between
propellant weight and angular momentum was assumed.
As indicated in Figures A-41 and A-42, the optimized angular momentum for
the CMG is dependent on N and T, as well as I, the vehicle inertia. Figure
A-47 compares the minimized costs for the jet and CMG actuation, with the
CMG torque set at 50 lb-ft.
The results of this study indicate that, for a total of 100 pitch and yaw man-
euvers, the optimum angular momentum and torque for the DG CMG using
the minimum cost criteria, are 2,200 lb-ft-sec and 50 lb-ft (25 lb-ft/torquer).
respectively. The total angular momentum for the DG CMG is the maneuver
requirement plus the disturbance requirement, or 2,200/2 + 910/2 sin 60 ° =
1,625 lb-ft-sec per gyro. The comparison of costs of the pitch-yaw
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maneuver performed with CMG and with jets indicates that for more than 75
pitch-yaw maneuvers, the CMG costs less.
The angular momentum sizing for the SG CMG of the roll axis is determined
from the centrifuge requirement and the external disturbances. The man-
euvering capability is determined by assuming the centrifuge will not be in
operation during the roll maneuver. The SG CMG are sized at 1,790 ib-ft-sec
per gyro with a 25 ib-ft capacity per torquer• The comparison of costs of the
roll maneuver performed with CMG and with jets indicates that for more than
275 roll maneuvers, the CMG cost less.
A. 3.2 Attitude Maneuver Statistical Models
Pitch and yaw, and roll maneuvers are discussed in the following subsections.
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A. 3. 2. 1 Pitch and Yaw Maneuvers
Pitch and yaw rotations of the vehicle, as provided by two IX] CMG, are
considered to be combined into one rotation, 8py, about some resultant axis,
which will take the vehicle from any pointing direction to any other pointing
direction. If these pointing directions are equally probable throughout a unit
sphere, then the probability of a vehicle rotation with the limits, 0 py and
0py + d 0py, is dA/A, where dA is the area of the spherical zone subtended
by the central angles, 0py and 0py + d Spy, and A is the area of a unit sphere.
In terms of the probability density function,
O ) dA lrsin Spy dOPl PY dOpy = _-- 2 py
or
lsinepy , 0 < _ _Pl (Opy) PY= (A- 60)
0 , for O elsewhere
PY
It is noted that, if the rotations are performed about resultant axes to
exclude superfluous rotation, the magnitude will be bounded by 0 and
radians. If in addition it is recognized that the probability density in time
for the pitch-yaw rotation, P2 (tpy), is required, and for which only positive
maneuver times are admissible, then Equation A-60, which excludes nega-
tive rotations, will correctly map the time probability density.
The mapping constraint is provided by a model of angular rate as a function
of time. Two cases must be considered, as shown in Figure A-46. Case 1
specifies a maneuver angle, Opy, small enough so that the CMG spends the
first half of the maneuver time accelerating, and the second half decelerat-
ing the vehicle. Neglecting dynamic details, the vehicle rate profile is a
triangle with an area equal to the maneuver angle. In terms of maneuver
time, tpy, vehicle inertia, I, and control torque, T (assumed equal to
delivered torque),
Which is the case for tpy
epy =_I tpy 2 (Case 1)
-< 2H/T or _ < H2/IT.
(A- 61)
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Case 2 is, of course, where epyiS large enough so that the accelerating and
decelerating periods are separated by a coasting period in which the vehicle
angular rate is H/I. The vehicle rate profile is then a trapezoid, from which
it is easily shown that
H (t _ H) (Case 2) (A-62)Opy = T PY
2H H 2
for tpy>__T or _ >_IT
Using the mapping theorem for a single valued functional relationship
(A-63)
The probability density in pitch-yaw maneuver time for the two cases is then
IT O, for t _< 0
PY
4I sin tpy , PY _
0 , tpg >_ _
Case 1 s _-- (A-64a)
P2 (tpy) =
P2 tPY
O, for t _< 0
PY
sin tpy -
2H
t , 0<-t <_
py py T
2H <t _< H+ 7r I
H I
0
tpy T TJ
(A-64b)
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A. 3.2.2 Roll Maneuvers
Roll maneuvers away from belly-down orientation are provided by two SG
CMG. It is assumed that each roll rotation, the purpose of which is to sup-
port the aiming of instruments at Earth targets, is followed by an equal and
opposite rotation to return the vehicle to the belly-down orientation before
initiating the next rotation. Also, the limits of these rotations are _ = ±75 °
= ±1.31 radians. Without more detailed information it is plausible to
assume a roll probability density function which is an isosceles triangle,
with apex at 1%= 0 °, and cutoffs at ±R. This simply reflects the assumption
that the relative frequency of Earth targets decreases proportionally with
the roll angle away from nadir. However, for the purpose of obtaining the
roll time probability density, negative roll angles are excluded and, from
the symmetry of the physical roll statistics, the mathematical roll model
assumed is:
0, R- < 0
2 (1 R)0<R_<RP3m)--
0 , R__'_
(A-65)
This is a right triangle, with apex at R = 0, and cutoff at 1% = R.
By the same arguments used for the pitch-yaw maneuver, two cases are
considered:
 H2)T 2 Case 1 < -_-R = _-t r
R = "i" r - -T Case 2 __y_--
(i-66a)
(A-66b)
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By the use of the mapping theorem in Equation (A-63), the probability den-
sity in the time of the roll maneuver, t r, is then
P4(tr) = _II
0, for t < 0
r
1 T t 2 / tr'4IR r 0 < tr< V T
Case 1 _<___ (A-67a}
P4(tr) =
0, for t < 0
r
< ) 2HT 1 T t 2 t r, 0 < t <RI 4 IR r r T
2H 1 + H - t r ,--_- < t
RI RI r
H -- I
> + R --0, t r -_ H
H I
+RN
(A-67b)
A. 3.3 CMG Averages for the Two Statistical Models
Since the cost in laboratory operational time is assumed to be proportional
to maneuver time, the average cost per maneuver is proportional to the
average time per maneuver. Hence, if k 1 is the cost penalty (in dollars} per
unit operational time, T and t- are the average times per maneuver for
py r
the pitch-yaw and roll maneuvers, and N is the number of maneuvers per-
formed during the laboratory lifetime, then the average lifetime costs of
these maneuvers are Nklt%y and Nk 1 Tr.
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Also, the cost associated with the angular momentum requirement must be
added. Design experience indicates that, above a certain value, CMG equip-
ment weight increases roughly linearly with available angular momentum,
and in turn that the cost attached to thisweight increases linearly. The cost
attached to available angular momentum is therefore approximately linear.
Evaluations for the CMG angular momentum constant, k2, as well as the
operational time constant, k 1, are given in Subsection A. 4.5. In terms of
CMG parameters, the total expected costs for the pitch-yaw and the roll
maneuve r s are
= Nk I (H, T, I) + k2 HCpy tpy
_r = Nk 1% (H, T, I) + k2 H
(A-68)
It should be noted that while the proposed pitch-yaw actuation uses two
double-gimbaled CMG and the roll actuation uses two single-gimbaled SG
CMG, the angular momentum cost constants indicated in Equation (A-68) for
the two types of maneuvers are the same. This cost accounting shows that
only those costs above CMG use (to cope with internal and external distur-
bances) are chargeable to maneuvers. Design studies indicate that for a
given angular momentum, the DG CMG weighs about 30 lb more than the SG
CMG, and weights for both increase nearly linearly and at the same slope
for spin angular momentum beyond 1,000 lb-ft-sec. The difference in
weights would be reflected as a difference in CMG stabilization costs, while,
because of equal slopes for the double- and single-gimbal versions, the
weight cost increments chargeable to the maneuvers for the two versions
would be the same.
The average time per maneuver is the first moment of the probability
density
=f t p(t) dt (A-69)
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Substituting Equation (A-'69)into Equations (A-64a), (A-64b), (A-67a), and
(A-67b),
?r2
t- (minute s ) 2 _%]L_
py -- -6U- y-
2 4 6
1 _ _
+ + ....
5 x i! 9x3! 13 x51 17 x 71
2. 393 _T I
Case 1 _< (A-70a)
-- 2H 5 [ 1
tpy = 60I 2 T3 I 5 x I!
H 2 ,6
17x7!
1
+ 60x2
Case 2
9 x 3! _ + 13 x 5!
iH2H H2sin(-_) + -_- 1 + 2 COS <-_)]
(A-70b)
t- (minutes) = 1 16 R/RIr _-6 x Y_
( H2)Case 1 <-- IT (A- 7la)
1 H 2 1 [R IT ]
(A-71b)
The CMG average costs for the two cases applied to both pitch-yaw and roll
maneuvers were obtained by substituting the maneuver time averages into
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Equation (A-68) and programming the combined formulations into a com-
puter. Average costs for pitch-yaw and roll were thus tabulated first as
functions of four independent variables (N, H, T, I). Average minimum
costs were then derived by adjusting H for a given N, T, and I, the results
of which are indicated in Figures A-41 and A-42.
A. B. 4. Jet Averages for the Two Statistical Models
As previously stated, it is assumed that the reaction jet torque and available
angular momentum result in a vehicle angular rate profile which is practi-
cally rectangular, as would be the case for opposite torque impulses at the
beginning and end of the maneuver. In this case the probability densities in
pitch-yaw, and roll maneuver times are
P2j(tpy )
i
I
O, for t _< 0
PY
H [Htpy]sin -_ , 0<t <py H
I
> 7r0, tpy (A- 72)
P4j(tr) =
0, for t -< 0
r
Htr ) RI2I-I 1 - -- , O<t r
m
RI
> --0, t r - H (A- 73)
The time averages per maneuver, using Equations (A-69), (A-72), and
(A-73), are for pitch-yaw and roll
m
RI
Tj = $g
(A-74a)
(A- 74b)
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The average laboratory lifetime costs for the jet actuated maneuvers are
_pyj = N [k1%yj + k2pyH] (A-75a)
_rj : N [k I t%j + k2r H] (A-?Sb)
The accumulation of fuel cost as well as time cost for the laboratory life-
time is reflected by the lifetime number of maneuvers, N, factoring into
both kinds of costs. The two different angular momentum constants reflect
the different torque lever arms for pitch-yaw and roll.
Combining Equations (A-74) and (A-75) and differentiating with respect to H
results in the following optimization constraints:
^ _/ VklIH = --
_/ _rklI
r
(A- 76a)
A
C
PYJ
A
C
rj
= N _/2_klk2p y I
= N _/2_klk2r I
(A-76b)
A_ /_k2p Y I
tpyj = V 2k 1
_A / _k2r I
trj = V 2k I
(A-76c)
Numerical results for Equation (A-76b) are plotted as the straight lines in
Figure A-47 for the two inertias.
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A. 3.5 Deterministic Optimum Jet Maneuver Kates
A single-axis attitude maneuver which uses rate-limiting consists of a
thrust-coast-thrust sequence, provided external disturbances have a negli-
gible effect over the maneuver interval. The cost of this maneuver is
expressed in terms of vehicle resources, weight of propellant expended,
and crew time. For any given maneuver, this cost is minimized with
respect to the maneuver rate. Hence, the optimum maneuver rate for any
single-axis attitude maneuver which uses jets can be determined.
The optimum maneuver rate for any given attitude maneuver is determined
as follows: the total firing time, tf (acceleration-deceleration), with zero
initial rate is
where O_LIM
2 I
C°LIM (A- 77 )tf =
TL
= maneuver rate, and
Parameter Case 1 Case 2
I (moment of inertia) O. 41 x 106slug-ft 2 0. 71 x 106 slug-ft 2
m
T (jet thrust) 100 lb 200 lb
L (jet lever arm) 8 ft 8 ft
The total maneuver time, tin, is obtained by adding the coast time and firing
time.
I COLIM 0 T
t = + (A- 78)
m T L _LIM
with 0 T being the total maneuver angle,
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The propellant consumptior_, W , in weight is obtained from Equation (A-77)
P
Ttf 2 I WLI M
W = - (A-79)
p _ L_
where _ is the fuel specific impulse
The cost of a given maneuver is now expressed in terms of the vehicle
resources, weight, and crew time. If k 1 is the cost per pound of fuel in
orbit and k 2 is the cost per second of available crew time, the total maneu-
ver cost, C m, is given as
C m = k I W + k2t f = k I I¢°LIM + k2 + (A-80)
p L_ TL
By differentiating Equation (A-80) with respect to the maneuver rate, ¢0Li M,
and setting it equal to zero, the optimum maneuver rate is obtained as
I k2e T T La 1 I/ZWLIM = 2 k 1 T I + k 2 I _ (A-81)
Figure A-48 is a plot of the LRUF as a function of maneuver rate for a one
radian attitude maneuver. The LRUF constant is essentially a ratio between
the crew time and weight. These are given as k 1 = 1 (LRUF/lb) and
k 2 = 3.3 (LRUF/sec). The two cases shown on the plot are for two different
bodyinertias. Case 1 is for I=0.41x106 slug-ft 2 and Case 2 is for I = 0.71
x 106 slug-ft 2. The a used for the propellant is 250 sec. Note that a rate
higher than optimum yields less cost increase per unit error than does a
rate lower than optimum.
A. 3.6 Numerical Results and Conclusions
The operational time constant, kl, was evaluated as $1, 050/min. following
the estimate given in Douglas Report SM-46086.
The CMG angular momentum constant, k2, was evaluated as follows:
k 2 H = 2k w _W (A-8Za)
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with the right side expressing cost in terms of weight increment, AW, for
one CMG. With +60 ° as the limits in gimbal angle excursion, each of the
CMG with increased spin momentum, AHs, will increase its excursion range
in available angular momentum, H/2 by the following:
H
-- = cos 30 ° AH (A-Sgb)2 s
hence
k
w AW
k2 - cos 30 ° AH (A-8Zc)
S
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From Douglas Report SM-46068, with the following cost:
k = $19,000/lb
w
AW O. 038 lb
AH Ib-ft-sec
S
which yields
k2 = $836/ft-lb- sec
The following illustrates the evaluation of the jet angular momentum con-
stants. Allowing for the requirement that the jets decelerate as well as
accelerate the vehicle for each maneuver in which a coasting angular rate,
H/I, is achieved, the fuel weight required, AW , is
P
AW = 2I-I (A- 83a)
p L_
where a is the fuel specific impulse and L is the lever arm'of the thrust
impulse. The weight cost for the maneuver is k x AW . By definition
w p
k2"H3 = k _Ww p
(A-83b)
hence
2k
w
k 2 =j L_ (A-83c)
For pitch-yaw,
L =8ft
PY
For roll,
The fuel specific impulse,
L = 10ft
r
= 270 sec.
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The jet angular momentum cost constants for the two classes of maneuvers
are the following:
2k
_ w - $17.50/ib-ft-sec (A-84)k2py L
PY
2k
_ w _ $14.00/Ib-ft-sec (A-85)k2r L
r
With all constants evaluated, optimal evaluations for angular moment were
obtained for the CMG and jet operations. For the CMG, the optimal H
depends on N, T, and I. For the jet, optimal H depends only on I.
The recommended CMG parameters for the Phase IIb baseline are as
follows:
DG CMG (pitch-yaw axes)--l, 625 Ib-ft-sec/gyro.
SG CMG (roll axes)--l, 790 ib-ft-sec/gyro.
Torquer capacity for both sets of gyros--25 ib-ft/gimbal.
The optimized costs for jet and CMG operation are shown in Figure A-47.
The CMG cost curves in this illustration correspond to the lowest cost
curves in Figures A-41 and A-42 (which contain the points A, B, and C at
torque equal to 50 lb-ft). The indicated values of optimal H are within
100 lb-ft-sec of theoretical values. Crossovers of CMG and jet cost curves
for both inertias occur at about 275 roll maneuvers, and for the pitch-yaw
maneuvers, the crossovers (not indicated) are at about 75.
The hypothetical model for pitch-yaw limits rotations to 180 °, while roll
rotations are limited to 75 ° . For the distributions assumed, the average
pitch-yaw rotation is 90 ° while for roll the average is 25 ° . The much
greater divergence of the two costs for pitch-yaw as N increases reflects
its much greater average angular rotation.
From a resource usage point of view, it appears that CMG actuation for
maneuver requirements is favored over jets for missions requiring more
than 275 roll maneuvers (aimed at Earth target surveillance) and for
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missions requiring more than about 75 large angle rotations (aimed at astro-
nomical objects). However, since the roll axis CMG are sized for centrifuge
control, use of these CMG for maneuvering when the centrifuge is not oper-
ating is preferred over using the RCS jets.
A. 4 MANUAL CONTROL STUDIES
Analog simulation, together with machine-integrated display and operator
control devices, were the analytical tools used to study the manual control
of the MORL. The study areas included examination of critical mission
events (Earth tracking) and of maneuvers using reaction jets and momentum
storage devices. Only normal control situations were considered; emer-
gency control operation was beyond the study. The three control philosophies
studied were: (I) acceleration command, (2) rate command, and (3) com-
mand of a fixed pulse width jet firing.
A. 4. i Introduction
Various manual control options were evaluated in the light of the response
time necessary to achieve a given result (defined in terms of angle and rate
accuracy), the propellant consumed, and the number of reaction jet actua-
tions needed. In general, the studies indicate that for response rates on the
order of 5.0 ° to 0. 5 ° per sec, response times, propellant consumption, and
jet actuations are comparable for the various controller methods of opera-
tion, various displays, and for both l-man and 2-man control. The primary
exceptions are that fixed pulse width control (where the pulse width is set at
either 1. 0 or 2. 0 sec) produces excessive response times for the 3-axis
maneuvers considered, and that rate command operation yields minimum
propellant consumption. The former study result was primarily from the
fact that the minimum impulse chosen for the system was large. If very
narrow pulse widths were used, a continual sequence of pulse width com-
mands would be necessary for a minimum time maneuver, thus significantly
increasing the number of reaction jet actuations. For a minimum propellant
maneuver, a time period long with respect to the minimum time (but short
with respect to the period associated with external disturbances) fixed pulse
width command appeared to have a distinct advantage and should be given
further consideration in future investigations.
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The results also indicated that, as the control objectives are lowered to 0. 5 °
and 0. 05 ° per sec (the ratio of angular error to rate error was arbitrarily
maintained at 10), 2-man control has a distinct performance and fatigue
factor advantage over l-man control, with the rate error limits being the
more difficult to satisfy. In addition, operator fatigue for the 0. 5 ° and 0. 05°/
sec end objective was appreciably less when rate commands were used in
conjunction with the all-attitude display. Rate command operation also
exhibited faster response and less fuel consumption than the on/off or fixed
pulse width operation, but tended to result in more jet actuations. The latter
could be minimized by the proper choice of control stick dead-band and a
mechanical indication of zero.
A. 4.2 Analog Simulation System Model Details
Details of the vehicle simulation, displays, and control mechanisms are
presented below.
A. 4.2. 1 Vehicle Model
The manual control simulation consisted of an analog computer simulation of
the vehicle dynamics with meter and oscilloscope displays to one or two oper-
ators who activated the MORL reaction jets by means of stick or pushbutton
c ont rol s.
The rotational equations of motion used in the MORL mathematical simula-
tion we re
(Iy I ) T.
x = Ix z WyWz + 3xI ' Tjx = Fx j_x (A-86)
(I z - Ix) T.
Wy I O_x zW + jyI Tjy = Fy Y_ (A-87)
Y Y
(Ix - I .) T.
- Y w w + _ T. = F f (A-88)
z I xy I ' jz z z
Z Z
where Fx, Fy, Fz are the thrusts associated with on/off reaction jets.
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The Euler angle equations were
$ = ¢o + $ sin _ (A-89)
X
= a_ cos _ - 0) sin _ (A-90)
y z
= a_ cos _ sec 8 + a) sin _ sec 8 (A-91)
z y
The parameters used in the simulation to represent MORL vehicle param-
eters were
I = 0.41 x 106 slugs-ft 2
x
I = 0. 71 x 106 slug-ft 2
Y
I = 0.50 x l06 slug-ft 2
Z
= 8ft
X
= 8ft
Y
= 8ft
Z
F = 100 lb
X
F = F --- 200 lb
y z
The following notation applies to the above equations:
I.
1
1
W°. j1
F°
1
1
_,0,¢
.th
= moment of inertia about the principal 1 axis
.th
= body rate about the 1 axis
.th
= torque about the 1 axis due to jet thrust
.th
= total thrust level of the jets producing torque about the 1 axis
.th
= moment arm of the jets producing torque about the 1 axis
standard Euler angles
x, y, z = principal body axes
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A. 4.2.2 X-Y Representation
The initial display used in the manual control study consisted of a 30 x 30 in.
dual pen plotter. Two-axis monitoring was achieved by viewing an 8 x 8 in.
cross plot of _ and 0, and control was provided by on/off reaction jets actu-
ated by a two-degree-of-freedom control stick. Consistent operation with
this display and control stick was achieved in a very short period of time;
however, for the smaller values of control objectives, the display did not
have sufficient resolution, and limit cycling occurred. The scaling on the
display was then doubled (16 x 16 in. cross plot of @ and 0). Limit cycling
was eliminated in the case of the smaller thresholds and control became
easier with the expanded display.
Three-axis control was also attempted with a second pen to display the roll
angle, d_, as a function of time. This proved to be a difficult operation
because the necessary pen separations required the operator to sight back
and forth between pens with a severe degradation in concentration and,
therefore, performance.
A. 4.2. 3 Attitude Rate and Angle Meters
Individual displays of body rates and attitude were obtained with voltmeters
mounted on a display board. Integration of these meters into the all-attitude
display is shown in Figure A-49. The rate meters displayed a maximum
reading of ±2 °/sec. The attitude meters were nonlinear in that ±5 °
required 30% of the available indicator deflection; the total display capability
was ±90 °. The rate displays presented the operator with sufficient angular
rate resolution to ensure that the more accurate control objectives could be
achieved without excessive limit cycling. Using this display and a control
stick that was not spring-loaded, both two- and three-axis control were pos-
sible with relative ease. However, additional practice was required by the
operator for him to become familiar with the nonlinearities of the display.
Both on/off and rate command operations were studied with this display.
Either system allowed both two- and three-axis control, after sufficient
practice.
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The control stick used did not have a detent, and a zero rate command was
sometimes difficult to detect. This difficulty increased as the accuracy of
the control objective increased but can readily be eliminated with the addi-
tion of a small control stick dead-band and a mechanical indication of zero.
A. 4.2.4 All-Attitude Display Plus Rate Monitor
A 5-in. oscilloscope was the central presentation mechanism for the all-
attitude display shown in Figure A-49. The angles _ and 0 were proportional
to the rotation of the monitored display axes. The operator had to align the
displayed axes (as required by the control objective) with a fixed set of axes
on the oscilloscope grid. Also included in this display were lights that indi-
cated when the threshold conditions were satisfied as well as the on/off status
of the reaction jets in each control channel. By having the three attitudes
displayed on the oscilloscope, the operator could achieve greater concentra-
tion than with either of the previous displays. The inclusion of the threshold
indicators also increased the ease of operation, since the operator no longer
had to take time to determine which of the conditions remained to be satis-
fied near the end of a particular reorientation. As with the metered display,
the attitude display was nonlinear with half of the total indicator deflection
being equal to 5 °.
Both on/off and rate command operations were investigated with the all-
attitude display. In addition, pulses of fixed duration were commanded by
pushbuttons mounted on the display. In this latter case, operator fatigue
was significantly increased because of the number of commands required.
The conclusions reached are preliminary, and to a large extent intuitive,
despite the large amount of simulation data obtained. To reach absolute con-
clusions, additional control and human factor considerations must be incor-
porated in the study. For example, in the case of one of the control opera-
tors, efficiency diminished noticeably during the latter part of the day, which
in some cases required that data be taken only in the morning. This and
similar human factors have not been fully considered in the simulation
studies to date.
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A. 4.2.5 The Two-Axis Control Stick as Compared to the Three-Axis
Control Stick, with and without Artificial Feel
Two types of control sticks were used for the study. For the X-Y represen-
tation, a two-axis stick with a detent formed by spring action was used. For
the scope and metered displays, the control stick had three-axis movement
capabilities without detent. With the on/off control, the detent was advan-
tageous, since the operator could rely on the stick to return to zero merely
by releasing it. With the detent he could also apply short pulses by displac-
ing the stick from zero a small amount, and then releasing it. In the case of
the control stick without the detent, the operator had to monitor the thrust
firing indicators to be sure he had the stick in the zero command position.
For rate control, the stick with detent may not be as useful as the one with-
out the detent. Here, the subject wanted to position the stick according to
some corresponding rate and have it remain. The return springs of the stick
with the detent require that the subject hold the control stick at the desired
position. The stick without the detent will stay in any position until the oper-
ator repositions it.
A. 4. 3 Detailed Results and Conclusions of the Manual Control Study
Study results and conclusions are summarized below.
A. 4. 3. 1 Response Comparison
As previously noted, three types of controller operation were considered.
Minimum time maneuvers were selected because they allow a direct and easy
comparison of operator performance. Other comparisons (such as minimum
fuel consumption within a specified time) are possible, but require a far
more subtle assessment of manual dexterity. The rate command type of
controller operation used rate commands proportional to stick deflection.
The fixed pulse width controller used fixed-duration jet pulses initiated each
time the control stick or pushbutton was deflected.
In comparing the various types of controller operation with the minimum
time attitude maneuver, two operators were used and propellant consumption
and response times were computed, based on the average of at least six
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successive trials. In general, each set of trials was preceded by abrief
training period so that the operator could become accustomed to the display
and stick deflection characteristics.
The response time for a given trial was defined as the time to reach the
desired control objective. The control objectives varied between 5 ° and 0.5 °
per sec, and 0. 5 ° and 0.05 ° per sec. In every case, the control objectives
were identical for each axis and the ratio of the angle objective to the rate
objective was maintained at 10.
For all three-axis maneuvers, a control stick capable of two deflections and
one rotation was used. This control stick was not spring-loaded (an advan-
tage for rate command operation} and did not have any mechanical indication
of zero so that monitoring was required to ensure that channels which had
zero error did not receive any unintended commands. For two-man control
about three axes, a second control stick for the roll channel was used. This
control stick was spring-loaded, which gave the necessary artificial feel and
eliminated any difficulty in centering the stick. This stick was awkward for
three-axis control, however, since one channel was activated by a small
thumb-actuated wheel set in the control stick. The three displays used were:
(1) an X-Y plot of the pitch/yaw attitude angle trajectory plus an X-Y time
history of roll angle, (2) a display in which both angles and body rates were
displayed on meters, and (3) an all-attitude scope display in which the origin
of an X-Y coordinate system traced the pitch/yaw attitude trajectory, and the
rotation of the X-Y coordinate system was proportional to roll angle. In
addition, the third display prcsented attitude _ngles and body rates on meters.
The detailed results of the comparison made between the various types of
controller operation are shown in Figures A-50 through A-55 in terms of
response times. Figure A-50 shows response time as a function of control
objective for the on/off operation, the X-Y display, and for the various com-
mands. Figure A-51 shows the same data for the metered display. As indi-
cated by these results, the change in display had little effect, but the more
accurate control objectives more than doubled response times in the three-
axis case.
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In Figure A-52, the reduction in response time for on/off operation with two-
man control for a three-axis maneuver is shown to be significant. It is also
the only case where on/off operation had any advantage (however small) over
rate command operation. However, two-man control produced less of an
improvement when rate command operation was used, as seen from a com-
parison of Figures A-52 and A-54. As indicated in Figure A-53, rate com-
mand or on/off operation for a single o.perator three-axis maneuver using
the all-attitude display resulted in a performance equivalent to that obtained
with two-man control using the other displays.
In Figure A-55, the response times obtained with a fixed pulse width opera-
tion are shown for two-axis maneuvers only. For three-axis maneuvers,
response times became excessive, primarily due to the selected pulse widths
of 1.0 and 2. 0 sec. These pulse widths were selected as a compromise
between (1) very short pulse widths which require many actuations to achieve
minimum time responses but are consistent with accurate control objectives,
and (2) very long pulse widths which yield the desired body rates for mini-
mum response time but are not consistent with accurate control objectives.
Based on the above results, it can be seen that rate command operation
yielded a better response than on/off operation or fixed pulse width operation.
In addition, the all-attitude display was selected, since it minimized opera-
tor fatigue and produced the best response achievable with each type of con-
troller operation. It was also concluded that, with the all-attitude display,
three-axis single operator maneuvers can be performed as well as two oper-
ator three-axis maneuvers which use the other displays.
A. 4.3.2 Propellant Consumption
Propellant consumption was determined for various types of controller oper-
ations, displays, and maneuvers and for both one- and two-man control. In
general, the trends established for response times can be applied to propel-
lant consumption with the single exception that the rate command system
used significantly less propellant, independent of the type of maneuver or
the control objective. This further enhances the desirability of using rate
command operation as the primary manual control option. However, it is
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emphasized that minimum time B-axis attitude maneuvers are extremely
costly in terms of propellant consumption (10 to 20 lb, depending on the con-
trol objective and the control option employed) and should be used only in
emergency situations. This type of maneuver, however, provided a con-
venient yardstick for comparing control options and was used in the study
for this purpose.
A. 4.3. 3 Effect of the Control Objective
Control objectives ranged between 5 ° and 0. 5 ° of angle and between 0.5 ° and
0.05 °/sec in rate, with an angle-to-rate ratio of 10. In general, the rate
objective appeared to be the more sensitive. This can be seen from the fact
that for each second of firing about the Z axis, a body rate of approximately
0. 1 °/sec results. Therefore, to achieve a control objective of 0.05 °/sec
requires rapid operator response and inevitably results in a certain amount
of limit cycling about this rate control objective. On the other hand, an angu-
lar accuracy of 0. 5 ° requires only moderate operator response since approx-
imately 3 sec of firing are requlr'ed to produce this change in orientation
(about the Z axis), assuming zero rate initially.
A. 4.3.4 Conclusions
These studies resulted in the following conclusions:
.
Be
e
.
The one-man and two-man control studies exhibited comparable
response times for control objectives on the order of 5.0 ° in
attitude, and 0. 5 °/sec attitude change rate.
With the metered display, 2-man control yielded a 33% reduction
in time response, produced appreciably less operator fatigue,
and used less fuel and jet actuations than 2-man control (B-axis
maneuver) for end objectives on the order of 0.5 ° and 0. 05 °/sec.
Rate command operation in general yielded faster response (15%
better for single operator, B-axis control, using the all-attitude
display) than on/off or fixed pulse width operation for end objec-
tives of 0. 5 ° and 0.05 °/sec.
Single operator performance with rate command operation which
used the all-attitude display was equivalent to two-man control
using other displays.
Rate command and on/off operation yielded comparable perform-
ance for end objectives of 5. 0 ° and 0.5 °/sec in the case of 3-axis
mane uve r s.
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6. The combination of rate command op_ ,'ation a,d the all-attitude dis-
play resulted in significantly less (3c_0) propcllant consur_iption than
on/off or f_xed pulse width operation. However, propellant con-
sumption for any minimum time maneuver is large and hence such
maneuvers are reasonable only in emergency situations.
7. Fixed pulse width operation resulted in excessive maneuver time
and propellant consumption for three-axis maneuvers.
8. The all-attitude display was easier to use on an intuitive basis, and
provided the operator with a coordinated display which physically
represented vehicle attitude motion. It improved performance as
much as the addition of another operator to control roll motion.
9. A spring-loaded control stick with mechanical dead-band appeared
best for on/off operation. A control stick not spring-loaded but
with a dead-band and a mechanical indication for the zero position
appears best for rate command operation.
A. 4.4 Earth Tracking Maneuver by Manual Control of Reaction Jets
The manual control study of the Earth tracking maneuver included both single-
axis and three-axis operation. In the three-axis case, the vehicle roll axis
was automatically stabilized.
A.4.4. l General
Manual tracking maneuvers performed in pitch and yaw included the effects
of inertial coupling. Reaction jets of both fixed and variable amplitude out-
put were considered. Five types of control were evaluated:
i. On/Off Acceleration, Stick Control--On/off operation in which
the propellant valve is controlled by control stick deflection.
2. On/Off Acceleration, Pushbutton--On/off operation in which the
propellant valve is controlled by depressing a pushbutton.
3. Fixed Pulse Width, Pushbutton--On/off operation in which the
propellant valve is set for a fixed-pulse width and is controlled
by depressing a pushbutton.
4. Rate Command, Stick Control--Rate command operation with
attitude rate proportional to stick deflection.
5. Proportional Acceleration, Stick Control--Full proportional con-
trol in which the reaction jet valve is actuated during the entire
maneuver and the output level is proportional to stick deflection.
For each control option, the display consisted of the following:
I. An X-Y axis CRT display of the pitch and yaw angle errors.
2. A metered display of the yaw, pitch and roll body rates.
3. Neon lamps to indicate the firing status of the reaction jets.
4. Metered display of the yaw, pitch, and roll angles.
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The various controller techniques were evaluated on the basis of tracking
error and error rate, which resulted in the performance of an Earth-tracking
maneuver while in a simulated 200-nmi circular orbit. Figure A-56 shows
the desired rate profile for a target in the orbital plane.
A. 4.4. 2 Comparison of Controller Modes
The following items compare tracking capabilities:
i. On/Off Acceleration, Stick Control--This method of control was
found to be unsatisfactory with regard to accuracy. Since the
threshold conditions imposed were strict, any delay by the opera-
tor in turning the control jets, either on or off, resulted in large
attitude changes which were impossible to correct.
2. On/Off Acceleration, Pushbutton--This method proved to be the best
when relatively low thrust levels were used. With the jet thrust
lowered, the operator is better able to control the needed velocity
increments and, also, the number of thrust actuations is reduced.
3. Fixed Pulse Width, Pushbutton--The use of various size, fixed-
pulse-width, pushbutton-actuated reaction jets resulted in adequate
performance but required a large number of operations for tracking
and caused operator fatigue.
0
0
Figure A-56.
'ARGET IN ORBITAL
PLANE
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4. Rate Command, Stick Control--The rate feedback option, that
proved best for the prior attitude reorientation study, does not allow
for the low-velocity changes necessary for the tracking maneuver.
For the selected mechanization, the control stick has a total deflec-
tion of ±60 degrees and the stick length is 4 in. To be able to track
the maximum rate of i. 2°/sec with a desired resolution of 0. 001°/
sec, the stick travel is then 0. 0035 in. It is impossible for the
operator this small stick movement.
5. Proportional Acceleration, Stick Control--The fully proportional jet
control also lacks adequate control capability. If an appreciable
rate differential builds up, the operator is required to increase the
thrustor level beyond the proper tracking level in order to null the
error. After the correction, he must return the output to the correct
level. This operation was found to be very difficult and tended to
produce an oscillatory condition.
A. 4.4. 3 Propellant Consumption
The propellant consumption was large {approximately 15 Ib per tracking
maneuver) and essentially independent of controller option since the net
torque required is the same regardless of the threshold condition.
A. 4.5 MORL Manual Attitude Control Using Control Moment Gyros
The MORL manual control simulation described in Section A. 4.2 was used
to investigate the use of control moment gyros for manual attitude maneu-
vers. In this investigation, both one-axis and two-axis capabilities were
considered. In addition, various initial roll CMG gimbal angles and initial
vehicle body rates were included to determine the effects of stored angular
momentum on the attitude maneuver.
The use of control moment gyros for manual attitude maneuvers was con-
sidered for the yaw and pitch axes only. The roll chamiel was auto__atica]ly
stabilized and therefore had zero-rate and zero-position error at all times.
Since the output torque from a gyro about the desired axis decreases as a
function of the cosine of the gyro gimbal angle, gimbal deflection was
limited to one radian. In addition, because of output torque limitations, the
maximum double gimbal gyro command rate was limited to 0. 5 °/sec.
Displayed in Figure A-57 are strip recordings illustrating the response of
the CMG gimbal and the vehicle dynamics for the small attitude maneuvers
considered. These results show that the operator was able to converge
steadily on the control objectives of 0. 5 ° and 0. 05 °/sec, with initial condltion
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of 0. 5 ° error in each axis and zeroed body rates. The time required to
reach the control objective, 130 sec, was governed by the allowed CMG gim-
rate and the gimbal rate profiles (ct2(t) and _(t) show that the operatorbal
used the CMG in essentially an on/off control mode.
Figure A-58 defines the allowable initial body rate as a function of the initial
CMG gimbal angle for each of the axes considered and for the baseline CMG
parameters. It shows that, for the pitch channel, the behavior is approxi-
mately linear and -0. 14 °/sec is the maximum rate which can be nulled before
gimbal saturation occurs. The initial gyro angle for that condition was +45 °.
Smaller initial angles (in a direction to decrease the total available gimbal
deflection angle) result in a lesser capability to null initial rates. The yaw
channel has a similar behavior, with -0.20 °/sec being the maximum permis-
sible rate for an initial gyro angle of -45 °.
A. 4.6 MORL Manual Control Philosophy
As part of the MORL Phase IIb effort, the manual control of the MORL vehicle
has been considered and an overall manned control philosophy developed.
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Figure A-58. Allowable Rate as a Function of Initial Gyro Angle Single-Axis Results
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A. 4.6. I Introduction
The possible control philosophies range from fully automatic to completely
manual. The three specific manual control approaches considered in the
study are as follows:
i.
.
.
Completely automatic with manual override control for checkout
and emergency.
Automatic only when necessary with manual control for checkout,
emergency, and in all situations within man's capability.
Automatic most of the time with manual control for checkout,
emergency, and in those situations where man in the loop signi-
ficantly enhances either mission success, crew safety, or
efficiency of operation. Manual participation is determined by
control functions to be performed.
The completely automatic control philosophy can be reasonably used only for
an extremely advanced space station technology applied in specific predeter-
mined operational sequences. For the baseline MORL (in the context of cur-
rent and anticipated level of technology of stability and control), with its
broad range of experimental objectives, full-control automation is not only
unnecessary but it can seriously degrade the probability of mission success.
The other extreme, that of using man for all control functions within his
capability without regard to mission success, crew safety, or operational
efficiency, is equally undesirable from a cost effectiveness standpoint. For
the MORL to have an acceptable cost effectiveness index, the crew time
available for experimentation must be optimized. For this reason, the third
manual control philosophy mentioned above was selected for detailed con-
sideration. The results of this consideration are presented in detail in the
following sections and draw extensively on the manual control studies pre-
sented in the previous sections.
A. 4.6.2 Control Modes and Control Options
To set the stage for a logical development of a manual control philosophy for
the MORL vehicle, the following control modes are considered:
I. Mission control sequences (zero-g).
A. Long-term belly-down and inertial/celestial stabilization.
B. Attitude reorientation.
C. Critical mission events: rendezvous/orbit-keeping.
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Experimental control sequences (zero-g).
A. Long-term stabilization (belly-down,
B. Attitude re orientation.
inertial /ce le stial).
The control modes listed above are primarily associated with the manned
MORL mission phases. In defining man's roll in these control modes, man's
capability (based primarily on response, dexterity, and fatigue) to control
short-period noncritical maneuvers, to provide long-term stabilization, and
to provide both stabilization and control for short periods of time during cri-
tical mission phases, was considered. Various control options establishing
the level of crew participation are listed below for this purpose.
I. Automatic--Automatic command and execution.
2. Semiautomatic--Preselected manual command, automatic execution.
3. Manual command--On-line manual command (rate control mode),
automatic execution.
4. Manual control--Manual command (acceleration control mode),
manual execution.
Figure A-59 is a block diagram indicating where man is in the control loop.
Detailed descriptions of the control options are given as follows:
1. Automatic command (A)--The crew performs only a monitoring
function in this control option, with cofnpletely automatic control
commands and execution.
2. Semiautomatic command (SA)--In this control option, manual com-
mands are preselected and automatically executed.
3. Manual command (MC)--In this control option, automatic com-
mands generated by the control command computer are replaced
by manual commands generated in an on-line manner. The exe-
cution of these commands is performed automatically by the
attitude control system. The actuator selection logic determin-
ing momentum dump remains operative.
4. Manual control (C)--In this control option, manual inputs are
sent directly to the control actuators. The manual operator is
responsible for determining when the commands have been exe-
cuted, based on the available displays, and must select which
actuator (RCS or CMG) to use.
With reference to the switches shown in Figure A-59, the matrix of switch
positions shown in Table A-13 defines the above control options where
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i_ MANUAL I _ ACTUATOR
DISPLAY OPERATOR CONTROL
1 t
RCS
VEHICLE
DYNAMICS
CONTROL ACTUATOR
COMMAND SELECTION ACTUATOR
COMPUTER _ LOGIC CONTROL
SENSORS
CMG
Figure A-59. Manual Control Options and Switching Logic
O means switch open, C means switch closed, NC means the normally closed
position, and NO means the normally open position.
Table A- 13
MATRIX OF SWITCH POSITIONS DEFINING CONTROL OPTIONS
Switch De signation
Control Options
A SA MC C
A o C/O c o
B C C O O
C NC NC NC NC
In general, the following criteria will define the particular control option
used at any given time.
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For the automatic command options--This control option is the
normal, long-term operating mode and is used for stabilization,
with respect to a long-term attitude reference, and for routine
short-period control functions unless the crew exercises one of
the options described below.
For the semiautomatic--This control option is used by the crew
to adjust the mission profile based on contingencies detectable by
the crew. The automatic system executes preselected manual
c ommand s.
For the manual command option--ThiS control option is used when
the desired attitude profile adjustment is beyond the capability of
the automatic system, either because of a malfunction in the com-
puters or because of significant changes required in the mission
profile. The manual command option may also be used as a
backup to all manual control if the latter is the primary mode
and crew time is in critically short supply.
For the manual control option--This control option is used when
it is necessary to directly control the actuation of appropriate
control forces. It is anticipated that this option would be used in
case of serious malfunctions in the control loop (for example,
sensor failure or other emergency situations) or during critical
mission phases where manual control will increase mission-
success probability, crew safety, or operational efficiency.
The above discussion of the possible control options, together with the vari-
ous control modes, are used to define an approach to MORL manual control.
In this definition, the importance of man in the loop is not de-emphasized;
rather, man is used in the loop to maximize crew safety and to increase
mission-success probability through control redundancy.
A. 4.6. 3 Specific Control Options as a Function of Control Mode
To select specific control options for each possible control mode, two con-
trol states, normal and emergency, are defined together with a system of
priorities which rank all the reasonable control options for a given control
mode on the basis of percent of utilization. The complete array of control
modes and control options is summarized in Table A-14. The requirements
are derived primarily by applying an appropriate scale factor to the MORL
baseline requirements. A brief description of each control mode/control
option is given below.
i. Long term stabilization. The following paragraphs describe
priorities and modes of stabilization control.
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A. Normal, priority No. l, fully automatic. A fully automatic
long term stabilization mode is provided as a No. 1 priority
control option to minimize crew fatigue and allow unattended
operation over long periods of time.
B. Normal, priority No. 2, semiautomatic. The semiautomatic
mode is provided so that preselected operator commands can
be automatically executed. In this manner maximum mission
flexibility is retained automatically, yet the mission can be
controlled at the option of the operator.
C. Emergency, priority No. l, manual command. Multiple
emergency control procedures have been defined to maintain
a balance between the severity of the emergency and the cor-
rective control procedure. In a sense, overcontrol in an
emergency may only worsen the situation. Therefore, pri-
ority assignments have been made in case of an emergency
for each control mode. A No. 1 priority assignment has
been selected for the manual command option to cover rela-
tively minor short-term malfunctions in the sensors or
control-command computer. Normal control options would
be initiated as soon as the situation was consistent with any
given normal option (not necessarily the desired option) and
the desired option would be resumed as soon as possible.
D. Emergency, priority No. 2, manual control. The manual
control option was assigned a No. 2 priority. This emer-
gency option would be used only in case of a major short-term
malfunction, such as the failure of one actuator or a power
loss to a major equipment module. In all of these emergency
options, it is assumed that sufficient display data will be
available to the crew so that the severity of a given emer-
gency can be determined quickly, and an emergency control
option can be selected.
Attitude Reorientation. The following paragraphs describe pri-
orities and modes of attitude reorientation.
A.
B.
Normal, priority No. 1, semiautomatic. For short period
attitude maneuvers, a semiautomatic control option is pro-
vided. This option allows the desired maneuver to be pr_-
selected by the control operator. Automatic execution of
the maneuver is also initiated by the operator, which yields
maximum operational flexibility.
Normal, priority No. 2, manual command. A backup manual
command option for short period attitude maneuvers is pro-
vided when the desired maneuver corresponding to a specific
mission objective cannot be preselected. The use of man in
the loop for many maneuvers ensures flexibility and relia-
bility in the accomplishment of mission objectives and obvi-
ates the necessity for automatic control sequences for every
mission contingency.
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D.
Emergency, priority No. I, manual command (rate command
operation). The manual command control option is regarded
as the No. i priority emergency option for the normal semi-
automatic mode in case of emergencies of moderate severity.
Emergency, priority No. 2, manual control. Manual control
can be considered an emergency control option to replace the
normal No. 2 priority control option in case of equipment
malfunction. The severity of the emergency is, in general,
greater for this case than that for the No. lpriority option.
Critical mission events. The following paragraphs describe pri-
orities and modes of critical mission events.
A. Normal, orbit keeping priority No. i, automatic. The No. 1
priority control option is automatic since stabilization in the
belly-down mode is required for 1 to 2 hours to complete the
orbit-keeping maneuver. This selection is consistent with
the normal No. 1 priority option for the mode described in
Item l, and minimizes crew time. This control option would
be used for all standard (that is, circularization) orbit-
keeping maneuvers.
B. Normal, orbit keeping priority No. 2, manual command. In
case of a nonstandard orbit-keeping maneuver, such as the
maintenance or attainment of an eccentric orbit, manual com-
mand is recommended because of its inherent flexibility and
reliability and because of the noncritical aspects of the per-
formance requirement.
C. Normal, rendezvous, priority No. l, semiautomatic/manual
command. For the rendezvous maneuver, a combination of
semiautomatic and manual command has been selected. This
combination of control options uses the best of man and
machine. Semiautomatic control is used at relatively long
laboratory/ferry ranges while the MORL vehicle is in the
belly- down orientation.
At shorter ranges it may be desirable to maneuver the lab-
oratory so that the docking axis tracks the logistic spacecraft
in line-of-sight. If this is required, the manual command
option should be used to take advantage of man as an optical
alignment sensor. In this option, automatic rate stabiliza-
tion is maintained about the axis perpendicular to the docking
surface and manual command is maintained about the
remaining two mutually perpendicular body axes.
D. Normal, rendezvous, priority No. 2, semiautomatic/
semiautomatic. If automatic rendezvous techniques are used,
an automatic control option may be provided throughout the
rendezvous maneuver. Close status monitoring would be
maintained to ensure safe accomplishment of the procedure.
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Emergency, orbit keeping, priority No. I, manual control.
A manual control option for orbit-keeping is used if the assess-
ment of the emergency status indicates that the situation can
be remedied and the mission continued.
Long-term stabilization, normal. The specific control options
required for stabilization in an experimental mode are a function
of the experiment. It is anticipated, however, that the semi-
automatic and manual command options will satisfy most of the
normal operational requirements. No emergency control options
are defined.
Attitude reorientation, normal. Manual command and semiauto-
matic control options are provided for the attitude maneuvers
required by the MORL experiments. The specific performance
requirements are a function of the experiments and must be
defined on an individual basis.
A. 4.6.4 Conclusions
The MORL manual control philosophy is summarized in Table A-14. Man's
capability is used when required to increase the probability of mission
success or to ensure crew safety. The various control options provide a
large measure of control redundancy and, hence, also contribute to the
mission probability of success.
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Appendix B
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the hardware of the Stabilization and Control System
(SCS). The system has been developed from examination of mission require-
ments, improvement studies, and tradeoff analyses. Where possible, exist-
ing equipment has been specified, and new equipment will be developed only
where necessary to meet design requirements or where sufficient improve-
ment will warrant the expense.
The system is described.in the following terms:
• Function requirements in each operational mode.
• Operating procedures.
• Equipment selection.
• Component specification.
Use of Apollo components has been emphasized and this standardization has
simplified the changeover from a solar power system to a Brayton Cycle
Power system. This also allows deletion of the roll solar mode of control
and eliminates the need for sun sensors as well as the complex sequencing
procedure for mode updating.
B. 1 SCS EQUIPMENT SELECTION
During the course of the Phase lib program effort, the MORL SCS equipment
selection has been re-evaluated to take fullest advantage of Apollo and other
available equipment. The control electronics have been rearranged to
obtain a better functional grouping and the roll solar sensing elements have
been eliminated.
The work accomplished reflects continued emphasis of on-board mainte-
nance as an important criterion for functional grouping of electronics and
for the use of available equipment.
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In surveying the Apollo SCS, it has been determined that Block I equipment
generally meets the MORL on-board maintenance requirement. The equip-
ment reflects a modular design with easily replaceable subassemblies and
carries provision for on-board troubleshooting. Block Iwas, in fact,
developed for easy maintenance. Block I_I, the current design, employs
hermetic seals, potting, and hardwired subassemblies to overcome an
anticipated high humidity environment. Thus, Block II components, to be
applicable to MORL, must be those for which complete replacement can be
justified {n terms of life, spares provisioning, basic weight and equipment,
and in skill necessary for on-board repair.
In terms of direct applicability, the following selections and recommenda-
tions are made:
1. The Block I three-axis attitude gyro and accelerometer package,
Type DGG 245C, is directly applicable to the MORL SCS system.
It will replace the previously specified inertial rate integrating
gyros (IRIG) and additionally, will provide longitudinal acceleration
sensing for the orbit-keeping functions. As Block I, it meets the
present MORL maintenance criteria.
2. The Block Ithree-axis rotational controller, Type DCG 146G, is
applicable and was carried on the previous MORL equipment list.
The unit provides the necessary interlocking and command functions
required by the MORL SCS. Its force-command operation may
relegate this device to a backup role in the future since present
maneuvering trends favor extremely slow (fuel-efficient) changes
and a hand-operated force-stick may be tiring to the operator.
3. The flight director attitude indicator (FDAI) of Block I or II is
applicable and is specified for use in the MORL system. Block II
represents a ruggedized version of the Block I device and a final
choice will hinge upon the results of detailed maintenance studies.
4. The Block I velocity change indicator, type DCG 148G, as employed
on Apollo, provides all of the functions required by the MORL SCS
system and, in addition, provides an ullage command. Since ullage
thrust is not required for MORL orbit-keeping propulsion, only
subassemblies of this device are deemed directly applicable.
5. The Block I electronic control amplifiers provide many of the
functions required by the MORL SCS. Their direct applicability as
complete assemblies is marginal. Insofar as MORL electronics
are concerned, the use of modular subassemblies of these packages
appears more probable. A final decision requires additional depth
in MORL system design, the selection of the basic electronics
technology to be employed, the establishment of firm packaging
concepts, and detailed maintenance and spares provisioning
requirements.
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B. 2 MORL EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT
The revised MORL equipment complement is presented in Table B-1. This
table summarizes power, weight, size, and other pertinent characteristics
of the required equipment. The subsequent pages briefly describe each major
component of the system and its general properties to better establish the
relationships between these components, and the system and its operation.
The rotating mode equipment is also shown at the end of Table B-1. Although
not actively studied for this phase of effort, it is included for completeness.
B. 2. 1 Horizon Sensor
The four-head horizon sensor concept shown in Figure B-1 is a packaging
variation of the Advanced Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (AOGO) scanning
heads. This arrangement allows ease of removal of the individual heads
from within the spacecraft for repair or replacement. The horizon sensor,
an edge tracker, has the following performance properties.
i. Field of View
Zo Accuracy in detecting thermal
horizon including anomalies but
excluding oblatene s s
3. Linearity
4. Sensor null accuracy
5. Time constant
Scan ± 47 °
Track ± 2 °
± 0. 1 ° (3_)
0. 1 ° up to 1 ° and 10% of actual
value from 1 ° to 10 ° of vehicle
offset.
0. 05 °.
0. i sec.
B. 2.2 Attitude Gyro and Accelerometer
The MORL control system in its various modes of operation requires three-
axis attitude, three-axis rate and a velocity measurement for orbit-keeping.
The Apollo attitude gyro and accelerometer package illustrated in Figure B-2
provides this capability and is specified.
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Figure B-1. Four-Quadrant Horizon Scanner 
Figure B-2. Att i tude Gyro and Accelerometer Package 
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The package contains three  IRIG and a n  integrating acce lerometer  having 
the following pe r f o r manc e c ha r ac  t e r is t ic s : 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
1. 
7 L .  
3. 
B. 2 .  3 
Gyro 
A.ngular momentum 
Input angular f reedom 
Gravity insensit ive dr i f t  
Threshold 
A.ccelerometer 
Pendulos ity 
Pendulum f reedom 
Threshold 
Inertial  Reference Sys tem 
GG 248 
5 2 1 x 10 gm-cm / s e c .  
* 2 0 ° .  
0. 1 O /hour .  
< O .  0 1  O /hour .  
DGG 177 
2 .  86 gm-cm.  
*0.23" 
< 1  
The iner t ia l  re fe rence  sys t em most  applicable to the MORL miss ion  cons is t s  
of th ree  single -axis platforms. This mechanization keeps computer  r equ i r e  - 
ments  to a minimum. 
individual platform replacement  for e a s e  of s y s t e m  maintenance. 
The three-axis  package depicted in F igure  B - 3  allows 
Figure B-3. Sinale Gimbal  Tr iad 
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The inertial reference system provides the following general performance in
keeping with experimental requirements:
1. Maximum input angular freedom
2. Maximum input rate
3. Position accuracy
4. Threshold
5. Resolution (readout}
6. Random drift rate
360 °
480 °/hour
±0. 1 °/hour
0.01 °
0.01 °
<0. 01 o/hour
B. 2.4 Star Tracker
The OAO star tracker has been selected as the basic reference for direct
precision pointing and for updating the inertial reference system. The
tracker consists of a tracking telescope mounted on a two-gimbaI set pro-
viding ± 60 ° of angular freedom in each axis. Dc torquers attached to the
gimbals are used to position the telescope in response to computer commands
and to accomplish star tracking. Precision gimbal readout is provided
through the use of optical encoders. This device, more fully described in
Section A. 3.2, is illustrated in Figure B-4.
1. Gimbal range ± 60 ° each axis
2. Field of view ± 1 o each axis
3. Star recognition
A. Accuracy 2.0 magnitude or brighter
B. Command mode 60 arc sec
C. Track mode 30 arc sec
4. Tracking rate 0.5 °/sec
B. 2.5 SCS Electronics
The MORL SCS electronics is contained in a series of packages as listed
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Sensor electronics assembly (SEA).
IRIG control electronics (ICE).
Reaction control amplifier (RCA).
Logic and processing electronics (LPE}.
CMG control electronics (CCE).
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Figure B-4. Star Tracker 
6. Attitude reference computer (ARC). 
7. Regulated power supply (RPS). 
The general  contents of these packages a r e  tabulated on the SCS equipment 
l i s t  Table B- 1. 
Although the above units a r c  not designed in  detail ,  these  a s sembl i e s  will  
conform to  a cold-plate rack-mount configuration, will  provide a gasket s ea l  
for  environmental protection, and will provide built- in t e s t  and maintenance 
features .  Thus,  the external  package will be as shown in  F igu re  B-5. I t s  
lower surface will be smooth for  positive contact with the MORL r a c k  pro-  
vided cold plate.  
The locking handle uses  c a m  action to  re ta in  the package in i t s  d r a w e r  and 
force  the lower surface of the package t o  contact the cold-plate sur face .  
a maintenance action i s  required,  l if t ing the handle will r e l e a s e  the locking 
mechanism allowing the unit t o  be withdrawn on d r a w e r  sl ides.  
removed by rcleasing the side latches.  
When 
The cover  is 
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4 
Figure B-5. Electronics Assembly 
The electronics  in  the package uses  present level of technology microminia-  
t u r e  flat packs and d iscre te  high-reliability pa r t s  arranged in  functional 
plug-in modules to  f o r m  the specific c i rcui t ry  for  the various electronics  
assemblies .  In the detailed design of the electronics,  every  effort will be 
made  t o  use common module types to  minimize spares-provisioning. 
concept shown, the built-in tes t  equipment, shown on the front face of the 
package, consis ts  of a press - to- tes t  button, a center reading m e t e r ,  a go/no-go 
l ight,  and a t e s t  selector switch. Test  procedures  and circui t ry  will vary with 
the specif icuni t  function, but in all cases  w i l l  determine the functional status 
of each  replaceable module. 
In the 
B. 2. 6 
The MORL maneuvering controller i s  the Apollo rotational maneuvering stick 
shown i n  Figure B-6. The unit provides the necessary  detent, command, 
and emergency  switching functions required by the MORL SCS. 
Rotational Maneuvering Controller 
24 1 
e 
Finure B-6. Three-Axis Control Stick 
24P 
This controller has the following characteristics:
1. Type
2. Command
3. Detent switche s
4. Proportional commands
. Direct control switches
Three-axis maneuvering force stick.
Pitch and roll via direct deflection
yaw via rotation.
Operation at 0. 15 arc-in, deflection
and 2 ° in rotation.
0.3 to 6Vac, 400 cps, reversible
over deflection range of 0. 15 to
0.75 arc-in, and Z ° to 16 ° in
rotation.
Closure at 0.60 arc-in, and 13 ° of
rotation.
B. 2.7 Double Gimbal Control Moment Gyro
The MORL control system employs two double-gimbal control moment gyros
for the development of proportional torque about the pitch and yaw axes.
This device is depicted in Figure B-7.
performance capability:
I. Gimbal freedom
2. Angular momentum
3. Rated torque
These gyros provide the following
±60 °
i, 625 ib-ft-sec
25 Ib -ft
B. 2.8 Single-Gimbal Control Moment Gyro
Two single-gimbal control moment gyros are employed on MORL for the
development of torque about the roll axis.
These gyros provide the following performance capability:
I. Gimbal freedom ±60 °
2. Angular momentum i, 790 ib-ft-sec
3. Rated 25 ib-ft
B. 2. 9 Flight Director Attitude Indicator
The Apollo flight director attitude indicator (FDAI),
has been specified for use in the MORL SCS.
illustrated in Figure B-8,
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Figure B-7. Double Gimbal Control Moment Gyro 
Figure B-8. Fl ight Director Attitude Indicator 
The unit uses a 4-in. ball presentation of attitude which can follow maneuvers
through 360 ° . In addition, the unit shows three axis rates and maneuvering
commands with needles and bars around the periphery of the ball.
B. 2. I0 Control Panels
The control panels for the operation and monitoring of the MORL SCS have
been arranged to provide a rapid appraisal of system status through functional
grouping. Thus, individual panels are provided for mode selection and the
control of the various subsystems within the SCS. Each panel is proportioned
in accordance with aircraft design standards and is mounted with typical Zeus
fasteners. The individual panel approach allows units to be easily removed
for maintenance and repair during the mission. Although not illuminated,
the panels will accommodate conventional edge lighting or electrolumines-
cence for a small power penalty. Separate panels are provided as follows.
B. 2. i0. 1 SCS Mode Selection Panel
This panel consists of two three-solenoid-held position toggle switches for
mode selection. Holding power for each of these switches is 0. 1 amp at
28 Vdc; however, only one selection at a time is possible because of inter-
locking within the system. Athree-position manual rotary selector is pro-
vided for IRS update selection and a two-position manual toggle is provided
for actuator choice. An update indicator light is also provided on this panel.
B. 2. i0.2 Inertial Reference Command Panel
The inertial reference command panel consists of six servoed digital counters
providing polarity readout and five digits. Manual-input thumbwheels are
used to adjust three of the counters for command insertion, and a command
execute push-button is used to initiat_ control action. The panel elements
are arranged for the rapid appraisal of existing attitude and that commanded
for the vehicle body axes.
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B. 2. i0.3 Orbit-Keeping Control Panel
The orbit-keeping control provides the necessary command and monitoring
functions for an orbit-keeping operation. The control unit incorporates a
four-digit servoed counter which is electrically commanded by a wobble
type AV switch. Two read-in speeds are available. A three-position
selector is provided and is solenoid-held in the preselect position only. A
thrust initiation function is provided by a momentary contact, normally-open
push-button switch.
B. 2. 10.4 CMG Control Panel
This panel provides all necessary controls and monitors for the operation
of the MORL CMG. The panel is equipped with three dual movement instru-
ments calibrated in degrees of authority. Their dual arrangement allows
rapid determination of balance while their close packaging ensures ease of
surveillance.
Three unload push-buttons are provided in close association with each
indicator to complete the command display portion of the panel. The remain-
ing controls are used to energize cage/uncage, and monitor the gyros. Two
three-position rotary selectors are provided with each controlling an opera-
tional pair of gyros. This combination prevents the inadvertent operation
of single units which would result in unwanted stored momentum along one
axis.
Four miniature ammeters and eight indicator lights indicate CMG operational
status. Each of the four CMG is monitored for power consumption, common
failure modes, and operating speed.
B. 2. i0.5 Star Tracker Control Panel
Controls for the two star trackers employed in the MORL system are pro-
vided on a dual panel. Each tracker is provided with separate controls con-
sisting of a manually operated toggle switch for application of power, a
manual three-position rotary selector for choosing each of the tracker's
three modes of operation and three indicator light capsules as performance
monitors.
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B. 2. I0.6 Horizon Scanner Control Panel
The MORL SCS provides dual horizon scanning subsystems. The horizon
scanner control panel is a dual unit on which each subsystem's controls are
mounted. Each subsystem is provided with a manually operated toggle
switch (power) and two indicator light capsules for the display of horizon
scanner status (search and track).
B. 3 MODE MECHANIZATION
The MORL SCS is designed to accommodate all phases of the laboratory
mission. In this capacity the SCS is required to provide control during orbit
injection and the ensuing unmanned period of operation. During this period
where maintenance is impossible, system simplicity and element redundancy
provide the necessary reliability. After initial boarding, the control system
must provide economical long-term control, and for by many of the experi-
ments it must provide high-accuracy long-term stabilization. The diverse
requirements of long maintenance-free life, high accuracy, and minimum
expenditure of storable propellants all tend to complicate mechanization and
the operating procedure. Hence, the various modes will be seen to require
considerable equipment energization and manual selection prior to mode
entry. This has been done to allow use of simple sensors for the long-term,
more complex precision sensors for experiments, and in all cases, to
extend the life of the equipment during its standby periods.
The block diagram of the SCS system in its entirety is illustrated in
Figure B-9. This diagram shows the redundant application of functions for
the unmanned modes and the signal flow and elementary _w_,,,s_'*^_'-_for +ke_..
remaining modes of operation.
Subsequent sections will present the elements of this diagram as they pertain
to each of the operating modes.
B. 3. 1 Orbit Injection and Unmanned Control
Figure B-10 illustrates the progression of events occurring in the control
system from activation at booster second stage burnout to final stabilization
prior to boarding.
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Figure B-IO. MORL Control System,ModeTransition Diagram,Orbit Injection and Unmanned
Stabilization
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At burnout of the Saturn, the MORL orientation is available from the Saturn
guidance system. At this time reference transfer to the MORL attitude
reference is effected either through ground command or through program-
ming initiated by thrust cut-off. When the attitude data are transferred,
separation is accomplished and the MORL SCS maintains the reference
attitude. Since both IRIG are operating as a redundant pair, rate is derived
in the SCS electronics. At the proper time, controlled by an event timer, a
pitch maneuver is initiated as part of the orbit circularization program.
Having accomplished the maneuver, the program continues by firing the
orbit-keeping thrustors and simultaneously initiating a constant pitch rate
maneuver. Having achieved the necessaryAV, the system automatically
cuts off thrust. If the automatic cut off fails, the programmer will effect
cut off. At this point, maneuvering ceases and the system is switched to a
rate stabilization mode. This mode has been chosen for both its simplicity
and fuel economy, and the mode continues in effect till after boarding has
been completed.
B. 3.2 Belly Down
The laboratory, controlled to minimize rate errors only, is boarded after
rendezvous. After boarding (Figure B-ll), equipment is activated and
checked out, and the mode established to preselect a belly-down attitude,
the horizon hold mode. A manual maneuver must be accomplished to
acquire the Earth's horizon after which the SCS will track the horizon. The
system will now control to a two axis (roll and yaw) horizon reference and
use the IRIG in its rate mode for rate information and to provide a yaw axis
gyrocompassing signal. The initial activation procedure is completed when
the CMG have reached speed and are tied into the system for long-term
c ont r oi.
B. 3.3 Experimental/Inertial Mode
Since the belly-down, or horizon hold, mode is the long-term mode of opera-
tion of the laboratory, Figure B-12 shows that the experimental/inertial
mode is entered from this condition. This mode requires the use of the
IRS and the star trackers for reference updating. The transition to this mode
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Figure B-11., MORLControl System,ModeTransition Diagram,Belly-Down Mode
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Figure B-12. MORLControl System,ModeTransition Diagram, Experimental/Inertial Mode
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shows a continuation of belly down with its horizon and gyrocompass attitude
reference until the inertial reference has been updated.
Inertial control during transition to the experimental/inertial mode requires
the system to continue using the IRIG in their rate mode and vehicle attitude
controlled to the inertial reference.
B. 3.4 Rendezvous
Rendezvous, shown in Figure B-13, is identical to the experimental/inertial
mode except that the updating process for the inertial reference uses the
horizon scanner. Provision is made for caging the CMG and using jet reaction
control for required maneuvers.
The foregoing discussions and diagrams described the system in a time
sequence of events. Figures B-14 through B-17 illustrate the functional
relationship between command flow and the units comprising the system.
B. 4 MORL SYSTEM OPERATING PROCEDURE
This subsection discusses the operating procedures of the MORL system.
B. 4.1 Basic Philosophy
The system operating procedure and its implementation with necessary con-
trols and displays are based on the revised modes of operation. As far as
possible the procedure combines the common elements of the necessary
operating orientations and modes iflto single manual selections. Specific
variations are added as required. The common elements of control, based
on the desired operational modes, are graphically illustrated in Table B-2.
It may be seen, for example, that rendezvous represents a method of
updating the inertial reference, as does the experimental mode. Hence, the
previously described orientation nomenclature as belly down, rendezvous,
and experimental/inertial have been eliminated and replaced by terminology
more descriptive of the SCS function.
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Figure B-17. Rendezvous,
The underlying philosophy for the selection, sequencing command, and dis-
play mechanization for the SCS (which will be subsequently described) has
been tabulated as follows:
1. The system will provide for individual selection of sensors,
actuators, control channels, and instrumentation.
2. The system will provide monitoring of each separate control
or display element for operability.
3. The system will require that individual element selection and
their proper operation be indicated prior to selection of their
using mode.
4. Conflicting modes shall be interlocked.
5. For fuel and power economy, normal maneuvering will be at a slow
rate. Where possible, maneuvers will be accomplished through
preselected automatic means to conserve crew time and reduce
operator fatigue.
• 6. Command and execut.ion of command shall be displayed.
7. Mode of operation and its effectiveness shall be continuously
displayed or otherwise indicated.
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8. Vehicle attitude shall be displayed in the most appropriate
reference frame.
9. A single warning and a single corrective action shall be required in
the event of a serious system malfunction.
10. When provided, manual maneuvering shall be logical in input
motion, and command capability shall be within the range of the
primary attitude reference employed.
11. At least one backup shall be instantly available for each automatic
mode of operation.
12. The primary SCS controls and display shall be arranged for rapid
assessment of system status, the initiation of commands, and the
indication of system failure. Individual element controls and
monitors shall retain a secondary status and be in a secondary
location.
The following sections describe the system operation using this philosophy
and depict the required controls.
B. 4. Z System Operation
Upon boarding, the crew will find the SCS operating in a rate mode with
redundant sensors and electronics. Jet reaction control will be in effect at
this time. Since MORL in its unmanned condition will be controlled to rate
only, the vehicle may be in any attitude. Thus, after initially checking out
the controls and energizing the primary horizon scanner and selecting
horizon hold, the crew will perform a manual maneuver to the near belly-
down position. This will be accomplished as soon after boarding as practical
to attain the vehicle's preferred minimum drag attitude.
The SCS manual controller will be operated to maneuver the vehicle and its
body-fixed horizon scanner to within about 10 ° of the Earth's horizon. At
this point the horizon scanner error signals will be used to command the
vehicle to belly down, and gyrocompassing signals will command the vehicle
to orient its longitudinal axis to coincide with the orbital plane.
At this time the CMG will be energized at the CMG control panel. When the
panel display indicates all units have reached operating speed, their mode
control selectors will be rotated to the operate position (to uncage the gyros).
To use the gyros for SCS control the operator will throw the actuator selector
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on the SCS control panel from reaction control to the CMG position. The
system will then be operating in its long-term mode, (belly-downl. Attitude
will be stabilized to the horizon with the CMG providing the operating torque.
From the two panels, the SCS mode selection panel and the inertial reference
panel, three SCSinertial/experimental modes can be selected. The selections
are: (1) inertial hold, (2) celestial hold, and (3) pre-sel command.
B. 4.2. 1 Inertial Hold Selector
For inertial orientationtthe inertial hold selector will be operated after the
IRS has been energized. The system will automatically stabilize the labora-
tory to the reference existing at time it is engaged. The inertial reference
command unit and the FDAI will indicate zero at that time. To establish a
predetermined frame of reference, either the laboratory horizon scanners
or the star trackers may be used to update the inertial system. The inertial
reference computer will be updated (with corresponding adjustments in the
attitude presentation being made automatically) after power has been applied
and the selector has been switched to either horizon or celestial.
B. 4.2.2 Pre-Sel Command Selector
Precision maneuvers to 0. 002 ° indicated steps may be commanded with the
preselect commandcounters of the inertial reference command unit. To
operate, the new attitude is dialed into the device beside the present attitude
presentation. The subsequent operation of the command execute push button
will initiate an automatic maneuver to establish the new attitude. When the
maneuver has been completed, both the acquired attitude and the command
readings will coincide. Subsequently, if a manual maneuver is performed,
the command display will repeat the attitude presentation after the detent
switches on the rotational maneuvering controller have been operated.
Maneuvering progress may be monitored on the inertial reference command
unit and the FDAI.
To accomplish precision Earth-oriented experiments, orbital hold may be
selected. Again, this requires that the IRS be in operation. In operation,
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both manual and preselected commands are set as previously described.
The principal difference is the addition of an orbital rate bias to constantly
update the inertial reference computer to the geo-vertical.
B. 4.2.3 Celestial Hold Selector
The third selection for precision experiments is celestial hold in which the
system continually alters laboratory attitude to maintain a line-of-sight to
a particular point in the celestial sphere. In this mode, the star trackers
will provide the basic reference. Since manual and preselected inertial
reference commands are inconsistent with this mode of operation, these
maneuvering devices will be rendered inoperative.
Rendezvous orientation will be accomplished in the orbital hold mode, which
will provide sufficient attitude accuracy through use of the IRS and an horizon
update. Hence, the rendezvous capability is achieved by selecting orbital
hold and horizon update with a prior energization of the horizon scanner
reference. In this mode, as the vehicles approach each other, it may be
desirable to unload and cage the momentum system and use jet reaction
control alone. If so, the unload and cage operation will be accomplished
with the CMG control panel and then the RCS actuation on the primary SCS
controls.
During system operation manual maneuvering may be accomplished as
follows :
I. Proportional rate all-attitude maneuvering during inertial and
orbital hold.
2. Acceleration maneuvering through direct jet co:xtrol at any time.
Since operation via direct jet reaction control is considered a backup mode,
operation in this manner will drop out all previous selections and when the
maneuver is completed the system will provide rate stabilization only.
B. 5 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS
The following paragraphs discuss controls and displays.
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B. 5. 1 SCS Mode Selection Panel
The SCSmode selector (shown in Figure B-18) represents part of the pri-
mary display and control panel. This selector provides only the basic
selection functions (in keeping with established philosophy).
The panel employs two three-position solenoid-held toggle switches for
mode selection. With both selectors in the off position the system is in a
rate stabilization mode (the basic mode).
Because of solenoidintcrlock, horizon hold can be selected only if the hori-
zon scanner has been previously turned on and has acquired the horizon
(within its 45 ° acquisition range). The belly-down orientation is thus satis-
fied. The down position of this selector is similarly interlocked and held
by a solenoid to give an immediate and positive indication that the selection
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is effective. In this position the star tracker must be on and its computer
must be providing a track signal. The selector allows the star tracker to
maintain a celestial track.
The second selector, when in the inertial hold position, will cause the first
selector to drop out (through the interlocking of incompatible modes). This
inertial hold selector requires that the inertial reference be operating
before it is engaged. As the marking implies, the vehicle will hold to the
inertial reference. The other position of this selector, orbital hold, will
cause the system to hold a precise orbital attitude with the inertial reference
and a programmed orbital rate, and with the horizon scanner or star trackers
providing an update. This second selector satisfies the experimental/
inertial and rendezvous conditions.
The three-position rotary switch enables the operator to choose the means of
inertial reference updating for the inertial or orbital hold modes. The
switch is manually operated and requires that the updating reference has been
turned on and is tracking. Update is indicated by the update light.
The two-position switch on the extreme right allows a selection of the jet
reaction control system or the CMG as torque-producing elements. The
switch is normally in the CMG mode (down position). Jet reaction control alone
is provided primarily to satisfy the requirement for high rate maneuvering
where CMG control might be inappropriate.
B. 5.2 Inertial Reference Command Panel
This panel, a part of the SCS primary controls and display, is a functional
grouping of digital counter mechanisms. The panel provides a continued
indication of vehicle attitude to 0. 01 ° with a vernier on the last digit allow-
ing 0. 002 ° increments to be read (Figure B-19). The attitude mechanism
is slaved to the IRS, and its zero position is based on a reference frame
provided by the updating sensor (celestial or horizon). Three individual
counters provide pitch, roll, and yaw attitude readings and are mounted
beside identical counters which are used for preselecting attitude commands.
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Commands in degrees of total attitude from the reference frame are dialed
with the appropriate thumbwheel. Maneuver initiation is accomplished by
momentarily depressing the command execute button. The presentation of
vehicle attitude compared with command allows the operator to monitor
progress of the maneuver. Residual errors will be evident by long-term
discrepancies in the adjacent readings. In keeping with the interlocking and
display philosophy, both attitude and command counters will remain at zero
if the IRS is inoperative.
B. 5.3 Manual C,)n_mands
Manual commands may be input to the SCS with the rotational controller
(Figure B-6). The controller, a stick, is identical to the one to be used on
Apollo, and provides force-proportional control in three axes. When the
control stick is moved out of detent position, switches will be actuated
which _,ill provide input for system interlocking. The force-proportional
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region will allow the operator to initiate proportional rate commands to the
SCS. Upon release, the stick's spring system will return it to detent,
which will allow the system to return to fully automatic stabilization. As
an emergency provision, stick deflection beyond the proportional region
engages an additional set of switches. These switches apply dc power to the
jet reaction control valves which will completely bypass this system's logic
and amplifier circuits.
B. 5.4 Orbit-Keeping Control Panel
The third of the primary SCS control and displays is the orbit-keeping con-
trol panel (Figure B-20). This device is identical to the Apollo Z_V display
except that the ullage control has been deleted.
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The orbit-keeping control consists of a momentary contact thrust switch, a
three-position toggle switch (solenoid held in preselect only}, a AV set
button, and a servoed digital counter. The unit provides all necessary con-
trols for automatic or manual orbit keeping. The solenoid-held preselect
switch may be engaged only after certain prerequisites have been satisfied.
The system must be engaged in the horizon hold mode and the manual
maneuvering controller must be in detent. With orbit keeping preselected,
the required _V may be preset into the automatic system by operating the
AV set control. Two speeds of command insertion are possible by varying
pressure on the wobble control.
The digital counter will register the required AV and then thrust may be
initiated by momentarily depressing the thrust on button. Thrust cutoff will
be automatic when the AV remaining display reaches zero. Upon cutoff, the
preselect switch will drop to off which will reinstate all modal selection and
command functions of the SCS. As a backup mode, the three-position
selector can be manually placed in direct which will cut out the SCS maneu-
vering capability and will allow orbit-keeping thrust to be applied as long
as the thrust on switch is depressed.
B. 5. 5 Failure Warning
A three-capsule warning light assembly will be on the primary control and
display panel. The three capsules will be marked pitch, roll and yaw. In
operation, a malfunction which renders the SCS inoperative will cause all
three capsules to light. They will remain lighted until power is removed
from the system. In addition, the capsules will be interlocked with the
individual channel disable switches which will indicate that a particular
channel has been disconnected, either arbitrarily or to allow continued opera 2
tion in the face of a single-channel malfunction. These indicators have not
been packaged because they should be grouped with other primary warning
indicators.
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B. 5.6 Flight Director Attitude Indicator
The flight director attitude indicator (see Figure B-8) is a slaved three-axis
indicator used to display laboratory rate, attitude and attitude commands to
the SCS operator.
Within its 2 ° visual accuracy it will display pitch, roll, and yaw attitude
about the selected SCS frame of reference.
In the horizon hold and celestial hold mode the zero-attitude indicator will
serve as a monitor of mode performance. The rate needles will similarly
read zero. In the inertial hold and orbital hold modes, the attitude ball will
indicate laboratory attitude as sensed by the IRS. The rate needles will
display the vehicle rates of preselected or manually controlled maneuvers.
As both preselected and manual commands are being executed, their progress
can be monitored with the command bars which are on the FDAI.
The indicator subsystem, as presently conceived, allows the manual selec-
tion of several command bar sensitivities, which will be provided on the
primary SCS control and display panel in the form of a simple rotary
selector.
The instrument, connected to the SCS, will serve primarily as a situation
monitor. It will provide a base reference for coarse maneuvers with the
manual rotation controller only when the IRS is operating.
B. 5. 7 Secondary Controls
The following control panels, although an important part of overall SCS
operation, are considered secondary in that the control and monitoring
functions they provide are indirectly related or are prerequisites to mode
selection. Through the interlocking of primary and secondary controls, the
system prevents the engagement of any mode in which these devices are
required, if they are inoperable because of malfunction or a failure to be
energized.
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B. 5.8 Control Moment Gyro Controls
The control moment gyro is a limited-momentum storage device and it
requires unloading through reaction jet operation.
The control panel for monitoring gyro performance and controlling gyro
operation is shown in Figure B-Zl. The three horizontal-scale dual indica-
tors have been arranged to indicate gimbal authority by control axis rather
than by unit to allow a rapid appraisal of remaining authority.
The use of dual indicators allows CMG balance to be evaluated at a glance,
and through separate biasing techniques, permits ready alignment. Although
unloading is normally an automatic function, separate unload push buttons
are provided for each axis for manual unloading.
Individual mechanism controls and the safety and performance monitors are
located on the lower half of this secondary panel. Only two identical rotary
selector switches are provided for the four gyro units because of their
interrelated operation. The three-position rotary switches apply power and
cage the units in the second position. When operating speed has been
reached the individual operate speed lights will come on, at which time the
operator will turn the selectors to on.
The CMG is the normal means of actuation of the MORL SCS, and if the
actuator selector on the primary panel is down, CMG control is engaged.
A study of the failure modes of the CMG indicates that monitoring bearing
temperature, vibration, speed, and power will adequately monitor the
condition of the unit. Hence, the panel failure lights indicate deviations in
temperature, vibration and speed. The meter for each unit directly
indicates power consumption, and indirectly monitors speed, friction,
windage, and bearing load because all are reflected in wheel power.
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B. 5.9 Star Tracker Control Panel
The star tracker control panel for the dual trackers employed on MORL is
shown in Figure B-Z2. Identical functions are provided on each half of the
panel, and two-position switches are provided for energizing each tracker.
Three-position rotary selectors provide mode selection. In the automatic
position, with a computer star fix, the tracker will automatically sequence
from field presence and capture to the final tracking mode. During this
automatic sequencing the panel lights will indicate the progression of
sequencing from presence to track and thus provide continuous monitoring
of operation. By selecting manual command and then track the acquisition
process can be accomplished manually. The indicator lights will again
indicate the system status by signalling the completion of the selected
function.
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The star tracker controls are considered secondary to SCS mode selection
and should occupy a secondary position. Through appropriate tracker/
monitoring and interlocking with the SCS system, selection of tracker modes
will be prevented unless they are operating satisfactorily.
B. 5.10 Horizon Scanner Control
The horizon scanner control panel shown in Figure B-23 provides the basic
control and visual monitoring functions for the SCS primary and secondary
horizon scanners. Two-position toggle switches are provided for power to
the scanners. The scanners are automatic in °perati°n °nce the spacecraft
has pointed the detector heads to within 45 ° of the horizon (acquisition range),
and hence, mode selections are not required. To provide a visual display of
performance, internal monitoring will sequentially light the indicators as
the search/track process is accomplished.
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The Internal monitoring with its search and track signals is used as part of
the SCS mode selection interlocking which allows this panel to occupy a
secondary position on the control and display panel.
B. 5. II Additional Controls
Although not illustrated, a small group of additional switches are required
to give the SCS a flexibility not possible with the basic mode selector. Func-
tions provided by these switches will be as follows:
I. Primary power to the SCS to implement the basic rate stabilization
mode and the jet reaction control system.
2. Three-channel disable switches which allow the operator to
disable individual channels if a malfunction occurs in a single
channel, or to decrease fuel consumption if necessary.
3. Two switches are provided to transfer the redundant attitude gyro
and accelerometer package into the system and to select either the
primary or secondary horizon scanner.
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Appendix C
SENSORS
The MORL stabilization and control system (SCS) as presently implemented
employs two star trackers, two horizon sensors, two gyro and accelerom-
eter packages, and a triad of single-axis platforms as its sensor comple-
ment. Recent orientation changes have eliminated the need for the sun
sensors and solar detectors which were previously included in the sensor
c omplement.
The following pages describe these sensors in the light of present system
requirements, the performance improvements accrued through an advancing
level of technology, and present maintenance and alignment criteria.
C. 1 STAR TRACKER
The MORL star tracker subsystem shown in Figure C-1 is made up of two
mechanical assemblies that contain the telescopes and mounting gimbals,
two electronics assemblies to provide gimbal control and analog signal pro-
cessing, an interface unit to provide the digital/analog interface between the
electronic assemblies and the data process computer, and a dual control
panel.
This dual tracker subsystem has the following physical properties.
Total Weight
Power (W)
82. 5 ib
ac dc
Avg i. 1 39. 3
Peak i. I 44. 7
Size 2. 136 cuft
Reliability 72. 66 ppm_h
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The performance and physical characteristics of the two independent sub-
systems may be summarized as follows:
Star tracker subsystem--One mechanical assembly, one electrical
assembly, and one control panel
Weight
Power (W)
38.8 ib
ac dc
Avg 0. 55 11. 1
Peak O. 55 13. 9
Size I. 02 cu ft
Reliability (Minuteman parts) 33. 13 pprnh
Operating life 12, 000 hours
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Gimbal range
Field of view
Star recognition
Star exclusion
Solar discrimination
Track within
Earth discrimination
Track within
Accuracy
C orn_rnand mode
Track mode
Threshold-track mode
Threshold-command mode
Tracking rate
Tracking acceleration
B andpa s s
±60 ° each axis
±1 ° each axis
2. 0 magnitude or brighter
3.0 magnitude or dimmer
30 ° of sun line
IZ = of Earth
60 arc sec
gz arc sec each axis
1. 0 arc sec
11 arc sec
O. 5°/sec
2
0. 045 °/sec
1 cps
Two star trackers are normally used to update the inertial reference com-
puter prior to operation of the selected precision pointing experiment. For
long-term celestial-oriented experiments, which might require continuous
open-loop pointing, inertial reference system gyro drift could contribute
excessive error. In these cases the star trackers can be used, in conjunc-
tion with the data process computer (DPC), to directly control the vehicle
on experiment. In the following discussion, the operation of one of the two
star trackers is described.
A mechanization diagram of the star tracker subsystem is shown in Fig-
ure C-Z, and referral to this illustration will prove helpful in understanding
the operation of the various components.
Once mechanical alignment with the inertial reference system has been
established, the tracker's mode control switches are positioned to com_rnand.
The DPC then transmits digital inner and outer girnbal angle commands
which are based on assumed (coarse) attitude information and orbit position.
This information is transmitted to the trackers serially as an 18-bit binary
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word with 1 synchronization bit, Z address bits, and 15 data bits. An alert
pulse, time-phased with the command word synchronous bit, and 50-kc clock
pulses are also required from the DPC.
The commanded gimbal angle optical encoders are sampled by the interro-
gator, and their outputs are returned to the shift register by way of the
digital distributor and the gray-to-binary code converter. The gimbal com-
mand, z, and the gimbal angle, y, are then subtracted and the difference,
transformed to analog error data by the D/A converter, is transmitted to
the proper gimbal servo via the analog distributor. The hold circuits pro-
vided for each gimbal allow the DPC to multiplex between the two trackers
(four gimbals) and other equipment. Zero-order holds of 50 msec can be
readily accommodated by the present star tracker design.
The analog error command signal slews the respective gimbals at the maxi-
mum rate until the difference between gimbal command and gimbal position,
z-y, is less than the last six significant bits. At this time, the servo goes
into the linear operating region. When the gimbal error signal has been
reduced to zero, the tracker's inner and outer gimbals have reached the
commanded position and the selected guide star should be within the tele-
scope's 1 ° field of view. If the guide star is not within the field of view,
the initial assumed position was considerably in error or the gimbal angle
computation was inaccurate; a star search must be initiated. If the guide
star is in the field of view, star presence will be indicated on the control
panel. Depending on the preselected position of the mode select switch,
the tracker will either be automatically or manually switched to the track
mode. A delay of approximately 0. 25 sec is provided in the automatic mode
to prevent switching to the track mode while slewing by large magnitude
stars.
In the track mode, the telescope and its associated processing electronics
control the gimbal positions. This is accomplished by sensing deviations
of the star image from the telescope optical axis and supplying amplitude
and polarity-sensitive dc signals, through proper filtering and compensa-
tion networks, to the inner and outer gimbal drives.
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The gimbal encoders are continually sampled by the integrator and their
outputs are returned to the shift register via the digital distributor and the
gray-to-binary code converter. The subtracted gimbal error signals are
then transmitted to the DPC. The DPC then generates roll, pitch, and yaw
command signals (X c, Yc' and Zc) which are used to supply vehicle actua-
tor commands. These commands are processed through the SCS electronics
to drive the vehicle until the star tracker gimbal angles coincide with the
gimbal angles originally computed by the DPC. When the angles coincide
(gimbal error signal goes to zero), the pitch and roll outputs of the photo-
multiplier demodulators go to null, the star image coincides with the tele-
scope optical axis, and the vehicle axes are correctly positioned with
respectto the desired set of inertial coordinates. A star-capture signal is
generated as a result of the photomultiplier demodulator output going to null
and this signal, in conjunction with a zero gimbal error signal, indicates
update. The MORL IRS computer reference computation is then corrected
and the single-gimbal platform gyros are switched into the control system
to provide the inertial reference.
The preceding discussion described the operation of one star tracker in con-
junction with the interface unit, the DPC, and the SCS. In normal operation,
both star trackers would be employed to provide accurate three-axis infor-
mation. Star tracker B would be mounted to the vehicle with its outer gim-
bal axis displaced 90 ° from the star tracker A outer gimbal. This allows
direct reading of two of the vehicle tracker gimbal angles with only the third
required to be computed from either one or both of the two trackers.
The star tracker has a pancake resolver, driven by the outer gimbal, which
resolves the inner gimbal error command into coarse roll and yaw com-
mands. These commands provide, along with the direct pitch axis error
signal, three-axis analog error signals.
C. Z HORIZON SENSOR
The MORLhorizon sensor subsystem consists of two four-quadrant sensor
heads, their associated electronics packages, and a dual sensor control
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panel. The dual nature of the subsystem is to provide full redundancy for
local vertical sensing.
The dual system has the following physical characteristics:
Weight Z9.6 lb
Average power 14. 4 W
Size O. 758 cuft
The horizon sensor subsystem, apart from packaging, is the same as the
Advanced OGO (A-OGO) sensor system presently being developed by
Advanced Technology Laboratories, Mountainview, California, for the NASA/
Goddard Space Flight Center. Thus, the performance characteristics are
identical with the A-OGO system and are as shown in Table C-1.
Table C-1 (page 1 of 3)
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
A-OGO SENSOR SYSTEM
Par amete r Value
Altitude range
Per formanc e
r equir ement s
Control outputs
TM outputs
Alarm outputs
i0(] to 80, 000 nmi
1. + pitch errors implies nose-up vehicle
attitude.
Z. + roll errors implies cw rotation about roll
axis as viewed from rear of vehicle.
Errors: Z, 461 cps ±0. 05% suppressed carrier
modulated voitage with zero ±i0 ° phase
difference between the error signal and
the reference carrier for + error sig-
nals, and 180 ±10 ° for - error signals.
Reference carrier = 15 ±g V p-p
Z, 461-cps sinusoid.
Position: 4 ac analog g, 461-cps suppressed
carrier modulated voltages.
Track/no-track one- zero indication.
Track/no-track: Logical 1 (6 :el Vdc) or logical
zero (0 to +0.5 Vdc).
Sun alarm: Sun presence = logical 1.
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Table C-1 (page Z of 3)
Parameter Value
Accuracy
Linearity range
Linearity requirement
null offset
Total error
Scale factor
Output noise
Cross talk
R e pro duc ibility
Operational range
Open-loop gain
System and response
Dither frequency
Limiting value s of
output re spons e
Control outputs
Position outputs
Power
Shock
Acoustic noise
Vibration
2.5% maximum for roll and pitch (design goal)
z 25 ° roll and pitch.
0. 1 ° (3 sigma) at null altitude.
0. 15 ° (3 sigma) over altitude range (design goal),
±0. 25 ° at null (contractor requirement).
1. Control outputs = 0.4 V (rms)/deg.
g. TM outputs = 0.4 V (rms)/deg.
0.02 ° (3 sigma).
Directly proportional to altitude.
0. 1 ° at null.
±25 ° in pitch and roll.
670 nominal.
Z to 4 cps (6 cps = design goal).
15. 1 cps.
Not available.
_ < 10.5 V (rms)For 0 or ¢ > 25 °, then Eou t_
(Z, 461 cps).
For angular position of head -_ 87.5 ° or _- -Z °,
then Eou t __ 4. 5 V (rms).
±20 Vdc ±1. 5% from Zsource = 10 ohms, < 1%
ripple, 1.2 V (peak) transients, maximum
power -_ 1ZW.
45 g, 2.2 msec along thrust axis. (Design goal
of 50 g for 2. Z msec, all axes).
22 g, 4. 4 msec along transverse axes.
SPL of 145 dB overall from 51.5 to 9, 500 cps as
a design g0al.
1. Random_
2. Sinus oidal:
20 to g, 000 cps, 0. lgZ/cps with a
rolloff at 1g dB/octave above
1,000 cps for 8 rain. in each axis.
(Design goal of 1Z rain. /axis at
same level. )
3 rain. in each axis.
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Table C-1 (page 3 of 3)
Parameter Value
Temperature
Storage life
MTBF
Equipment life
r equir ements
Weight
Frequency Range Level
5 to Z50 cps 3.5 g rms
Z50 to 400 cps 6. 5 g rms
400 to 3, 000 cps 13. 0 g rms
-35°F< T < +160°F as a design goal, -20°F<
< +140°F as a design requirement.
> 3 years.
Z56, 000 hours based on three-tracker operation
and 1 year.
> 3 years.
Electronic s package
Each head
Complete subsystem
4.5 ib
4. 0 ib (two required)
1Z. 5 ib
T
The A-OGO sensor operation utilizes four (or three) infrared search track
units, which track points on the Earth's surface separated 90 ° in vehicle
azimuth. This is accomplished by detection of the infrared energy in a
narrow beam that is caused to oscillate (dither) sinusoidally about the hori-
zon (Figure C-3). This beam is produced by a movable mirror {positor) and
telescope. A tracking servo (Figure C-4) is intentionally made to oscillate
at a controlled dither frequency (15 cps) and with a controlled amplitude
(typically 3 ° peak to peak). This oscillation, manifested by the positor
n_otion, causes the field of view of the telescope to continually cross and
recross the horizon. If the horizon is centered in the oscillation field of
view, the signal amplifier output will be symmetrical. The Schmitt trigger
switches positive or negative, depending on whether the input voltage is
positive or negative. Under these conditions, the trigger output will be pos-
itive for the same length of time that it is negative, resulting in a zero dc
component in its output. If the horizon is displaced from the center of the
positor oscillation, the Schmitt trigger will have adc component. This sig-
nal is amplified by the positor drive amplifier and recenters the oscillation
of the field of view on the horizon.
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The trigger is designed so that, in the absence of an input signal, it will
remain permanently in its last state. Means are provided to reverse this
state when the positor reaches either limit of travel (typically ±45°); a
search action will result. In this design, the state reversal to sweep Earth-
ward is caused by breakdown of a Zener diode connected between the drive
amplifier output and the Schmitt trigger input. The diode is set to conduct
whenever the drive amplifier produces an output corresponding to slightly
more than enough voltage to drive the positor to one extreme of its range.
To sweep in the nominal upward direction (out of the Earth), an interlock
reverses just after the full downward sweep, locking the Schrnitt trigger out-
put for the duration of the complete upward sweep. Regardless of the infra-
red gradients crossed during this sweep, the inputs to the Schrnitt trigger
will not affect the output. Upon completion of the upward sweep, the Zener
diode clamps the Schmitt trigger input to the proper state, the interlock
unlocks the Schrnitt trigger output, and the downward sweep commences.
Because the Schrnitt trigger output is a square wave and the positor drive
amplifier operates essentially as an integrator in the search mode, the
resultant positor motion is nearly triangular during search.
The transition from the search mode to track mode is guaranteed by pro-
viding a delay in the positor reversal after the Schrnitt trigger changes
state, and by causing the initial crossing pulse to decay during this delay
time.
The readout circuits include the redundant field current generator, individ-
ual position amplifiers for each tracker, a switching matrix, and two
summing amplifiers. The field current generator supplies a 2, 461-cps
voltage to the field coils of all positors in series. This voltage, propor-
tional to the positor angular position, is induced in the drive coils, ampli-
fied by the position amplifiers for each tracker, and combined as redundant
pitch and roll outputs in the switching matrix and summing amplifiers.
Tracking check circuits are provided to furnish output signals to indicate if
the trackers are actually tracking the Earth's horizon. During the search,
the interlock circuits help prevent possible locking onto a gradient within
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the Earth. This is accomplished by allowing lock-on only while the line of
sight is searching in a downward direction. A sun alarm circuit furnishes
a logical output signal that indicates when the sun is being tracked. Because
only three of the four trackers are required for determination of the required
pitch and roll information_ the sensor is capable of operation if any one of
the four trackers views the sun (or fails). This is brought about by routing
the sun-alarm signal to the tracker logic circuitry. The three trackers to
be used are thereby determined, and signals are sent to the switching
matrix to eliminate the inoperative sensor and perform the required analog
computations. In the case of a tracker failure, a track/no-track signal is
sent from each tracker to the vehicle logic circuits, where the decision is
made to eliminate the inoperative tracker and perform the required analog
computations. It can be seen, therefore, that the system possesses an
inherent three out of four redundancy characteristic.
C. 3 ATTITUDE GYRO AND ACCELEROMETER ASSEMBLY
The MORL SCS employs the Honeywell DGG Z45C attitude gyro and acceler-
ometer assembly. This assembly was originally designed for and is in use
in the Apollo SCS. The attitude gyro and accelerometer package contains
three orthogonally mounted GG Z48-type rate integrating gyros and a
DGG 177-type hinged pendulous accelerometer. Each sensor has a ther-
mally insulated shroud with an integral connector. These sensors may be
readily replaced in a properly aligned position through the use of a quick-
disconnect clamping mechanism operating against precision surfaces.
The complete package has the following physical characteristics:
Weight 13. 7 lb
Power 7.9 W ac
57.6 W dc
Volume O. 19 cu ft
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The GG Z48 inertial rate integrating gyros (IRIG) contained within this unit
exhibit the following physical and performance characteristics:
Angular momentum
Gimbal freedom
Input angular freedom
Gain (H /D)
Operating temperature
Threshold
Gravity sensitive drift
Gravity ins ensitive drift
Random drift
1 x 10 5 gm-cmZ/sec
±4. 4 °
±Z0 o
0. lZ
170°F
< 0. 01 "/hour
O. 06°/hour rms (1 °/hour max. )
0. 09 °/hour rms (i °/hour max.)
(max. may be trimmed to 0. 1 °/hour)
0.4 o/hour
The DGG 177 pendulous accelerometer is a servo-rebalanced pendulous
accelerometer with the following characteristics :
Pendulosity
Hinge axis damping
coefficient
Pendulum moment of inertia
(hinge axis)
Pendulum characteristic
time
Pendulum fr e edom
Operating temperature
Accelerometer current
scale factor
Pickoff sensitivity
Threshold
Z. 86 gm-cm
47, 000 dcm-sec
g
7.06 gm-cm
150 x 10 -6 sec
±0. Z3 °
170°F
13ma/g
50 V/tad
-5
Ixi0 g
The gyro and accelerometer assembly, as employed in the MORL system,
provides three-axis attitude information during the orbit injection phase of
the mission. Subsequent to injection, the package is used to provide vehicle
body rates. The accelerometer provides the reference for thrust cutoff
during the vehicle orbit-keeping operation.
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Two identical assemblies are carried in the MORL SCS, providing redun-
dancy during the unmanned mode of operation and a wired-in spare for the
remainder of the mission.
C. 4 SINGLE-GIMBAL TRIAD
The requirement for an inertial reference system in the MORL SCS is satis-
fied by the single-gimbal triad (SGT) mechanization. The SGT consists of
three single-axis platforms (SAP) mounted with their axes mutually perpen-
dicular so as to form an orthogonal coordinate frame. Figure B-3 shows
the SGT. The platform cylinders are modular in design so that they may be
readily removed and replaced in the mounting. Furthermore, they are inter-
changeable, providing for economical maintenance in terms of required
spares.
The SGT mounting is rigidly attached to the laboratory attitude reference
base (ARB) structure and the axes of the three platforms are oriented to
correspond with the laboratory pitch, yaw, and roll axes. Each platform
contains an IRIG mounted on a single gimbal.
The gyro employed in the present application is the MIT-designed 18-PIRIG.
In addition, each platform includes a gimbal torquer, an optical output shaft
encoder, and the electronics required for gimbal torquing and output signal
generation.
C. 4. 1 Single-Axis Platform
The SAP design is essentially a hybrid, combining those features of a fully
gimbaled platform and a strap-down inertial reference which is most useful
to the MORL mission. The elimination of large gimbals and their associated
pickoffs and torquers in a fully gimbaled platform provides a considerable
saving in weight, volume, and power. Since the attitude reference is not
used for guidance or navigation, there is no need to mount accelerometers
on a stable element, and the use of a single gimbal about each axis provides
sufficient accuracy for experimental purposes.
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Details of the electromechanical schematic and block diagrams which are used
to describe SAP operations, are given in Appendix D. The input axis of the
inertial rate integrating gyro is identical to the SAP gimbal axis. Vehicle
rotation about the gimbal axis produces a gyro output displacement that is
proportional to the input displacement. An error signal generated by the gyro
pickoff is used to drive the gimbal torquer in such a way as to torque the gyro
back to zero output displacement. The net effect is that the gyro and the gim-
bal shaft, to which it is attached, retain their original orientation in inertial
space about the SAP axis while the vehicle rotates about the axis. The amount
of this rotation is output by an optical incremental shaft encoder.
The incremental shaft encoder produces a pulse whenever the vehicle rotates
through a certain small angle (approximately 0.01 °). The IRS computer
updates its vehicle orientation output whenever a pulse is received. This
permits small-angle approximations to be used throughout the computations.
C. 4. Z Accuracy
The SGT has the following basic accuracies in its present configuration.
Re solution
Random drift
Drift rate
(between calibrations)
Overall accuracy
0.01 °
< 0. 01°/hour
0. 08 =/hour
0.09°/hour
Furthermore, it has an all-attitude capability and can accommodate any
combination of rates (about its three axes) up to 0. l°/sec absolute value
while maintaining the above accuracies.
C. 5 ALIGNMENT OF SENSOR COMPONENTS
Mission objectives of the MORL require that the SCS reference sensors
must be aligned to a common orthogonal frame. Capability must also be
provided for aligning experiment sensors to the laboratory reference frame.
To accomplish these objectives, a combination of mechanical and optical
reference methods has been selected. The mechanical alignment provides
an approximate common reference for the SCS and experiment sensors, and
the optical alignment provides a precise reference.
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C. 5. 1 Mechanical Alignment
The structural frame of the laboratory furnishes the most appropriate align-
ment reference. Those portions of the SCS and associated systems which
require only first-order alignment (from ±0. 1 ° to _0. 5 ° ) will be referenced
to it by rigid mounting and survey-type alignment to vehicle pitch, yaw, and
roll axes. Components such as the CMG, attitude gyro, and accelerometer
package can be referenced to the laboratory frame in this manner. The
RCS is also aligned to this reference. Since the laboratory is operating in
a zero-g environment at low turning rates, structural flexure and deforma-
tion should not be excessive and the vehicle structure can be considered a
rigid body to a first approximation.
For those components of the SCS which require more precise alignment, an
attitude reference base (ARB) is provided. The ARB is a rigid structural
assembly on which the IRS, the star trackers, the horizon scanners, and
alignment components are mounted. This base is located in the experiment
bay of the laboratory with mounting pads provided between the ARB and the
sensors to provide alignment to within 0. 1 °
C. 5. 2 Optical Alignment of SCS Sensors
The optical alignment equipments mounted on the ARB consist of two auto-
collimators and a periscope assembly. The optical alignment equipments
permit precise alignment of the star tracker and the SGT inertial reference.
The SGT frame is the fundamental precise reference frame for navigation
and all experiments. One autocollimator and a periscope assembly are used
to align the SGT and star trackers about the pitch and yaw axes; the setup is
shown in Figure C-5. Polished optically flat faces on the SGT and trackers
serve to reflect the light beams. Alignment about the vehicle roll axis
requires a second autocollimator and additional optical equipment. The
second autocollimator is mounted below and parallel with the first autocolli-
mator as shown in Figure C-5. A second periscope is also mounted directly
below the optical faces of the SGT and star trackers. Shutter mechanisms,
similar to those used with the pitch-yaw autocollimator, are used to read
each sensor alignment. Misalignments of the porto prisms about the
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FigureC-5. Precise SensorAlignment Configuration
ROLL AXIS ALIGNMENT PERISCOPE
PITCH-YAW AXES
ALIGNMENT PERISCOPE
SCSALIGNMENT
AUTOCOLLIMATORS
periscope axis are not a source of error. Nevertheless, calibration maybe
checked using the same mirror as that described above. Alignment accura-
cies about all axes, using the above method, should be better than lO arc sec.
In actual operation, the alignment is done computationally rather than phys-
ically because the mechanical mounting assures that all sensing elements
will be oriented within the field of view of the autocollimator. The beam
deviation made by each element is measured as an output in the form of an
analog voltage. This voltage is fed to the DPC, as well as to the experiment
and operational control panels, if required. Shutters and semiopaque
prisms are employed to isolate each component for measurement. Porro
prisms are used in the periscope for right-angle deflections of the light
beam.
It is extremely important that these prisms do not rotate about the major
periscope axis as a result of vibration or any other disturbance.
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Misalignments such as these will cause errors in yaw axis alignment equiv-
alent to the prism misalignment. Considering the environment in which the
optical system is to be used, it is considered within the present level of
technology to fabricate a periscope with the required stiffness, provided
care is taken in the mechanical design to withstand the launch environment.
Calibration of periscope prism alignment can be most readily accomplished
using an optically flat mirror of the same length as the periscope. The mir-
ror is manually inserted between the periscope and the sensors. Alignment
readings are then taken in the same manner as they would be for each sen-
sor. Because the target surface should not show any misalignment, those
misalignments which are read are caused by the periscope. Since the
values of periscope deviation are known, corrections can thereafter be made
in the computer. The mirror is then removed for normal operation.
Once the angular orientation between the SOT and star trackers has been
established, it is not likely to change significantly unless maintenance is
performed on the sensors or the vehicle is subjected to severe vibration or
shock (for example, a large docking impact). In any case, sensor alignment
should be checked before every series of precision experiments to obtain
maximum scientific validity.
The ARB forms a portion of a larger mounting structure which provides a
zero-load base to which experiment sensors may be attached permanently
or temporarily. Optical alignment equipments are used to align the
remotely located sensors relative to the attitude reference within the accu-
racy range of 0. 1 ° to 0. 01 °. The configuration is shown in Figure C-6.
C. 5. 3 Alignment of the Experiment Sensors
Provision must be made for precise alignment of experimental equipment to
the IRS coordinate frame. This involves the design of an optical path from
the ARB to the experimental sensor mounting area.
The optical path is completed in two steps. The first step involves the
setting up of two secondary alignment references at the upper level of the
sensor mounting beam. Each secondary reference has an autocollimating
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telescope and an optical target rigidly attached to each other and mounted on
the sensor beam by means of an adjustable frame. Once adjusted, the frame
is assumed to form a rigid body with the ARB.
The SGT has an optical target face perpendicular to the roll axis. This tar-
get face is a reflector and contains scribe marks parallel to the pitch and
roll axes. A periscope is used to permit sighting of the SGT reference face
from the secondary reference telescopes. The prisms in the periscope are
rigidly aligned within i0 arc sec. The upper prism includes a beam splitter
and a reflecting, scribed target to aid in aligning the telescopes. The lower
prism contains scribe marks on its outer face to permit roll axis alignment
of the periscope with respect to the SGT. Establishment of the secondary
references requires: (i) the alignment of the periscope, and (2) the align-
ment of the telescopes to the reference targets on the periscope. A general
rriethod applies to these and the following cases of optical alignment.
Autocollimation establishes the perpendicularity of a line of sight to a target.
Telescopic alignment to scribe marks establishes the orientation of the tar-
get plane about the line-of-sight axis. For sufficiently small angles, align-
ment may be computational rather than physical. It is assumed that the
environment is such that, once alignment has been established for any
mechanical element, it will not vary for the duration of an experiment. All
optical alignment and experimental equipments can be mechanically aligned
to within -_0. 1 °, using precision pads on the sensor mounting beam, prior to
optical fine alignment.
The optical targets that are rigidly attached to the telescopes consist of one
or more 2-in. -square reflecting faces. They are oriented to the telescope
axis and cross hairs such that, when the telescope is aligned to the SGT,
they are perpendicular to the main sen_or mounting beam plane and either
perpendicular, or at a known angle, with reapect to the yaw-roll plane.
Each face is a reflector with scribe lines which are parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the sensor mounting plane. These targets may be considered as
defining the vehicle coordinate frame, once they are aligned, provided a
correction is made for the angle between the pitch-yaw plane and the sensor
mounting beam plane (= 13°).
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When a sensor is to be aligned, its gimbals are set to null. An optical target
is mounted on the sensor nominally parallel to the sensor mounting beam
plane, with scribe marks parallel and perpendicular to the pitch axis. Fig-
ure C-7 shows the arrangement for aligning a typical experimental sensor.
A window in the pressure shell enables the target to be sighted from above.
Provision is made on the sensor mounting beam for mounting a portable
parallel autocolliminating telescope, with its barrel pointed toward the
nearest secondary reference target. .A_small periscope is permanently
mounted to the front of this telescope. The periscope contains a beam
splitter and a penta prism. The telescope is sighted and aligned (computa-
tionally) first to the secondary reference target, and then to the experiment
sensor target. Scribe marks are used at the outputs of the penta prism to
allow alignments about the lines of sight. Sensor misalignments can be
determined directly by algebraic subtraction.
Autocollimation measurements are accurate within 10 arc sec at a lZ-ft
maximum sighting distance. Telescopic alignments about the line-of-sight
axis are accurate to within Z0 arc sec at a lZ-ft sighting distance. Because
there is only one long sight of up to 12 ft and two short sights of approxi-
mately 4 ft each involved, the maximum misalignment error is
20 1 + -- = ZZ arc sec
9
This is adequate, in conjunction with the star tracker accuracies of Z0 arc
sec, to ensure an experiment attitude fix of 30 arc sec, or 0.01 °
C. 5.4 Weight, Power, and Volume
Table C-Z shows the equipment required for optical alignment along with the
associated weight, power, and volume.
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Table C- 2.
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT
Description Quantity
Total
Weight
(15)
Total
Power
(w)
Total
Volume
(cu in.)
TA82* Z 7. 0
autoc ollimator
11Z636" 3 Z7. 0
Telescopic autoc ollimator
Z6-in. periscope Z 8. 0
ZO-in. periscope 1 3.0
Fixed telescope mount Z 14. 0
Portable telescope mount 1 7.0
Double autocollimator mount 1 6. 0
Prism 4 Z. 0
9.0
13.5
40
180
104
39
7Z
36
Z7
16
Total 74. 0 ZZ. 5 514
*Equipment manufactured by Hilger and Watts, London, England
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Appendix D
MORL INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM COMPARISON STUDY
Three inertial systems are compared in this Appendix in terms of relative
capability to provide an inertial reference for the laboratory. These are the
single-gimbal triad (SGT), which is the present baseline system, the Gemini
inertial measurement unit (IMU), and the gimbaless inertial reference unit
(IRU) proposed for the Standardized Space Guidance System (SSGS) and Lunar
Orbiter System.
Those systems capable of meeting MORL functional requirements and limita-
tions have been established. The performance of each system is determined
and compared to present laboratory specifications. It is also determined
which system provides the best performance in terms of weight, power, and
reliability.
For those systems which meet the basic requirements,
is made based on the following criteria:
1. Performance.
2. Weight.
3. Power.
4. Volume.
5. R eliability.
6. Maintenance (crew time).
7. Spare parts (weight and volume).
8. Cost.
a tradeoff evaluation
The tradeoff uses penalty factors established for the critical items above as
a function of their relative impact on the MORL system. The systems are
analyzed to determine the effect of potential modifications, and recommenda-
tions are made regarding the inclusion or omission of these system changes.
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D. 1 INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM--REQUIREMENTS
The MORL vehicle includes an inertial reference system (IRS) as an integral
part of the stabilization and control system (SCS). The IRS is required to
provide a stable attitude reference with all-attitude capability. It includes
inertial sensors, electronics, star trackers, and a computer.
There are two basic modes of IRS operation, attitude reference in inertial
space and attitude reference in rotating orbital space (belly-down orientation,
for example). The specified requirements for attitude reference stability are
the same for both modes. These specify that the attitude reference be held
to within 0.1 ° of its initial orientation over a period of 1.0 hour and alignment
to 0.01 °, using star trackers. The initial orientation is normally provided
by optical information and the orbital rate, if required, is provided by the
data processing computer based on ground tracking data.
The IRS must have all-attitude capability in both modes of operation. This
means that the laboratory must be capable of being maneuvered to any atti-
tude while the IRS maintains the original attitude reference mechanically or
computationally. The maneuvering can be controlled either manually or by
means of error signals from the IRS. These error signals must provide capa-
bility to point the laboratory or its sensors in any direction in the celestial
sphere or to any point on the Earth's surface. To provide information needed
for manual control, the IRS must also produce signals which can be used to
drive a flight director attitude indication (FDAI) display.
D. 2 CONFORMANCE OF BASELINE AND ALTERNATIVE IRS
CONFIGURATIONS TO SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The following paragraphs discuss the conformance to system requirements of
baseline and alternative IRS configurations.
D. 2. i Single-Gimbal Triad
The present configuration of the Bendix concept utilizes three single-axis
platforms (SAP) mounted in an orthogonal triad. Each SAP has an inertial
rate integrating gyro (IRIG) mounted on a single gimbal. Figure D-l repre-
sents schematically the electromechanical configuration of a SAP and its
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associated electronics. The particular IRIG selected for this application is
the MIT Instrument Laboratory-designed 18-PIRIG. This gyro has a short-
term random drift less than 0.01°/hour.
The output of each SAP is a digital-encoded signal proportional to the differ-
ence between the initial position of the inertially fixed gyro canister, with
respect to the body-fixed reference frame, and the Dosition at the instant of
measurement. This provides a direct measure of the laboratory rotation
about the SAP input axis. The latter coincides with one of the three major
body axes. The measurement cycle time is sufficiently short to allow small-
angle simplifications to be applied. The final position of one measurement
becomes the initial position of the next measurement.
Changes in laboratory orientation are computed in a digital computer by use
of direction cosines. The direction cosines can be converted to body Euler
angles for attitude displays and maneuvering commands. They are also
immediately useful in the orbital space mode for incorporating the orbital
rate vector into the stabilization loop. Figures D-2 and D-3 show the block
diagrams for the inertial space and orbital space stabilization modes,
respectively. Figures D-4 and D-5 show the corresponding block diagrams
for the attitude indicator display generation.
The accuracies associated with the SGT for each axis are as follows:
Error Source
Initial alignment
Rate cross-coupling
Encoder resolution
Gyro drift (maximum)
Computation
Degree/Hour
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.08
0.04
R.S.S. 0.09
Since these are worst-case error figures, the SGT is expected to provide
adequate performance capability. Furthermore, the SGT is designed to have
all-attitude capability. This is accomplished by using a computation fre-
quency sufficiently high to allow small angle approximations to be employed
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with minimal cumulative error. Simulation of the computation scheme to be
employed shows a total error of 0.05 ° for a full 360 ° rotation. The direction
cosines method of computation provides a simple means of compensating for
the effect of orbital rate when the system is operating in the inertial space
mode. The product of the direction cosines and the orbital rate vector equals
the instantaneous orbital rate about each of the body axes. This may be used
either as an error signal to drive the attitude reference system (ARS), or as
an additive (or subtractive) input to the attitude indicator display.
From the foregoing, it is clear that the SGT is capable of meeting baseline
system requirements. Moreover, weight and power are compatible with a
MOR L vehicle.
D. 2.2 Gemini Inertial Measurement Unit
The Gemini IMU is a four-gimbal platform used for guidance and navigation
in the Gemini spacecraft. It is manufactured by Honeywell and uses three
Honeywell GC 8001 gas bearing gyros as angular sensors. An IMU employed
in a MORL application does not require the three linear accelerometers
which are included in the complete platform configuration.
Figure D-6 shows schematically the electromechanical configuration of the
IMU gimbal assembly. The stable member of the platform remains fixed in
inertial space while the laboratory rotates about it. The amount and direc-
tion of the rotation is known from the angular position of the gimbal resolver
pickoffs, l°ickoff angles are processed in a digital computer to obtain the
angular orientation of the laboratory with respect to the inertial reference.
The angular orientation of the laboratory is expressed in terms of body Euler
angles. These can be used to provide error signals to the ARS or to drive an
FDAI display.
The stable member can be held fixed with respect to orbital space by first
aligning to the orbital plane and local vertical and then torquing the Z gyro
at orbital rate. The stable member will then be constantly aligned to local
vertical and maneuvers may be performed about it with the same facility and
accuracy as when it is aligned to a fixed inertial reference. Since the labora-
tory is continually turning with respect to inertial space when it remains
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Figure D-6
L
GeminiGimbaland Inertial ComponentOrientation in Flight (Small Endof Capsule
Forward)
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orbit-fixed, three integrators are required in the control system so that
there will be no hang-off of the angle ezra. That is, in the steady-state:
exm = ey m = ezra = 0 even though the vehicle is turning at a constant rate.
The system is outlined in Figure D-7.
The basic limitation on platform accuracy in a zero-g environment is the
drift stability of the gyros. The GC 8001 gyro has a maximum drift stability
of 0. 1 °/hour, using digital compensation. In the present application, the
accuracy of the gimbal resolver is also important. These have an overall
accuracy of 0.07 ° . The two values quoted establish the effective accuracy
of the IMU in an inertial space mode at 0.12°/hour. Taking into account com-
pensated gyro torquer linearity, which is specified as ±0.04%, the effective
accuracy of the IMU in an orbital space mode is 0.154°/hour. From the
standpoint of accuracy, these values show that the Gemini IMU is basically
capable of meeting IRS functional requirements, provided worst-case com-
ponents are upgraded.
D. 2. B Gimbaless Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)
The gimbaless IRU has been developed by Sperry Gyroscope for the Air Force
SSGS and NASA Lunar Orbiter applications. It is essentially a refined strap-
down attitude reference system employing three SYG-1000 gyros as angular
rate sensors.
These gyros measure rates about the three principal body axes. The rates
can then be integrated to body Euler angles in an analog computer to drive an
attitude stabilization system. The gyro-measured rates can also be pro-
cessed directly by means of a digital differential analyzer (DDA) to deter-
mine the change in laboratory orientation about an initial reference frame by
successive small-angle steps. Depending on the laboratory rates being
sensed, computer cycle times of 10 msec or less are required.
The IRU can also be operated open-loop (Figure D-8) to hold an inertial
orientation. Any deviation from the initial orientation generates an error
signal which is used to drive the attitude stabilization equipment. The only
limitation on the accuracy of this mode of operation is the gyro drift. In the
Lunar Crbiter configuration, the IRU is operated open-loop so that the gyro
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FigureD-8. StrapDownIRUBlock Diagram
drift rate of 0.3°/hour determines the IRU accuracy. With properly selected
gyros, there is no reason why this could not be reduced to 0.1°/hour. The
IRU is capable of meeting MORL IRS accuracy requirements in an inertial
space mode with no extensive maneuvering.
However, a problem arises when the use of the IRU in an orbital space mode
is considered. The unit must be operated in a closed-loop rate mode since
the open loop mode is limited to attitude changes of ±3 ° . Although the gyro
drift in rate mode can be limited to 0.1 °/hour, torquer linearity and gyro pick-
off null uncertainty pIay important roles. The effect of temperature changes
on torquer null uncertainty and linearity is particularly criticai. Any errors
in either the torquer current or the gyro pickoff are essentially rate errors.
For example, the pick-off null uncertainty specification of the SYG-1000 gyro
is 1. 0 mV or 3.0 mV maximum. The sensitivity of the pickoff is 5. 7 mV/mrad,
or 0. 1 V/°. For a transfer function between gyro pickoff and gyro input
torquer of 5 dyne-cm/°, the rate error resulting from a 3.0-mV pick-off null
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uncertainty is 0.3°/hour. The overall accuracy of the IRU is approximately
0.5 o/hour, including gyro drift and torquer current temperature-dependent
errors. This is greater than the inaccuracy allowed for the IRS by system
specification. It can be seen that improvement will be required in the IRU if
it is to provide a feasible alternative to the present baseline IRS.
D. 3 SYSTEM COMPARISON TRADEOFF
The factors to be considered in tradeoffs are discussed in the following
subsections.
D.3. 1 Methodology
The baseline and alternative mechanizations for a MORL IRS are compared
quantitatively for their relative contributions to mission success and efficiency
by the following logic. Each type of mechanization enables some proportion
of the entire complement of planned experiments to be performed without
additional special attitude reference equipment. Each mechanization also
makes a predictable demand on available MORL system resources in terms
of weight, power, crew time, and so forth. An overall penalty factor for
each mechanization is established by multiplying the inverse of the propor-
tion of experiments which can be accommodated, and the proportional drain
on available system resources. These penalty factors, when considered in
conjunction with other nonquantifiable factors, provide a basis for determin-
ing the best potential mechanization.
The relative demand on available system resources is found by taking the
ratio of IRS requirement to unassigned resources. Development and equip-
ment costs may also be regarded as equivalent to the consumption of a
resource, since the provision of physical resources is at some ultimate cost.
To establish the equivalence more exactly, the following cost factors from
Volume IX of the MORL Phase IIa final report are cited below.
Weight $ 19,000/lb
Power $ Z1,000/W
Crew time $ 63,000/hour
Volume $155,000/cu ft
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The unassigned resources available are as follows (from a sample problem
calculated in Volume XV of the same report):
Unassigned weight
Unassigned volume
Unassigned crew time (per year)
Unassigned electrical power
6,000 lb
4,000 cuft
1,500 hours
2,000W
Thus, full utilization of all available resources would correspond to a total
expenditure of $870.5 million, or an average expenditure of approximately
$220 million for each available resource. For purposes of comparison,
$200 million is taken as the cost reference figure. Although this value is
only an order of magnitude estimate, it is not unreasonable in view of the
overall projected cost of the MORL, and it results in cost penalty factors
which can be compared with the physical resource penalty factors.
D. 3.2 Inputs to Tradeoff
Table D-1 presents a summary of the inertial mode and orbital mode accu-
racies for the three systems described in Subsection D.2. The accuracies
have been detailed both for the inertial space and orbital space modes, since
this provides a method of relating them directly to experimental requirements.
Table D- 1
SYSTEM ACCURACIES (°/HOUR)
Gemini IMU SGT$ Strap-Down IRU
Inertial Space
Hold 0.12 0.13 0.10
Maneuver 0.12 0.13 0.50
Orbital Space
Hold 0.15 0.13 0.50
Maneuver 0.15 0.13 0.50
$'These values are based on an error analysis using 0.09 ° resolution
encoders and are pessimistic, considering the use of an improved encoder
of 0.01 ° resolution.
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The requirements of each system in terms of laboratory resources are
detailed in Table D-2. The weights and volumes shown include both the basic
system and the spares necessary for the repair of any one system failure.
It is assumed in this analysis that no system will fail more than once in any
of the 3-month periods between laboratory resupply cycles.
Table D-2
REQUIREMENTS OF ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM
Gemini IMU SGT Strap-Down IRU
Weight (lb)
Power (W)
Volume (cu in.)
Crew time (hour/year)
for maintenance
193.5 28.6 28.0
219 67.0 58.2
4,470 735 859
31 16 4
Crew time required for maintenance has been determined on the basis of the
MTBF for each system, allowing an average time of 3 hours for each repair.
Figure 2-1 shows the experiment pointing accuracy requirements for the
MORL SCS. Assuming that the SCS is required to hold vehicle attitude
within the specified limits for a period of at least 20 rain. , for a linearly
increasing error, the uncertainty associated with a 20-rain. period will be,
in degrees, 1/3 the error in degrees/hour. Therefore, Figure 2-1 provides
a means of determining the proportion of experiments each IRS mechaniza-
tion can accommodate.
Approximate values for the cost of the alternative systems are shown below.
These costs are for further development,
seven inertial systems.
System
Gemini IMU
SGT
Strap-down IR U
production, and factory testing of
Cost
$3,ooo,ooo
600,000
560,000
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D. 3. 3 Tradeoff Computations
The proportion of MORL experiments which can be accommodated by the
various systems without additional equipment are listed below.
System
Gemini IMU
SGT
Strap-down IRU
Proportion Ac commodated
0.890
0.900
0.660
These proportions have been computed from the data of Table D-1 and the
experimental attitude-hold requirements which are summarized in Figure 2-1
and assume that an attitude must be held to the required accuracy for 20 rnin.
The resource penalty factors exclusive of cost for the various systems are
computed from the data of Table D-2 and the unassigned resources of Sub-
section D. 3.1. Table D-3 shows the results of these computations. Sub-
section D.4 treats the computer requirements of each system. These have
been included in the compilation of Table D-2.
Table D- 3
PHYSICAL RESOURCE PENALTY FACTORS
Gemini IMU SGT Strap- Down IR U
Weight (lb) 0.0322 0.0048 0.0047
Power (W) 0.1095 0.0335 0.0291
Volume (cu in. ) 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001
Crew time (hour/year)
for maintenance 0.0021 0.0011 0. 0003
Total 0.1444 0. 0395 0.0342
The cost penalty factors for the inertial reference systems are computed
from the system development and fabrication costs listed in Subsection D. 3.2
and the estimated available funding in D. 3. 1. The following penalty factors
result; as can be seen, they do not materially affect the outcome of the tradeoff.
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System
Gemini IMU
SGT
Strap-down IR U
Cost Penalty Factor
0.0015
0.003
0.003
Adding the penalty factors found for each system, the following overall
resource penalty factors are established:
System
Gemini IMU
SGT
Strap-down IR U
Resource Penalty Factor
0.1459
0.398
0.345
When each of these resource penalty factors is multiplied by the inverse of
the proportion of experiments which can be accomplished with the particular
system, the set of cost-effectiveness factors shown below is obtained.
System
Gemini IMU
SGT
Strap-down IR U
Cost Effectiveness
0.1639
0.0443
0.0523
The cost effectivenss values clearly establish the general superiority of the
SGT and strap-down systems for the present application. The difference
between the SGT and the strap-down IRU is not sufficient, in itself, to justify
the selection of the SGT over the IRU. However, when considered as one
factor, it tends to favor the selection of the SGT as the best potential system
for the MORL application.
D. 3.4 System Selection
In view of the results of the tradeoff computations, the Gemini IMU may be
eliminated from further consideration. Its advantage in accuracy is not
sufficient to offset the greater weight, power, and volume required. Further-
more, replacement in case of failure involves an entire platform assembly.
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The choice between the SGT and IRU is not as clear cut. The IRU is some-
what better than the SGT in terms of weight and power requirements, but its
accuracy under dynamic condition (0.5°/hour) does not meet IRS design
requirements. It, therefore, appears that under the conditions of the pres-
ent state of the art, the single-axis concept is better suited to MORLrequire-
ments than the strap-down rate-measurement concept. For this reason, no
change is recommended in the present basic configuration of the MORL IRS.
The baseline SGT remains the best potential IRS mechanization at the present
time.
D. 4 COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The following paragraphs discuss the computational requirements.
D. 4. 1 Sin_le-Gimbal Triad
A separate digital differential analyzer is required to implement the SGT
concept. This computer uses a direction cosines method to determine the
orientation of the laboratory. The direction cosines can be converted
directly to _.uler angles. The basic elements of this computer are a direc-
tion cosines computer, an orbital angular velocity component computer, and
a summer. The direction cosines computer employs an incremental method
to generate a set of direction cosines from initial conditions and indicated
attitude changes about a body axis. In the orbital mode, orbit rate must be
must be resolved about body axes and, therefore, is multiplied by the direc-
tion cosines.
The main registers must have a capacity of at least 17 bits. However, the
computation frequency need not exceed 100/sec. This low solution rate re-
quirement allows the use of low-power integrated circuits. The well defined
nature of the computation will permit the use of a simple memory scheme
such as a core rope for program memory and storage of constants. A glass
delay line is the optimum type of erasable memory for storage of variables
in this application, and its serial output will simplify the arithmetic opera-
tions. A microprogram type of instruction list will also help simplify the
arithmetic. The computer configuration will employ an instruction list in
which a maximum of four words is required to implement an integrator.
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The core rope permanent memory must have a capacity of 256 words and a
cycle time of 200 kc. The delay line erasable memory must have a capacity
of 128 words in 2 delay lines (64 words in each line) and operate at a speed
of 6 mc. The arithmetic section should utilize low-power microelectronic
circuitry and operate at a speed of 2 mc. A total of 80 microelectronic flip-
flops can be used for incremental storage. Excluding input/output circuits,
the required computer has the following characteristics:
Volume
Weight
Power
Estimated (MTBF) reliability
126 cu in.
5 lb
15W
10,000 hours
D. 4.2 Gemini IMU
The Gemini IMU has only minimal computation requirements. The stable
member remains fixed in inertial or orbital space and the orientation of the
laboratory is defined completely by the gimbal angles at any instant. A small
analog computer may be provided to convert from gimbal angles to Euler
angles. All other incidental computation functions, such as addition of
inner and outer roll angles, are performed in the platform electronic pack-
age, with the control and output functions. The Gemini vehicle includes a
separate digital computer for guidance and navigation. Since these functions
are performed in the MORLby the DPC, there is no need for a separate
full-scale computer in a mechanization using the IMU.
D. 4.3 Strap-DownInertial Reference Unit
The computer implementation for the strap-down IRU is similar to that for
the SGT. The major exception is that an integration stage is required prior
to the direction cosines computation, in order to convert from rates to
angles. An analog-to-digital pulse generator, with pulse rate proportional
to input signal, can provide this capability. The computation frequency
should not exceed 100/sec and the register size should be at least 17 bits.
Size, weight, and power figures are essentially similar to those for the SGT
compute r.
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D. 5 PROJECTED IMPROVEMENTS
Projected improvements are presented in the sections below.
D. 5. I Single Gimbal Triad
The single gimbal triad (SGT) system (References D-l, D-2 and D-3) is
subject to improvements in accuracy and reliability. The most important
single improvement is the substitution of a high accuracy (30 arc-sec) digital
output encoder for the present 5 arc-minute device. This substitution is
within the present state of the art if an electronic analog-to-digital converter
is employed. The capacity of the digital differential analyzer used as the
inertial reference system (IRS) computer is also sufficient to meet the poten-
tially higher computation rate. The necessary slight increase in system
weight and power and the decrease in reliability are considered to be justi-
fied by the upgraded stability and control system (SCS) accuracy require-
ments. It is likely that within 5 years an incremental digital encoder will be
built providing a direct optical digital output with a resolution of 30 arc-sec.
Such an encoder will provide a worthwhile improvement to the present
single-axis system, particularly where short-term precise attitude holding
is required.
This mechanization gives improved accuracy figures as follows:
I. Encoder resolution--0.01°/hr.
2. Overall accuracy--0.09°/hr.
D. 5.2 Gemini inertial Measurement Unit
The primary disadvantages of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) (Refer-
ence D-4) are its weight, power, and difficulty of maintenance. It is unlikely
that any of these factors could be significantly improved without entirely
changing the configuration of the platform. While it is not impossible that a
low-power, lightweight, high-accuracy gimbaled platform might be developed
in the next few years, the law of diminishing technological returns seems to
be overtaking the development of the fully gimbaled platform. Therefore,
the development effort will probably be better spent on other forms of inertial
reference systems with greater potential payoff.
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D. 5.3 Strapdown Inertial Reference Unit
There are several possible ways in which the strapdown inertial reference
unit (IRU) (References D-5, D-6 and D-7) might be modified to improve its
accuracy, (1) the placing of the entire unit in a temperature-control oven so
that the fluid viscosity, and hence torquer linearity, can be precisely con-
trolled and (2) using pulse-rebalancing circuitry to eliminate the direct
dependence on rate measurement and thus bypassing the pickoff null uncer-
tainty error. Either or both of these methods promise to reduce the error
below the required 0.3°/hr, but they do not indicate any foreseeable reduction
below 0. l°/hr. The use of an oven would virtually nullify any initial advan-
tage the IRU might have in weight and power. Even with improvements con-
sidered, the IRU appears less potentially useful than the SGT as an inertial
reference.
D. 5.4 Potential Future Mechanizations
An inertial reference system sensor which shows considerable promise, even
though it is only in the experimental prototype stage, is the electrostatic gyro
(ESG). This employs a spinning sphere supported by electric fields for atti-
tude reference. One (or perhaps two for spin axis coverage and redundancy)
device provides complete all-attitude reference with an extremely low drift
rate (<0.01°/hr), long running times (>1 year), and virtually no wear. Prob-
lems remain to be solved in their development, particularly in the area of
readout. The ESG would seem to be most valuable in a long-term inertially
fixed application, such as a manned planetary fly-by.
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